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DePradt and Napoleon 
Introduction 
1 
The problem of this study is to assign to Abbe Do-
minique Dufour de Pradt his place in the history of the 
Frenoh Revolution and Napoleonic periods. It is im-
possible to take the estimates of Abbe de Pradt's con-
temporaries as to his contributions and his relative place 
of importnnoe because of the conflicting opinions·whieh 
have been expressed concerning him. It is necessary, 
then, to trace as accurately and as closely as possible 
the public career of Pradt in order that present·day 
estimations may be made which, due to their removal in 
point of time, are more likely to be farmed with the 
proper perspective and to be free from prejudices and· 
jealousies. 
An understanding of Pradt is desirable for· an ade-
quate understanding of the period in which he lived 
because he was one of the most stimulating political 
writers of his time. His pamphlets were very nwnerous 
and widely read so that he became an influential factor 
in the public thought o:r the times. In this respect he 
runked along with such pamphleteers and publicists as 
Gentz of Austria, d'Ivernois of Switzer~and, des Maistre 
o:r Savoy~J, d'Hauterive and Chateaubriand of France. 
Pradt must also be taken into account because of 
his relations to the dominant figure of the period, 
Napoleon, whom he served in the varying capacities of 
2
_chief almoner, first chaplain and diplomat, but whom he 
opposed, in the end, to the ex.tent that he became one of 
the plotters for his downfall. This study is only a 
small part of the greater study of the diplomntio nspeots 
of the fall of Napoleon. Pradt is distinguished for hav-
ing served Napoleon in three of his major projects which, 
beonuse of their failure, led directly to his ruin, nnrne-
ly, the dethroning of the ~ourbons and the establishment 
of a Bonapartist regime in Spain, the attempt to deprive 
the Pope of his temporal power and the Russian campaign. 
The plan of this study is, first, to inveatignte 
Pradt'a career previous to his first contacts with Na-
poleon with a view to determining his original contr1-
bu~1ons through his writings to public tho.igb.t. The 
second part is concerned with Prndt and his work in con-
nection with Napoleon in order that Pradt•s respons1b111ty 
for the success.or failure of the projects in which he 
engaged may be determined. 'I1he final part is devoted to 
Pradt, who, because of Napoleon's growing autocratic and 
arbitrary attitude toward his diplomats, became the op-
ponent of the very mnn he served nnd nt the final reckon-




De Pradt: His Early Career 
On 13 April 1759 in the village of Allanche in 
Auvergne a child was born who was burdened with the name, 
Dominique Georges Frederic de Riom de Prolhiao Du.four de 
Pradt. For every individual and.especially for one who 
was born before the advent or modern democracy t.here was 
n propnration which wa.a bound to determine his des.tiny 
in life. For De Pradt there was a preparation which led. 
him to give his life to the church, thus allowing him 
to drop his pretentious name·ror .the simple Abbe de Pradt. 
De Prudt'a father, Barthelemy Louis Isa.co de Riom, 
baron de Pradt was the son of Charles de R1om, seigneur 
de Prolhiao and Marie Francoise'Dufour de Pradt. Marie's 
unole, colonel of the Camp of Dragons, had donated to 
her all his property on condition that she and her chil-
dren should take the name de Pradt. Abbe de rpradt's 
mother, Madeline de Lastic, was the daughter of Hyacinthe 
de Lastio de Fournel and Simone de La.Rochefauoauld-Langeac. 
It was Pradt's parentage on.his mother's side which in-
fluenced him early in life to determine upon an ecclesias-
tical career. 
Abbe de Pradt and his twin brother were the yaing-
est of eight children. His youth was spent in the moun-
tains between the ranges of Cantal and Cesalier in the 
4
village of Allanche. Judging from his later career he 
mu.st have been an intelligent nnd prudent child. lle hud 
a taste for riding and for arms nnd it is thought ape-
( 1)
ouliar disposition for tactics and strategy. But there 
is, evidently, some confusion, on this point, of Prodt 
with his twin brother, Dominique Antoine Hector, who re-
ceived a military education, having entered the military 
' . ( 2) 
school at Flecha 17 March 1868. Hence it is probnble 
that· this disposition for tactics and strategy r1c;ht-
fully belonged to his brother and has been erroneously 
attributed to the abbe. Georges Frederic de Prndt, nt 
. an early age, determined upon an e.oolesiaatioo.l life, 
feeling aura of the support or his two uncles, his mother's 
brother, Dominique de Lustio, bishop of Conaerans, nnd 
his grandmother's brother Dominique de La Hoohefauonuld, 
then archbishop of Albi. 
In 1771 at the age of twelve years De Pradt entered 
the seminary of Saint Flour to make his secondnry studies. 
He v,~s · ordained priest in Jwie, .1783 a. t the age or twenty-
four at which time he went to the Sorbonne for his theo-
logical studies, living near Saint Sulpice. Assimilating 
his studies rapidly and possessing a curious intelligence 
of' all things De Pra.dt was granted the degree or mnster 
of arts in 1784 and that of doctor of theology in 1785. 
Dominique de La Rochef'auoauld, Pradt's greRt uncle., 
in the meantime having become archbishop of tlouen, called 
6
his nephew to him and named him canon and vicar general 
of· the diocese in October 1785. In addition he· named 
him archdeacon of Grand Caux und gave him the rich pri-
ory of Daumarie near Bar-le-due. De Pradt worked dili-
gently at his nev, occupation spending freely of his 
physical and mental energies·. He read without doubt the 
writings of philosophers but p~eserved his Catholic faith 
(3)
intact. 
Pradt wrote a number of mandates or pastoral letters 
which showed a great deal of intelligence and in this way 
brought himself into public notice. Both he and his 
uncle, Cardinal La nochefaucauld were elected as deputies 
or the clergy of Normandy to the Estates General in 1789. 
ilbbe de Pradt was then thirty years of o.ge and without 
doubt would soon have been called to a bishopric had it 
not been for the decided turn of political events in France 
at this t1~e. When the Estates General met 5 May 1?89 
De Pradt took the political role which he was to resume 
from time to time thrOlghou.t his career. From the outset 
Prndt opposed the union of his order with ~he deputies c£ 
the Third Estate. \Jhen the three orders united in the 
Uational 1,ssembly, he voted consistently with the minority, 
defending the rights o~ the church, the clergy and royalty, 
There is little to guide us concerning the pa.rt which -
Prudt played in the proceedings of the Assembly but it is 
6
evident from the proceedings which are reported in the 
Moniteur that he rarely mounted to the tribune nnd 
probably contented himself with occasionnl interruptions. 
We have a record of a single motion which Pradt mnde nt 
the sitting of the Assembly on 19 March 1790. The aup-
pression of religious hou.ses and monasteries being under 
discussion he proposed that the rnonl<:S remnining in the 
cloisters should be allowed the use,or moveable propor• 
ties, ornaments of the cult, on condition that they ex-
hibit them to the municipalities at any time it should 
( 4)
be required of them. 
On 12 July 1790 the Civ11Const1tut1on or the Clergy 
was voted by which the bishops nnd priests were raduoed 
in number and were made a civil body, elected by tho 
people, paid by the state and separated from the sovereign 
control of the Pope. On 27 November the Assembly deter-
mined to enforce the acceptance of the Civil Constitution. 
Every eoclesiustio holding preferment or exercising public 
functions was required totuke nn oath of £1dol1ty to the 
Constitution of France, the terms of which included tho 
measures regarding, the Church. The ldng snnctioned this 
decree of the Assembly on 26 December but the Pope re-
mained officially silent. On 4 January 1791 the ecclesi-
astical deputies were summoned to take the prescribed 
oath. When the Assembly refused to muke a formnl declara-
. tion that it meant no interference with the exclusive 
domain or religion, the great majority.of the clerical 
( 6) ,,
deputies declined the oath. Pradt was among these 
non-juring clergy who constituted about two-thirds or 
(6)
ull the eoolesinsts or France. It was thought for a 
while thnt the constitutional and the non-juring clergy 
could get nlong amicably together and a moderate pension 
(7)
was granted to the non-jurers. · However disorder and 
7
bloodshed followed and the non-juring clergy came to be 
regarded as traitors and rebels. The Assembly accord-. 
1ngly passed another decree on 29 November 1791 which 
provided that nll priests who did not take the oath with-
.. .
in a week were to be removed from their benef 1c·e~ by
the Directories of their respective Departments and their 
":> (8)
stipends were to be oonfisoated for the ~reasury. Still 
Prndt refused to take the oath and was forthwith deprived 
of his income and position. severe persecution followed 
which drove most of the non-jurors from France. 
' . '
Pradt, however, regarded emigration as an act of dis• 
loyalty toward France so he remn1ned in the country under 
these adverse conditions for noarly a year after the 
issuing or the above decree, On 26 August 1792 a law 
was passed by the Assembly which provided for the deporta-
- . . ( 9) . 
tion or all priests who hnd not taken the oath. It was 
just previous to the passage of this regulation that 
Prndt, being threatened with forced removal from the 




There is evidence to the effect thnt Prndt l11tor 
regretted the course of action which ho took nt th1s 
time. In 1818 when he wrote his treatise, Les guntros 
concordats,he included u chapter on the clergy during 
the revolution to the time of deportation to the re-
ligious restoration. Ile expressed in them the opinion 
that the clergy committed a grave error in uniting them-
selves with the nobility and in em1grnt1nc with them. 
The affairs of the clergy imd the nobility were not tho 
same. 'This deportation had the disnstroua effect of 
throwing men together who did not hove conunon prinoiploa 
of nction. The clergy had nothing in common with those 
who wanted to take arms against France. 'rhe anigration 
was one of the worst faults thnt has ever been committed 
(ll) 
in policy.,· Then Hgain he wrote, · "The clergy who 
remained in the country a~e to bo highly praised for 
· .. (12) 
their services.and bravery, From these extracts one 
can infer that Pradt•s regrets arose from the appearance 
which his emigration gn.ve of disloyalty to Fro.nee, The 
more cormnendable action VTould have been to have rem:.1ined 
in the country and to have worked secretly, tho'Uf':)l pre-
cariously, against the revolutionary forces. ·rhe futal 
weakness of the clergy he maintained was their division 
among themselves, which was only aggravated by requir-
ing the onth to the Civil Constitution. 
9
In u two volU!Ile publica·tion of 1824 entitled La France, 
l'em1grntion1 et las colons, Pradt expressed still more 
emphaticully his uttitude toward those who ·emigrated from. 
France. The question before the French people in 1824 
was whether or not they·would indemnify the emigres for 
their property which had been confiscated during their 
absence from the country. Pradt presented a strong argu-
ment opposing indemnification 1n which he regarded the 
... 't , 
conduct or many of the emigres as criminal, In making 
his or1Iil1nnl accusations he: was· careful to distinguish 
between the different classes or emigrations enumerating 
five in all: 1. the emigration for the sake of safety 
ond preonut ion beginning on 17 July 1789; 2. the armed · 
emigrntion; 3. the new emigration for safety which began 
nfter 10 J\ugust 1792; 4. the forced emigration; 5. the 
supposed emigr,1tion of men absent from France previous 
to 1789, in order that their property might be confiscat-
(13) . 
ed. He condemned as criminals those who took up 
arms against France, either with the foreigners or in 
the civil wars, waged by the campaigns of Champagne and. 
· . . ( 14)
by the attacks lasting ten years from 1790 to 1800. The 
rights to make war, to call upon for·e1gners, to cede 
territory and to engage military chiefs ond troops, 
10 
ncoording to Prudt, were rights pertnin1ng to sovor-
. . (16) 
eignty, and tho ernigres were not sovoroif71• 
Pradt tntlde a special exception or the priests who
had been forced to emigrate ond who had loot both thoir 
eooles1ust1cnl property nnd their pensions und yet \'Jore 
· (10) 
making no demnnds .for oornpemmtion. In this writing 
~1a did not, us formerly, express his recrets oonoornins 
deporta~ion ulthough he mny still huvo felt thorn. On
~his occasion ha mo1•oly thought it u good opportunity 
to drciv, n distinction between those who em1grntt)d nnd
took up arms ngninat li'J:tance and omigres lilto h.1mao 11' 
,,ho vmre either deported or th1•eu.tened with forced re-
moval. 
Upon let.wing Fronce on 16 li.U[,11lat 17921 Prudt went 
first to Maastr1cht in Belgium whore he found oompuny 
among men in similar oiroumstunoos. \':hen Balgiwn wuo 
invaded by Douznouriez 1n November 1792 ho rotired to 
w~stphnl1a. riith tho entrance of th.a Prince or Coburg 
b1to Belgium in 1793 uf'ter the bnttle or neerw1ndon 
Pradt retumed to Brussels. It wua during this otny 
that he collected tho mnteriul v1h1oh he used 1n his 
publion t1on of 18201 Ln Belciqµe dopuis 1789 ,1uequ. ten
1794. He beonmo interested in the public nffnirs or -
this country and throughou.t his stny wns 1n close con-
tact t11th Count Marcy-Argenteau, former Austrian e.m-
bnssador to France. Count Mercy was now charged with 
secret negotintions between tho committee of public 
safety and the court ot Vienna.- Pradt was not intro-
duced into the secrets of all this affair but he did 
(17) 
leurn something of that which was going on. When· 
Belgium was evacuated in 1'794 by the Austrians De Pradt 
took refuge with a bond of emigres at Hamburg where he., 
Ri vurol and some. others occupied themselves with po-
11 t ical publications• Riv0,;rol -. was nls o an emigre, who 
ht1d left France on 10 June 1792. He hud ·r1rst gone to 
Brussels, then to England .and from there to Ht:1mburg
where he retired to his dro.wing room life and started a 
(18) 
nevr diotionnry or the French language. 
Pradt remained in exile with these associates un-
til 1802 when the Consular government began to show 
tolerance.and when the settlement or the quarrel between 
the state and the Roman Catholic Church by.the Concordat 
of 1801 became effective. Pradt's reaction to this ar-
1•imgement at the time it was made is probleniatlc and 
lnrgely a matter or conjecture. We lmow.thnt· he must 
have shown himself favorable else he ocnld not have re-
ceived the almost immediate appointment to a church of-
fice. The reaction which is recorded in Les guatres 
concordats is revealing if one takes into account the 
lapse or time and the course of relationships between 
··.ll 
Mapoleon and Pradt trom 1802 to 1815. Pradt in 1818 
when writing the above mentioned treatise did not re-
frain from criticizing at length the Concordnt of 1801. 
He said that the ignorance and inadverttmce of the ne-
gotiators, the habit of mixing the spiritual with the 
temporal threw Napoleon headlong into the Concordat 
without suspicioning the outcomes, ~nd prevented him 
· ~19) 
from binding himself to toleration. He erred by not 
completely separating church and state. 'With the ex-
ception of the one (concordat) at Fontainebleau, which 
was corrected in this respect, none of them were well 
(20)
fitted to the needs of chU.rch and state.'. J:,. the 
other hand, we have in this sume discussion n state-
ment which at first seemed directly at variance with 
the former expression of·opinion. The religious res-
toration was at the time a work of genius on the part 
of Napoleon, Pra.dt asserted, und how fortunate it was 
·that the nwnber of dissenters was too small to oouse 
(21) 
any effect. These inconsistencies onn be explained 
by Pradt 1 s change or position in 1818. By the beginning 
or 1814 Pradt had turned directly against Napole~n and 
ilhe1•cafter criticized much to which he had formerly 
adhered. Then, too, by 1818 Pradt had back of him ten 
full years.of intimate contact with bickerings between 
the Pope and Napoleon~ He had started as early as 1804 
12 
13 : 
advising the 1inperor on the conducting of ctjurch affai;s. 
In 1811 he had been appointed to two:commiss~ons to the 
Pope, at Savona, for the purpose or revising\t1:1e arrange-
\
ment of the Concordat of 1801 wh_ich };lad been ··f ota_1ly 
disregarded with the result that many bishop;~cs were 
, I . 
;\ .
left vacont in France. These ten years of exp~rience 
. I 
nnd observa.t1on hnd brought to light· many defe~ts in 
1' 
I,
policy so thut it was only nntura.l to criticiz~\ in 1818 
. \ \.
what had appenred to be a stroke of genius in ~8~2, VJe
. . . : : \·. . .
cnn then be comparatively certain thnt Pradt r.~tu.rned 
. . /( \
to Pnris in 1802 rejoic_ing over the new arranf ~mif_lt be-
tween Napoleon nnd the Pope nnd hoping that he \nidrt 
I \ 'J \ ' 
onoe ngain take his place in the service of ~he\Church. 
'j \
But two years elapsed before his hopes were f.ea~~,~ed, 
/: f \ \
which period properly belongs to the discussion/~f\the 
. ,· \ ·, 
'1 • 
cultural contributions of Pradt for most of this ~inie 
was devoted to writing. 
A close study of the career of Pradt leads onb to\\ i\ . I \ 
, •I.'. \ \ 
believe that he was primarily interested in a 11fe\;of \\ 
action and.the number or major negotiations of state in\ 
1. \ \·1,' \ 
which he pnrt1ciputed during the rise and fall of N,- \ 
poleon is really surprising. At times, however, he1ex-
1
. }:
per1enced reverses of political fortune and was for;tied . . . f\
to drop into the ·);m_okgrou.nq.. Much to his credit, fr~.dt 
'. I . . . i l\
did not fail to use such times HS these- to advantage] and 
invariably turned to writing. several or his works not 
only proved to be contributions in themselves but nided 
in his own rehabilitation. 
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Pra.dt began to direct his talents townrd wr1 ting 
soon af"ter he had completed his edu.cntion, \1hile serving 
as vicar-general or the archbishopric of Houen, 1t will 
be recalled, he wrote a. nwnber of mandutes and pnstoral 
(22) 
letters which showed great intelligence. His writings 
of this nature were interrupted when he wns eieoted to 
the Esta tea General. Vihen he ngnin toolt up his pen hie 
works were permeated with entirely different niotivos ond 
emotions. 
Throughout his sojourn in foreign c01 ntr1es as nn 
emigre Pradt employed his efforts in the interosta of 
public policy in France especially 1n respect to the 
counter revolutionnry attitude v1h1ch should be assumed 
by the other powers of Eu.rope. L'Antidote au consros 
de Hastadt and la Prusse et sn neutralite were both writ• 
ten 14'i1th this object. As mentioned above dur1ne; hie stay 
at Hamburg, where he was forced to take refuge in 1794, 
Pradt occupied himself with Rivarol 1n some political 
publications and collaborated inn biography or men or 
the revolution which was published 1n 1800. He also 
contributed articles for a periodical publication, 
(23)
SpeotHtour du Nord, on military operations. 
The Pl"inoipal work of this period was l'Antidote 
nu oonsres de Rnstadt. Pradt had become much alarmed 
at the settlements of the •.rr~aty or Campo Fo11mio and 
the ngreements proposed at the Congress of Raatadt.· In 
a secret article of the former Austria promised to help 
Frnnoe acquire the .Rhine boundary-. Austria in return 
'15 
wna to get Salzburg and a pnrt of Ea.st Bavaria•' Tb.is 
treaty wns negotinted between France and.Austria in 1797. 
By the end or that yenr the troops of the Republic had 
advanced to the left bank of the £mine so that by the 
time the Congress of lfastadt opened on 16 December 1'797 
Frnnoe w~s able to exercise material pressure,· This 
congress was assembled for the purpose of compensating 
the German princes whose land on the left bunk of the 
Hh1ne ha.d been,:·appropriated. by France. ·rhe formal ces-
sion of the whole left banlt of th~ Rhine was secured 
with slight reservations. The territorial indemnifi-
. . ' '
cation or the dispossessed princes by the aeoulnrization 
of ecclesiastical states on the east bank of the Hhine 
became the object of considerable intrigue and·was not 
(24) 
r1110lly settled until July, 1798 at conferences at Selz. 
These aettlementa seemed dangervns and fatal to 
Pradt because they tended to bring about peace with a 
revolutionized France ond even to accord to her the na-
tural frontier or the R11ine and the Alps. In his hatred 
16 
for revolution Pradt did not wish to have peace until 
such forces had been crushed. He said of them in his 
poignant phrases that •the treaties or Basle and Campo 
Formio and the Congress of Rastadt sanctioned disorder. 
Modern treaties tended to destroy. The Congress of 
Rastadt was going to sanction the stripping of' the Em• 
pire and the increase of_France to a degree which would 
( 26)
leave no more hope for the liberty or Europe.' Prfldt 
then set up as the purpose of his exposition that of 
offering an honest plan of policy to replace the one 
of the Congress of Rastadt. It was in this plan thut 
Pradt gave evidence of his remarkable prophetic sense 
and for~cast not only the settlements of 1814-16 but ol-
so sensed the necessity and the inevitable development 
of our present day League of Nation~ •. He remnrked thnt 
the revolution had shown him that in addition to tho 
( 26)
French Republic there was a Eu.ropeun Republic, The 
French Revolution must be considered the enemy or this 
~u.ropean Republic. Neutrality was no longer possible. 
Against this pest there must be an entente of nll the 
powers. 
The objective of this entente of powers, in Prndt's 
estimation, was to set up a new povrnr bnlunce in hurope 
to overcome the disproportion of France. Pradt then 
presented a plan which he believed wculd accomplish this 
end. The essence of this plan was the reunion of Bel .. 
gium with Holland and of Milan with Piedmont, thus 
placing nt either extremity of France a power to.act as 
17 
n counterpoise. Many of the details of this plan which 
he presented were not fully realized by the territorial 
settlements of 1814•16 but the essentials were there. 
Holland and Belgium were united under the House of Orange 
ns he had. suggested. Although M1.lnn was. not united to 
Piedmont, · the llm!se of Savoy did make a ane notable gains 
in territory, namely, Genoa nnd Capraja Island, and re-
gained Nice, part of Savoy and the proteotorate1 of.Mo-
nooo, all of which seryed to str~ngthen the prestige of 
thnt little state on the ~outhern-boundary of France. 
After presenting his.plan Pradt ~la.borated upon its ad-
vantages and gave advice on the political negotiutions 
nnd the alliances necessary to make it effective. He 
even presented a plan of campaign to be waged against 
the revolutionary forces in France and compnred,the 
manna of the two opposing forces for carrying on war, 
both as to men and money. 
The book, l'Antidote au congres de Hnstadt, ended 
with a consideration of the colonies of the Eu.ropean 
powers. Pradt felt that ~he revolution if given time 
to strengthen itself, might extend its deadly activities 
' 
. 
to the colonies. He stated that !Eu.rope owed to her 
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colonies the opulence ~d nccomplishmenta of' hor modern 
(27) 
life.' As to the general state of colonies they "like 
children in their infancy have need or mnterne.l vigilance. 
In their youth they seelc to follow their own. will nnd 
(28)
desire independence. 11 The authority of the mother 
country should experience the snma decline as thnt or 
parents. lie added that it vms 'England' a failure to nmko
this observation that had caused her to lose her J\merionn 
colonies. J.i.ge.in Pradt gnve evidence of his prophetia 
qual~ties when. he .recommended tho system now actually 
employed.by Great .Britain with her dominions. Ile also 
predicted that the next revolt VIOUld be thnt of the 
Spanish colonies and he even announced a suooesaful re• 
volt of the natives of' English India., ,1h1oh, howevex•, 
(29)
has not yet been realized. 
L'Antidote was printed _secretly in Puris and is 
reported to _have met with prodigious success in all 
EU.rope~ It .'>'es n~ired by Mallet du Pan, a oontempornry 
journalist,· and the Jrurnnl or .lt'ree Men cona1derod it as 
•the most remarkable production v,hioh the genius of 
(30) 
counter-revolution had imagined.• Its influence was 
not.immediate but, as we shall see later, Pradt's plan 
was considered ut the time of the reconstitution of 
(31) 
Holland and Belgium. 
This book, l'Antidote nu congres de Rastadt, was 
.19 
followed by la Prusse et sa neutralite, written on 
much the same principle~ but which hnd less success.' 
Prussia in 1~95 by the Treaty of Basel had withdrawn 
from the first coalition of powers thereby giving France 
(32) ·
a free hand on the left bank of'the Rhine. As- noted 
in the analysis of Pradt 'a work on the Congress of Rastadt 
this extension to the Rhine was, in, his estimation, a· 
dangerous upsetting of the balance of Europe. To be . ' .
sure Prndt felt that Prussia was justified 1n withdraw-
ing from the ooal1t1~n a1. nee the war., contrary to the 
original objective, had been transformed from one of 
restoration to one of invasion ~nd conquest. Neverthe• 
leas he believed thHt Prussia could not afford to remain 
neutral •. In fact he felt that there was no such thing ns 
neutrality when war was involved "with revolution. It 
was the duty then of Prussia to furnish~ central point, 
which had heretofore beef3$)ck1~, for.the deliberations 
of the oonlit~on powers. It was her duty to dema!l;d 
the fonnntion of a congress for "it is ohly in e. congress 
thnt one is able to discuss common objects in a manner 
(34)
useful to ~he community.« Pradt had a clear conception 
of the new·policy which ought to be adopted by Prussia 
in such a congress. This policy should be based on th~ 
same principles as the plan which ha proposed as an 
antidote for the Congress of Rustadt., that is, the 
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maintenance of the equilibrium of Europe by surrounding 
Franca with strong rather than weak states. The details 
were e.s follows: !• ·As an initial step the barrier on 
the north should consist of the union of Holland and 
Belgiwn. The Empire should retain or recover its in-
tegrity. Austria should be compensated with Venice. 
2. To complete the equilibrium it would be neoessnry to -
have· a state "in Italy which should serve as a barrier to 
France at the Sou.th. This state shru. ld be none other 
than·· Piedn1ont whiolt ought to be fq;rmed from Lombardy, 
Genoa and the Du.ohy of Parma. This ought to form a 
sufficient base to gunrd Italy,~ .e• Tho third object of 
Prussia's new policy ahou.ld be to mnke an a.Lly of Spain. 
The military alliance of Franoe with Spa1n·wns not only 
(35)
an imposition on France but on all Europe. 
After outlining this policy for Prussia Pradt brought 
up a series of six objections which might be offered to 
the breaking of Pl't1ss1an neutrality and refuted them all, 
to his own satisfaction. The answer to one or these ob-
jections is worthy of notice since it shows how advanced 
Pradt was in his thinking. Pradt did not desire that wnr 
should be the aim of the cessation of Prussian neutrality, 
although he admitted that it was a very probable rosult. 
· Hence, the objection might be raised thnt Prussia could 
not meet the expanses of another war. There was a theory 
more or less.common at the time that the wealth of a 
state was meaau~ed by the amount of treasure she had· 
stored up 1n her coffers and Prussia posaesae~ no 
21: 
such treasure. Alexander Hamilton in outlining the
notional debt policy of the U111ted States had directed 
the incorporation, by laws, of the device of the sinking 
fund either disregarding willfully or being ignorant of 
its fallacies. Pradt· realized the economic loss of 
storing up metals in public cof~ers, He branded the pos-
session of dead or inactive met.~.ls by hoarding as ,a great 
evil. 'Sleeping capital', he said, 'lost the advantages 
. . (36)
and products that circulation would make ;Lt beiir. t 
. . 
The latter portion 'of la Pru.sse et sa neutralite 
··,
was interesting from still another_ standpoint., In con-
sidering the forces of strength which Prussia· w~ld have 
to meet in taking up arms against France Pradt·did not 
overlook'Napoleon Bonaparte and wa have an early reaction 
of Pradt to the man in uhose service he was to be so in• 
timatoly employed withi!l a. few years. ·•All government' 
he asserted twas in the hands or Bonaparte.· He was a 
man trily apart from the revolution.· Up to now the· 
revolution had been v,ithout a head; it had been~,re-
aervad to Bonaparte to make it lose this distinction. 
It was necessary to analyze hia situation and evaluate 
his influence in the place to whioh he had had the cour• 
age to mount. Bonaparte was more able, more hardy, more 
22 
( 3'7) 
fortunate, more considered than any of his predecessors.• 
such was Pradt' s estbiation of Napoleon at the close of 
· the century, a man with a power to be feared and com• 
.batted by all the states of hurope not excluding Prussia. 
The·c1roumstances at the time of the publication of 
la Prusse et sa neutralite (1800) were much less favor• 
able for the reception of this book than they had been 
for Pradt's previatts work• By 1800 the First Coalition, 
from which Prussia had withdrar/ll 1n 1795, had been dis-
solved in 1797 by the Treaty of Campo Formio. Napoleon 
had become master in France and was oonduot1ng auocaos-
fu.l campaigns 111 no~hem Ita.17. and southern Germany so 
that Prussia had sufficient reason for remaining neutral. 
On the other hand, it has been said, "It these two pam-
phlets (referring to l'Antidote au ooop;rea de Hastndt and 
la Prusse et aa neutralite) did not determine the new 
coalition which formed then (1799) against tho French 
Republic, at least they served to justify it in a lorge 
. . (38) ·
measure." At least to this writer Pradt'a nrgwnents 
were convincing and wall received. 
As pointed out in the above d!souaaion P~adt re• 
turned to Paris early in 1802 after the agreement be-
tween church and state had been reached and the Consular 
government had begu.n to show tolernnoe. He stayed for a 
long time after reaching Paris in a fourth story room on . 
the rue Canettes not far from the church of Saint-Sulp1ce. 
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He devoted his time to wr1ti~ Les trois ages des colo-
nies, ou de leur etat passe, present et a venir, which 
book wna published in 1802. In this writing Pradt again 
revealed a remarkable ability to predict the future. He 
prophesied a long series of events which within fifteen 
years hud come true, namely, the independence of San Do-. 
mingo, the perpetuity of insurrections among the negroas. 
the successive and forced conquest of colonies by England, 
the Uncontested superiority of the English marine over 
all those of hil.ropa., the oonvenie·nce a~d probnbility of 
the removal of the King of Portugal to Brazil, the tend-
ency of the United States to acquire Florida, and the 
(39) .
emnno1pat1on of Spanish America .• ' · · 
The.success and influence of Les trois ages des 
colonies cannot be exactly estimated. Pradt 1s detraQtOra 
mnde their assaults, asserting that the abbe was writing 
· · (40) · ·
on subjects of which he knew nothing.· The first edition 
of the book was printed by the Michaud printing establish-. 
ment. In 1846 the younger Michaud in writing of Pradt 
gave his recollection of the public ~ecept1on of this 
book. According to him it 0hnd little success;_ it was 
a subject altogether new to Pradt and of slight interest 
for France. Recognizing himself that a large part of 
it wns borrowed from Raynal, he boasted of.having fore-
seen a great many things that have been realized sinoe; 
but one is able to say without exaggerntion that tho 
greater part of these predictions were easy and tb.ut 
, (41)
there wns no great merit in making them.' Having 
printed the book, Michaud wus probnbly as good u 
source as any obtainable for securing data on its suc-
cess as a seller. However, he was likely prejudiced 
in his oritioism of its content. He was writing in 
1846 at a time when people had greatly misprized Prndt, 
who had. died only a faw years before, in 1837. To men 
or those times who did not have the proper perspective 
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· Pradt appeared only as a vacillating self-aeelting char-
acter~ Who could shift from the Napoleonist faction to 
the restoration faction, from the monarchist pnrty to 
.the liberal party without the least qualms. It is only 
recently that his real oontributlons nnd hie sinoerety 
have again been noticed. It must also be noted tho.t 
it was the younger Lou.is-Gabriel Michaud wllo wi"<.\te tho 
· criticism and not the elder Joseph Francois who enjoyed 
a much greater reputation as a writer. 
Pradt's next two publications concern entirely 
different subjects. In 1802 he published in two 
volwnes De l'etat de la culture en France et des ameli-
orations dont elle est suacentible and in 1803, Voyose 
agronomigue en Auvergne. The latter was prefaced by 
some general considerations on agriculture in some·of tle 
central departments in France. Pradt felt thnt, of all 
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the countries of Burope, France had the most favorable 
circumstnnoes for the promotion of agriculture and he 
was trying to encourage its scientific development. !?!i
l•etat de la culture en France received prominent con-
temporary notice in the Moniteur of 27 July 18021 where 
· . ( 42) ' ·
~twas reviewed at length by Roussel. The article 
wna mainly a summarization, including incidental criti-
cism. The chapter on the influence of the revolution on 
agrioultur_e w,1s 01'1t1c1zed as being prejudiced. Like-
wise the idea thut Fronce should attempt to pr.oduce a 
great variety of products so. as tomake·herself' inde-
pendent of colonial and foreign productions was criti-
~ t .• • ; 
oized as economically unsound. · A~~de from these. · remarks 
the nrtiole was very oomme11dato17. · It appeared at a 
·,
time when agriculture wna being given particular notice 
in the columns of tho Moniteur and the review for this 
reason probably attracted considerable public attention. 
Further than thnt we cannot judge the influence which 
the book may have had. We have no evidence of con-
temporary notice of Voyage agronomigue en Auvergne but 
we do have nn indication thnt interest in the boolc was 
more than momentary. However, at least a ·second edition, 
or it was published in 18281 to which Pradt added a 
description of the improvements 111trodUced .into Auve_rgne 
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du.ring·the intervening years. 
, The writing o'f the first edition of Voynsa agro-
nomique ,e~.'·f\U:Verspe was the final effort of Pradt 
during this period from 1792 to 1804 in which he de• 
voted his' energy and time to journalistic endeavors. 
Desiring to return to a life of action Pradt began to 
seek aut eve17 111fluenca ha_might hnve in order to 
gs.in the attention of. the new government and qring him• 
self recogn"ition. 
Chapter II 
De Pradt·and Napoleon 
Part I. First Construc·t1ve services ( 1804~1809) 
From nov, on the narrative, which has thus far 
centered wholly about De Pradt, IIIllst ba extended to 
take 1n the central figure of the period, Napoleon, 
since it is for him that Pradt served in various capa-
cities up to within a year of the downfall of the Em- :
peror of France. Either as an ecclesiast or a diplomat 
he rendered services which were intended., for the most 
part, to contribute to the execution of certain of the· 
mo.jor events of the program of Napoleon. After the 
Emperor first recognized Pradt by receiving him into 
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hie household there were very few intervals during which 
he was not 1n intimate contact with Napoleon and he must 
hnve exerted some little influence for the Abbe was al• 
ways fond of expressing his opinions which he formed 
quite readily on n great variety of.subjects. It should 
be helpful to note· that there was at first almost per-
fect accord between Pradt and Napoleon but that after 
the first few years there grew up unconsciously a 
gradual divergence of viewpoints,which led them in the 
end into directly opposing camps. 
Pradt's fof.,mer means of influence for gaining an 
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ecclesiastical appointment had disappeared by lBOS. His 
uncle Dominique de Lastic had died in 1796 and his grant 
uncle Dominique de la Rochefaucnuld had died 1n 1800. 
He was· therefore forced to make other points of oontnot 
with persona in influential positions. Ile renewed h1a 
friendship with Talleyrand, with. Madame Lo. liochefauoauld 
a1'ld with General Du.roe, who was related to the Lastios 
and hence to Pradt. Christophe de Michel J.uroo had 
lmown Napoleon in his yruth, had become his aide•de-
camp in 1796 and had followed him on his campaign into 
Egypt. On,8 May 1804 the Emperor in organizing his 
( l) 
household had named Gene·ra.l Du.roe Ide.rshe.11 of tho Pnluoo. 
In this position he Vias in close contact with Napoleon 
and was able to gain his ear in the intereata of Pradt 
and to obtain for him an introduction. "Napoleon waa 
charmed with the converoat1on and the inc;onious and 
(2)
profo,md views of Abbe de Pre.dt." 
At just what time thia interview toolt place could 
not be determined but it was likely somet1me·dur1ng 
the yeur 1803. If so, one could then imagine on what 
g1"ou.nds Pradt may have appealed to Napoleon at that 
time. The :&aperor was trying to restore the Catholic 
religion along the old lines and Pradt, becnuso of 
his previous position aa vicar-general of Hou.en, 
understood as well as anyone the old ecclesiastical 
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traditions necessary to e. complete reestablishment., 
Then, too, it was very probable, nlt,hough we have no 
definite evidence to that effect" that Nnpoleon•s 
nttention ho.d been attracted to the recent publications 
of the nbbe. Does it not seem reason~ ble that, at the 
very time o.t v1hich ha was determining to make a coniplate 
change in his colonial policy, Napoleon would have.been 
interested in any ~uoh publication as Les trois ages 
dos colonies? If it did not serve to influence Napole-
on's deo1sion to sell Louisiana in April 1803 the 
views.therein were probnbly welcomed as confirmation 
of his chosen policy. Whatever the basis or appeal 
may have been there is no doubt but that Pradt won the 
desired attention. On 18-May 1804 the Senate voted to 
malte Napoleon Emperor whereupon he pr9ceeded to organize 
his imperial court• Pradt was now gi van the recognit.ion 
he had sought, In sending some. orders to Fouche, minis-
ter of police, on l September 1804 napoleon included a 
request that, if Abbe de Pradt were at Paris, Fouche 
should send him to_ l_\ix-ln•chnp$lle and to give him 
the necessary .f'u.nda, , e.dding thnt he would be very glad 
(3) .
to s~e him. Pradt evidently responded immediately to 
his summons for on 9 September 1804 at,Aix-la-chapelle 
he was named Grand Almoner of Napoleon and was ad-
(4) .
m1n1sterad the oath by the Emperor himself •. This was 
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an office which first appeared during the reign of 
Cha~les VIII and was now revived by Napoleon. The duties 
-;, :,: of the. Grand Almoner were the superintendence of the 
Chapel Royal and al~ religious ceremonies or the Court, 
' • ~ ( \ i 
the directing of the great hospital tor the blind (~iuinze-
. Vingts) and the nomination Qf the regius professors and 
readers in ~he College de Franca. 
Holding this most.favored position it naturally 
der~lved upon Pradt to aot as master of ceremonies for 
the clergy at the crowning of Napoleon as Emperor of 
the French on 2 December 1804. For practically evecy 
activity in which Pradt engaged he has left an account 
and in this instance his record is found in Les quntros 
concordats in a chnpter entitled "The Journey of the 
Pope to Paris". As a rule, one ounnot rely upon these 
accounts for absolute historical correctness especially 
in th.is case where the reoord was made fourteen years 
after the event. However. the account therein of the 
results of the Pope's journey to Paris has a value os 
contemporary opinion and confirms, in many respects, 
the analysis of the authoritative historian. 
Desiring to gain the respect of the French people 
and of Eu.rope without subordinating his own authority, 
Mapoleon wished to be crowned by the Pope, but he 
wished that the Pope should come~ a.this will, to Paris 
to perform the ceremony. According to Pradt, a part 
of the cou.rt nt Rome was opposed to the journey of the 
Pope because they thought it injurious to Roman power 
nnd dignity. On the contrary, the political faction 
thought it was a good occasion to reestablish and to . , 
fortify Rome and they secured a·. verbal promise of the· 
Legation in return for the concession the Pope wo~~ 
make ·by lenving Home. Hence policy and not religion 
was the determining faotov. The Pope came to Paris 
and the people everywhere greeted him ~n their lmees. 
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The court of Rome 1 however, was not at all imposing as 
oompnred with that of ·Franca nnd inspired slight· con•. 
sideration on the part of Napoleon. Pradt, ~here; 
inserted his generalization that it was rare .that a 
prolonged visit by one cour~ to another'ndded to their 
mu.tunl affection and that this was the case v1ith the 
visit of the Pope to Paris. In Pradt•s est:tme.t:ton the 
Pope fniled to secure the Legations because the.promis~ 
wns only verbal and because he failed to impress Napoleon 
with tho prestige and importance of the Romnn,Court. 
The journey of the Pope to Paris produced only spite 
and regret of the Popa for having wasted his steps and 
(6) . '
lost his objectives~ · 
The final determination of the Pope to go to Paris 
is sometimes attributed to an accusation,.supposed to 
have been made by Napoleon, that Pius VII had written 
to Vienna for advice. Whereupon the Pope immediately 
decided to go to Paris to prove his good faith. Prndt, 
in his analysis. has omitted any mention of thia. 
Otherwise, his account is generally ncceptnble o.nd the 
Pope's ·failure to seoura the Legations is generally 
attributed, as it was by Pradt, to a lack of firmness 
(6)
and a hwn111ty on his part• 
Because of the dangers of crossing the Alps during 
the winter months the Pope did not leave Paris on his 
return to Rome until Maroh 1805. Pre.dt, 1n the mean-
time, was given notable recognition both by him und 
. .
by the Emperor,. By .a.'. decree rendered from the Tuiler-
:tes on 15 December 1804 Da Pradt, first almoner of his 
(7) 
im~~rial majesty, was named Bishop of.Po1tiers. At 
th~- same time ha was made.a baron or the ~inp1re and wao 
given a dotation of 40,ooo· francs. Besides these favora, 
on 2 Febru.ary 18051 the Pope appointed him prelate of 
. (8)
Saint Sulpice. Pradt., soon ofter, went to his dio-
cese but he had not been there long when Napoleon in-
stru.cted him to go to Milan to aid in the crowning of 
,,
the Emperor of the French as King of Ituly. Napoleon 
.left st. Cloud on 31 March 1805 shortly after the de-
parture of the Pope and reached Lyons and Turin on 
the same days as the Papal party• Pradt has described 
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these stops and the welcome given both the Emperor and 
( 9) '
the Pope 111 Les guatres concordats so it.is likely 
that by this time he had joined Napoleon·, ~aving _come 
from his dioceaA at .Po:ttiers\) He followed the Em•
poror on to Milan ,;1here they a11rived on a· May. Again 
Prndt offioin~ed for the clergy when, on 26 May 18051 
. . (10)
Nnpoleon wns oro,med King of Italy by Cardinal Caprara. 
They made an extended stay_i~ Milan., not leaving tmt1l. 
10 JW1e• Prndt followed Napoleon .from there to Genoa 
where they a~rived 30 June~ He is reported to have 
engaged in many long, .intimate conversations with the 
(ll) 
Emperor, discussing the affairs of the clergy. Whether 
Prndt f'ollowed Napoleon any farther than Genoa cannot 
be determined.. ~a may have gone to Poit.iers b~t. it is 
more likely that he went back to Paris with his monarch 
since ue have evidence at n later date of his being in 
If so he must have reached Paris about thnt city. (12) 
17 July sinoe .. that wna the date or Nnpoleonts.arrival. 
Almost a yeni" elapsed afte1 .. this supposed return 
·to Paris concerning which there is no available data 
(13) 
pertaining to Pradt. our next p1eca 0£ information 
comes from Pradt hi·:1self' to the effect that he left 
Napoleon at Paris on 1 June 1806 and d1d not see him 
(14)
agnin until April 1808. Ilo does not say where he 
went but it was probably to his diocese of' .Poitiers 
because it was from there that Napoleon next called 
him into his immediate service. 
This temporary retirement of Pradt from the o.ct1ve 
serv~oe of Napoleon during the years 1805•1808 cnn be 
accounted for by reason of the fact thnt Napoleon wna 
at that time actively engAged in m111tnry cnmpnigns in 
the East. In September 1805 he started his first of• 
fensi ve campaign against the Austrians which CP nt 1nuod 
thrmgh _the victory of AuatGrlits in December. Ho ro-
turned to Paris in January 1806 and mnde prepnrnt1ons 
for his next campaign.a against Prusain ond RUsoin 
which he undertook in September 1806. Having finiohod 
with the Prussians by November, Napoleon turned ngninot 
the Russians with whom ha V1ns occupied until tho Peace 
of T11s1t in July 1807. Pradt'a abilities were not 
applicable to the military services in which Nnpoloon 
was interested durin(5 this period of time so he once 
more resumed the execution or his duties os Bishop 
of Poit1ers. 
Pradt'a departure ~rom Pnr1s brings ton clooo 
the first period of ~rndt 1 e life in the service of 
Napoleon~ The duties required of him during this 
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period were exacted of him as a churchman. In every 
case he performed them creditably and was amply re~orded. 
This first period is :f'u.rthermore distinguished by the 
way in which Napoleon, while nt home in time of peace, 
kept Pradt n~nost continuously near him and engaged 
him often in intimate conversation, On what subjects 
they conversed we cannot be certain but it is probably 
through these ocntaots that Napoleon became confident 
that Pradt possessed outstanding abilities which he 
migh~ find possible to subsequently use to advantage. 
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Pradt remained in his diocese at Poitiers until 
the spring of 1808. Again Napole~n felt need of his 
aorvioes, this time not as a churchman but as a diplo-
mnt in the negotiations with the Bourbons of Spain, 
whose family quarrels had reached a crisis, Napoleon 
hnd dotermined to induce both Charles IV and his son, 
Ii'e1')d~nu.nd, to come to Bayonne in sw.thern France to 
submit their differences to him for arbitration, his 
ulterior purpose being to put on end to the Bourbon 
monnrohy in Spain• Charles IV believing tho.t there was 
no other way out of his difficulties, st.nee the army 
and the people were both on the side of Ferdinand, 
had o.bdioated on 19 March 1808. A few days later; on 
the 24 Maroh; Ferdinand made his royal entry to Madrid 
and was joyfully acclaimed by the people. However, 
on the previous ~ay Murat., at the head of the ·French 
troops which had been pouring into Spain on the pretext 
3G 
of being necessary to the conquest ·or Portugal, had 
entered the city. He complicated matters ror Fardinnnd 
by refusing to recosniza him ns king. With for9ign 
troops in the capital it became evtdent to Ferdinnnd 
that his recognition by Napoleon was necessary to his 
own continuation. Napoleon had., in the meantime, given 
indications of an intention to restore Charles IV, wllo 
had entered communications with Murat and had secretly 
retracted his .abdication. Both roynl claimants wero, 
thus, at the mercy·of the French Empero~. Murut und
General Savary acted as agents for Napoleon in inducing 
both ·Ferdinand and Cho.rles IV to come to Bnyonno. Murot 
informed Ferdinand th£1 t :Napoleon was corning to see him 
and suggested that he go to meet him at Burgos• Ferdi• 
nand was not favorable to the idea at first so, on 
8 April., lie decided to send Don Carlos, his brother, in 
hi~ stead to meet Napoleon. On 9 April Don Curlos de-
parted with Hij ur ·Vallejo~ Don Maca.nuz and the MH.rquis 
of F'eria. in his company. However, due to the persuasions 
of Savary who had been sent by Napoleon to bring the 
Prince to Bayonne in spite of his own wishes in the 
matter, Ferdinand resolved, on 10 April, to go to Burgos 
and before leaving entrusted the government to his uncle 
(15) 
Don Antonio, He was accompanied on his journey by
the Duke of In.f'antado, the Du.lte or Sun Cnrlos, Don 
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Cevalhos, the priest, .Don ~sco1quiz 1 Musquiz and 
Lo.bro.do:r. General suva1')y was uble to coax Ferdinund · 
on as far as Vitoria.where the prince and his party 
remained for three days while Savnry went on to Bayonne, 
u1"riv1ng there the day before tho Empero:r. Vihan Napole-
on came the next day he sent Savary back to Vitoria to 
bring li'erdinnnd on to, Bayonne since it was his desire 
(16) 
to treo.t with him on French soil, Savary did as he 
was diroctod ond with ·the aid of Escoiquiz, who advised 
Ferdinand on all his nffo.irs, persuaded him to go on 
to Bayonne. Eacoiquiz st1i1 had a b.lind faith that 
Napoleon desired to dethrone Cha1.,les I.V and establish 
the young Prince in his stead. Accordingly, the pnrty 
ndvonced on to French soil where they were met· by
1rapor1ul gunrdo undor the cor!lL~nnd of Duree. Between 
Vidnn.to and Bnyonn~ Ferdinand wns met by Don Oe.1'lloa who
told him thnt Ua.poleon planned to dethrone the Bourbons 
(17)
but it was too la:iie to turn buck. He was esoor·ted 
into Bayonne on 20 April• 
Hennwhile Napoleon on 2 April had departed from 
Pa.i"ifl announcing that he we.s · going to visit the de-
( 18} 
partments of the South. He passed thl~ough Poitie~s 
on his trip down to Bordeaux ond Pradt has told u~ how, 
on tho evening before Napoleon 1 s arri·val he received 
notice to get ready ond to follow him on his trip to 
(19)
the South. Pradt did so and followed Napoleon to 
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Bordeaux ·where they rer.o.nined f Ol" more than a week, not 
leaving until 13 April and arriving at Buyo1mo the 
next day. The Emperor had had time to get nicaly 
settled in the chateau of Murrao by the tiraa of the 
arrival of Ferdinand on 20 April. He welcomed the 
Prince a.t noon and invited him to dine with him at 
Marra.a. Thut evening a..fter dinner Hapoleon had n long 
conversation with Escoiquiz, ·the· ambitious Ot1non who 
was charged by Perdinnnd to handle negotiations for 
( 20)
him. 
This conversation initiated a ten day pe1"1od of 
continuaus conferences and negotiations during ~h.ioh 
Napoleon constantly manoeuvered in nn effort to induoe 
· Ferdinand to voluntu.rily give up the Spanish throne. 
It is during this ten day period that Napoleon employed 
Pradt in the hope that his persuasive abilities might 
bring results. It is difficult to determine the na-
ourate details concerning all the events of Napoleon's 
negotiations with Ferdinand previous to his father's 
arrival. Talleyrand was especially generous in his 
appraisal when he said that 'all that passed then 
( at Bayonne) was found described in detail, vJ1 th 
exactness and interest, in the work of u. de Pradt; 
and therefore his object was simply to follow, as a 
mere thread, the special events of each of the dnys
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(21) 
that the young princes passed e.t Bayonne., Pradt 
in his Memoirs on the Spanish .Revolution ha.s given us 
a ft.ill s~ory but he has woven in such voluminous com~· 
mentnries that it has been difficult to single out 
what actually took place. His wqrk has been vnlunble 
however for supplying details which were · laclt1ng in 
other aooounts. These added to the thread of duily 
events which Talleyrand presented has made a fairly 
complate story possessing at the same time continuity. 
Since the memoirs of other men of the time were.very 
briof on these proceedings ut Bayonne it has been dif-. 
(22)
r1cult to dheok for accuracy. 
On 21 April Hapoleon granted private audiences to 
the Dulte of Son Carlos;, the Duke of Infantado and ·Es- . 
co1quiz. At these conferences he toid.thom oi',.his 
dotorm1nat1on to change the dynasty in.Spain and of-
fered to Ferdinand, in exchange, the Kingdom of Etruria 
. (23) ·
and one of his niooes in mnrriage. As ·to tho reaction 
of these three men to this proposal there seems to be 
a varintion in the accounts of Pradt and Talleyrand. 
The latter has summarized their reaction saying that 
they reported their conferences to thoso in.the confidence 
(24)
of Ferdinand and advised Accepting napoleon's proposal. 
on the ~ther.hand., Pradt has recorded that tho Spanish 
were very displeased witll Napoleon's plan. According to 
h:tm, NEtpoleon, tdshing to repu11" tho shook whteh. the 
bluntness of his proposal had produoed., onlled Prndt 
on 24 April and gave him instructions to confer with 
M. l!:soo:1qu.iz. Pradt has cln:lmed thnt he wns ubsolutoly 
ignorant, as wus everyone else., of what was nt tho bnse 
of the. affair which wan being trettted betvmen Napoleon 
and the, court of' Spain. Ile sa :td he did not even undor-
stand: 'Whnt Napoleon told him., for on this ocoaoion, ns
when the emperor named h.im to the l!mbnasy of Hnronw, 
Nspoleo11 spoke so vaguely, that of o.11 that ho an id, 
the~e remained in Pro.dt' s mind only tv10 tl11nca, r11•st · 
thnt he nm.st sea M. Esoo1qu1z, and second, thnt ho must 
repair the shoclt which the imperial agent, Savnry, hud 
(25)
produced on the Spanish. 
; 1'.~.:\t'rha variations in the two accounts con probnbly 
be accounted fol" ·in this mnnncr. The raoct1on of 
which Talleyrand spoR:e was probably the one 1mmedintely 
following the conferences.with Napoleon who undoubtodl7 
presented his proposo.l in a most tactful mnnnel"'• Prndt
has told us of a lively wrongle which took plnco bo• 
tween M. Cevalhos and General so.var-J which greatly dis-
pleased the 0paniards. The bitter and repugnant out-
comes of this wrangle probably extended to all the 
members of the Spanish delegation and co.used the alter-
·ation in opinion of VJhich Pradt spoke and with which 
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Napoleon wished him to cope. 
Napoleon felt that Prndt would.be especially suit-
ed to conferring with Esooiquiz.sinoe they were both 
priests and would have that common bond of interest. 
Pradt went to Eacoiquiz whom hs found all boiling with 
anger at the treatment of his prince. He then recited 
to Pradt all the proposals which had been made to 
Ferdinand concerning Etruria which Pradt insisted were 
entirely new to him. He said that he could· do no mo're
than partuka of the sentiments of l~scoiquiz portraye·d 
by his ardent narration. After having expressed to 
Esooiquiz all the grief that .this account ·had caused 
him to experience he asked him who had advised him to 
come to Bayonne, and how he intended to work out of 
the present situation. Eacoiquiz frankly admitted his. 
own responsibility for the journey and said he did not 
Imow how to find a way out and Pradt sympathetically 
added "nor did I". He franltly admitted thBt he was 
useless 1n persuading Eacoiquiz to accept Etruria in 
compensation for the Spanish crovm. Napoleon, Pradt 
said, wns very anxious to hear the outcome of' this 
conference with Esooiquiz and asked that he give him 
(26) 
an 1nnnediate account of it. In this account it is 
probable that Pradt intimated to Napoleon the futility 
of trying to get Ferdinand.to accept his proposal by 
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means of the .Procedure being used but it is very unlike-
ly that he reported the sympathies he had felt ror ~s-
coiquiz, else, without doubt, he would huve been dis• 
. .
missed immediately from the negotiations. Many times 
a day, .Pradt has reported, Napoleon sent to look for 
him and addressed him to Eacoiquiz, from whom he al-
ways re-t;urned b1.,inging tho sumo htu"veat: complaints und 
(27) .. ·
refusals. 
Don Cevalhos., as explained above., had become ao 
· adverse to Napoleon ts plans thn.t he proposed to the 
Spanish g1")oup that they. refuse nll verbal oormnun1out1on 
and that they resort to written notes. Don Infantudo 
and Escoiquiz were appointed to inform Napoleon of this 
{2a) 
decision to name a formal plenipotentiary. Napoleon 
had p1,,ev1ously had a conference with Cevolhos vihich 
. (29)
proved to be quite a lively wrnnc;lo. . Ilia words up-
peared to p1"od\1.C8 no effect so he willingly ngreed to 
the proposal to turn to formo.l negotiations and appointed 
Chrunpagn.y., his minister of foreign relations, whereas 
the Spar11sh corps named Labrador u~ their agent. '.l.'he 
outcomes of this arrangement were just ·us vn1n. 11.'lle 
tvi10 plenipotentiaries had a conference at ,·,hioh Cha111-
pagny demanded as a prelim~nnry act tho cession of the 
Spanish crown. Labrador replied that he did not ho.ve 
power to comply with the request and the conference 
broke up. Before the final breakup Pradt was sent on 
the same sort of mission to.Labrador as formerly to 
. . . (30)
Eaooiqu:1.z and experienced the same results. 
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Not being o.ble· to obtain the consent of Ferdinand 
to exoho.nge his throne for that: of Etruria. Uapoleon~:determtned 
to use more drastic means.to bring about the desired 
results. Ila began by quest1on1ng the validity of the 
nbdiont1on wh1oh Charles IV had retracted at the sug• 
gestion or Napoleon Is agent, MUl'lat. He thought that 
by weakening Ferdinand's rights to possession of the 
crown he might lend him to surrender it• Working thrmgh
Murat \"Jho was still at Madrid lle found it easy to induce 
Chu.rlea IV, Maria Louisa ~nd Godoy to· come. ·to. Bayonne. 
The Prince of Pea.ca, Godoy, arrived on 2e· April and 
Napoleon had a long conversution with him+ 
Finally on 29 April the emperor decided.to resort 
to a threo.t • He called Don Escoiquiz to him and told 
h1rn tho.t 1f Ferdinand did no·t; renounce the throne by .
11:00 P. M. or that day he .would treat \vith ·cha.rles ·IV 
who was expected to arrive on the morrow. Eaooiquiz 
went back to the Spanish council with this ultimatum 
but did not return with a reply until the next day 
. . . (31) 
when Napoleon informed him that it was too late. 
Charles ·Iv and Maria Louise. arrived a.t Bayonne 
(32)
about four o'clock on the afternoon of 30 April. 
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At five o'clock the :©nperor made them a viei t v1hich 
I (33)
lasted for two hours. On~ Muy Charles reclaimed 
the throne from F'erdinand on the grollllds thnt he '.had 
( 34) . ,;
been forced to abdicate. As the lting and quee.11 dined 
I 
at the. chateau of 1,1arrac the n.ext day lie.pofeon d1aoussed 
(35)
with th.em the arrangement which he desired. Clrnrlea IV 
quicltly fell into line nnd on 5 May· signed a trouty. 
( 36)
ceding his rights to the throne to Napoleon. Ferdinand, 
unaware or this treaty, was wa~ned,that it was his duty 
to renounce the crovm in favor of h1s father. Ha pro-
posed that he do it at Madrid hoping thi~t by return1ns 
agn1n to Spanish soil he might be nblo to nsaert hio 
( 37)
sovereign rights. He was, however, faced with such 
serious tllreats.tho.t, on 6.May, he rendered bnck the 
crown, w.1.reaervedly, to his fnther nf'ter aevernl dis-
graceful family scenes. On 10 May Ferd1nnnd adhored 
to the treaty signed by his fathel" on 6 May and Hnpole-
on ts purpose was ace omplishad. 'I'he Bourbons ware re-
moved from the throne of Spain. 
· Thus far we have taken account of Pradt 1n tho 
Spai11sh negotiations in the capacity of a go-bet~eon 
for Napoleon with. the task of cajoling the representn-
tives of Ferdinand, especially Bsco1qu1z and Labrador. 
The ·situation in which Pradt. fotmd h.imself on thia 
occasion is typical of the embarrassing posi tion_s in 
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r1hich he invariably found himself during the remainder 
of his services for Napoleon. l\B on the occasion of 
th.e conference with Escoiquiz, ha always went enthusi-
nstionlly to perform his duty, only to discover before 
ho hod finished that he was engaged in a cause diametric-
ally opposed to his ow11 S'S'l!1path1es. Lacking a sincerety 
or purpose Pradt was unable to succeed in the task as-
signed to him at Bayonne. However, it is doabtful whether 
the. porsua.ai ve powers of anyone, no ·m9;tter how sincere,· 
could have produced nn effect upon Ferdi!l.an.d. Napoleon 
.fully realized the difficulties of the situation and 
npprecinted to the fullest e,ttent the efforts put forth 
by the Abbe de Pradt whom he generously rewarded v-11 th an 
ecclesiaatico.l promotion. On 12 Ma.y 18081 two days.after 
the completion or negotiations with the Spanish Bourbons, 
. . . . (S8) 
Prndt ,·,Ha named Archbishop 01' Ms.lines. 
'l'he esteom with which ~apoleon regard.ad the ser-
vices of Pradt at the time of these Spanish negotiations 
is also me.de clear by an order issued from Bayonne to 
Bigot de Prenmeneu, minister of cults, on 11 May 1808 .. 
It wns in reply to a request or Bigot for Napoleon to 
propose to him n means of corresponding with the court 
of Home ·without the intervont:ton of the lego. tion ,1hich 
had just been suppressed. napoleon., feeling thnt Pradt's 
ndvice on such a question ~ou.ld be more valuable than 
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his own ordered Bigot to ask "the Bishop of Poitiers 
to make a memorandum.on this· question: What means aro 
ther~ Of having any connnu.n1cntion with the Court of 
Rome na ·to what has ·happened concerning the concordat, 
(39)
that is to say the institution of bishops------?" 
..
This serves as double evidence., first, that l'radt vma 
located at Bayonne at that time and second, thut he 
was being used· in confidential communications on ohuroh 
matters. 
There still remains on~ phase or Pradtfs services 
in the negoti9:tiona at Bayonn~ .vJhich· hns riot boen 
touched upon• Napoleon, 1n disposing of the Spanish· 
., t f.
·· situation, necessarily had to consider the·span1sn 
colonies in America and ·the effect which any dispoai• 
' .
tion that he might make or Spain would have upon them. 
· . As we have already seen Pradt mnde a ·study of colonies 
and published his tr~at1se on them 1n 1802. It may be 
that. M~poleon oalled .. Pradt into his counsel with the
idea ~hat he could give good advice on the colonial 
aspect of the problem. At any rate, Prndt did offer 
just such advice • 
. In his Memoirs Pradt has told how the question 
of the independence of the Spanish colonies had often 
· occupied him previous ·to this.~e~iod. He felt that 
the .moment when this project cru.ld be realized had 
arrived. He also thought it appropriate to turn· the 
mind of Napoleon town1 ... d another obj eot thun that of 
removinr; the Bourbons to Etruria so he went to him and 
advised that if he wished Spain he should place. great 
' ,' ,.' '
bnrriers between himself and the Bourbons• He should 
keep the Old \'Jorld for himself and have the Bourbons 
dapnr~ ~;i the morrow with the titlaof Emp~ror of 
. .
1;.mor1oa. and Peru, Mapoleon., sa:ya Pro.dt, at first. a-
graod to such a solution 1,ut after a. few momenta of 
conaideration,auddenly.ohanged his mind and.said.~hat · 
ha had two ships in this oountr-"J" (America) and that he 
· · . ·,. :. . . {40) · . . ,· ·
must have his pnrt, "The wealth, the. irmnenae. possi• 
b111t1ea of Mexico and Peru were subjects, indeed, 
(41) 
appropriat.e to inflame his imagination •. '' One evening 
4'7 
upon returning .to his garden at Marrao, after a oonfe~~ 
ence v11th Chnrles IV, Uaria Louisa, Fard~nnnd and Godoy, 
( probably the conference. of 5 Mny) Napoleon, asserted 
thnt there vrn~ among these l?eraons only one man ::)f 
con1us e.nd that was Godoy who wanted to take. Charles IV 
nnd Marin Louisa to America, (no·t as sovereigns., of 
course). "And.thereupon he spoke or rather poetized, 
ho oas1an1zed for a long time on the illllnens1ties of 
the thrones of Mexico and Pe1-u., on the gr6andeur or the 
sovere~c;ns who v,ould possess them., .. on. the results thnt 
these establishments wou.ld have for the universe.----In 
no ciroumstanoe have I seen him develop such wealth 
(42)
of imag:tnnt:ton and language. He was sublime." 
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In short, Pradt's ndvice on the question of colonies 
was·weloomed if we accept h:ts·statement but was not nl• 
· lowed to talte root· and produce results. 
Napoleon and his corps of advisors remained at 
Bayonne until 21 July 1808. During this interval fol-
lowing.10 May tho Spunish Junta. had met and drawn up 
a constitution &nd Joseph had o.rrivod safely nt Mndrid. 
Nupoieon then went bncl<: to Paris aooompnnied by his
Grand Almoner, Pra.dt, who sn1d mass for him nt noondny 
· (43)
when they stopped at Auch on 2,1 July. They went buck 
to Paris by way or Tau.louse, Montauban, und Bo1"donwc, 
arriving at their destination on 14 August. 
On 22 September 1808 Napoleon depo.rtod from Suint 
Cloud .for his trip to Erfu.rt to see .the Tsar, Alex-
ander I. VJhether or not the omporor toolc his f1rnt
chaplain w1 th him on this trip vie do not lmow. He re-
. turned from Erfurt on 18 Octobor and it ,ms not long 
until he left Paris ag~in for en expedition this time 
into Spain. Departing on 29 October he took the 1"<>ute
through Bordea1L--c, Bayonne and Vitoria and arrived nt 
Burgos 11 November. Meanwhile Napoleon hnd sont word 
for Pradt to join him ··which he did nt Burgoa 15 Uo-
. (44) 
vembar 1808. Frorn there on to Madrid Pradt followed 
closely behind Nt-tpoleon and his troops, and was within 
WHtOhing distance Of the eno.ounter \Vhich toolt place 
bet\·,eon the Spanish and the Fronch o. t Somma-Sierra 
Poss on 30 November. Napoleon arrived befo1"e the city 
of Madrid on 2 December and forced the city to capitu-
late on the second day Hi'·ter. Pradt probably entered 
. .. .
the city soon nfter its c apitulntion nnd remained there 
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until 15 or 16 Jununry while :Napoleon spent his time 
truvoling about reviewing troops and.gaining first hand 
information oonoorn1ng tho aitunt1on. It is probable 
thnt Nnpoloon · 1ef't Pradt in Madrid to observe conditions 
there in order that he might report thetn to him. Pradt's 
notea On his sojourn there nre very .scant. He evidently 
o.ssoo1nted with churchmen while there and was urged by
n venora.ble Spanish ecclesinst, chief of e.dminis·tra.tion 
of hosp1 tola of the city, to take to Napoleon an account 
(45) . 
of their destitution. 
After a trip to· Benavente Napoleon arrived at Val-
ladolid., 6 January. There he nvmited the arrival of 
n deputntion on 16 January, preceding its arrival by 
nbout three hours. As soon as Napoleon learned of his 
presence he onlled him and questioned him on what was 
hnpponing nt Madrid. Prad't did not disguise the dis-
( 46)
content which he found there. 
N a.poleon was very impat i011t now to depart for 
Franc·e since he had l"ecaived news of the arming of 
Austria. and of the intrigues of Fouche und To.lleyrnnd. 
Re mou..i.1ted a horse the next do.y, went to Burgos nnd 
f1,om there on to Paris without stopping. Prndt re-
turned to France ot the same· time and began to mnke 






Part II! Luter Services (1809-1812) 
In order to understand the position of Pradt at 
the time he went to his doiceso of Malines it will be 
necesna1•y first to w1derRtand the 11elationsh.ips which 
existed in the spring of 1809 between Napoleon and the 
Pope, 'rhe journey of the Pope to Paris, as has been 
pointed oat, resulted in straining the good feelings 
·which hn.d formerly existed be:twoen the two sovereigns. 
In Jwie of 1805 the Code Nt1poleon was extended to Italy 
und since the code permitted divo1'Jce it was a direct 
dofinnce or the authority of the Pope. In November ot 
the aume year French troops occupied the pa.pal port of 
1\ncona. The Pope, of course, protest ed., to which Na.-
pole on roplied thnt he did not vrlsh to appropriate 
Anoonn but that its occupation was necessary for the 
protection of the Holy See. Fu.rther antagonism was 
aroused in 1806 when Napoleon requested the Pope to 
recognize Joseph a.a king o.f Naples and also to close 
the ports of Rome to the :English., neither of which 
requests ware·grcnted, Finally on 2 Februnry 1808 
the F1rench General Miollis occupied the papal states 
nnd expelled the IIeapolitan cardinals. The Pope's 
tampornl authority was thus openly defied and a serious 





Hence, it is .not surprisine thnt when the Pope 
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delivered the bulls or' inst!tut:ton for the new l\rchl,ishop 
of m1lines ~ ha omitted the name of Nopoleon. Pradt was 
delegated to the consistory on 27 Morch 1809 by .the Popo 
a.rid the copies of the bulls were sent to the M1n1oter or 
. .( l) 
Cults s.t Paris. Since they were not in accord with the 
requirements or the Concordat of 1801 the title or the 
mission was not delivered to Pradt. Napoleon hnd just 
departed on 13 April to conduct his second campaicn in 
Austria so that Pradt had no means of redra:Js. Ho hod to 
set out on 15 May for i!alinos without his bulls or 111-
stitution. Without them he could not be installed· but 
he announced to · the v1cmrs genernl of the dioooso thn t ho 
(2)
was randy to exercise episcopal functions. 
This course of aot:ton wnn considered o. very sorious 
offense by Napoleon who, du1"1ng the wnr or 1809 declared 
Predt guilty of high treason for having taken up his duties 
(3)
without his approval. It did not te.l~e long, howevor, 
for Pradt to prove his loyalty to the Imperial Govern• 
ment. Soon after his a.rrivnl in Mnl1nes ha ber;nn to co-
operate with the police in chnstia1ng the priests aua-
(4)
pected of indifference and of lukewarm loynlty to Nnpolron. 
When, by a decree of Februury 25, 1810, tho Gallicnn 
Articles of 1682 were nppl1ed to all the churches of 
Belgium, Pradt subscribed to them a:> mpletely. He cdso 
required the head of the professors or the seminar to 
sir,n the Declaration and held the papers at the dis-
( 5)
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position of the procurer-general •. Re reported certain 
of the mn-y-_ora ·who were conniving wi~ll priests who did 
' ( 6}
not recognize the Concordat. 
This conduct on the part of Pradt·was greatly ap-
preciated nt Paris• On 7 P~a~rnbe~. _l,80~ Bigot addressed 
n report to Napoleon on the difficulty with the clergy 
( '7) 
in Bolr;1um, put he excepted De Pradt.. Th1101gh just 
auoh reports ns this the archbishop· was gradually able· 
to worlt back into favor with Napoleon •. 
Pradt doaa not seem to have been.vary fo~d of h.::!.a 
residence in l'dalines and at the end of· 1909 he secured .
n lenve to go to Paris. . In ·the early part of 1810 he 
mado himself' a oandido.te for the Sena.ta hoping to have 
n batter pretext for absence from his diocese, but he 
. (8)
did not succeed in hie ambition. Du11ing his sojourn 
in Paris, Pradt placed himself in intimate comnnmication 
with officials or th~e 'government and ·mas able to advise 
them on the conduct of affairs in Belgium. He· commun1-
cHted to Fouche., minister or police, nhis adhesion., 
withou.t reserve, to a. pi'"'oject ,1hioh provided for re-
moval by the high police of four eccles:J.o.s ts from tho 
(9)
conton of \·mvren• \]hen Fouche Wf\S succeeded by
Generul ~avary, the latter relied a great deal on the 
advice of Pradt on affairs in Belgiwn. Savary proposed 
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to divide the priests into four groups., plncing ono of 
the groups in the old seminaries of Frnnce and putting 
the othe1~s under guard. He l"evealod in his report to 
Uu.polt!\O!l that he had consulted Pradt nnd that Prodt hud
replied that he not only pu1.,took of tho scntimento of 
Savary, but thut he thought that public trnnqu111ty 
would be nssurod only when they hud romoved from tho1r 
(10) 
dioceses 8:. great number or those porturbors. Hapolo-
. on in 1--eply to Sn vary' a report. ordered him 11 to urN,~1t 
these thi1,,ty priests and to imprison thern ot Ilam nnd nt 
( 11)
Bouillon. n .Pradt obtained pardons for four px•1osto 
(12) 
viho were to be trected in this manner. In this wo 
have evidence that Pradt ts opinion wus not only in.flu-
encing Savu1.,y in his direction of rtffoira but thnt ·un ... 
poleon ,vus accepting his advice nnd issui~ <)rdero no• 
cordinglY• Prom the state of hnv1ng been nccused 01' 
high tre~son he had worked entirely back into tho conf1-
denco of the Empe~or. 
Pradt was in a sense the cliroctox• or. ecclenlr.stionl 
aff~1.irs in Belgium di.iring the year 1810. Rollmnro :1.n 
his report or the execution of imperial ordo1 .. s in Bolgiwn 
· said that the recognized chrn.,acter• of tho urchbishop of 
l\Ialines and the conduct· th.Ht he followed in th1a c1rown-
. (13) 
stance did not allow any suspicion or him. Ag1 in ha 
ropol..,ted to Savn~J., concerning the cure de Uoll, r:ho lwd 
ceased to say prayers for tho Emperor, that "the Archbishop 
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of Mnl1nes., whom I have consulted on this subject, has 
been of the opinion 'that thia priest should be punished 
1mmed1atoly, :ln order t.o prevent the effects and the 
(14)
contagion or his example." Prndt also desired the 
extension.of vigorous measures to the department of Dyle. 
Concerning the order of st. Francis in Belgium, 
Prndt oommunica.tad saying thnt 1111.e did not know how to 
say enough to His E.xcella,.'1.oy about the vulgarity of the 
(16) 
stubbornness of the members. of this family•" such 
sentiments ns these were common among Pradt's friends 
of the police and of tho gu.ard. 
rrndt stayed in Paris du1.,ing the . early part of 1810 
nnd must have returned to his diocese a.bout the same time 
that Napoleon departed w1.th the Empress, Marie Louise, 
for a trip through Belgium. Incidents which occurred on 
this trip give us evidence that Pradt held the first 
position among the clergy or Belgium• Napoleon left 
Pnris on 27 April, 1~10 and passing through Oompiegne 
Hnd Cnmbrn1 reached Antworp on 1 May. The next day, for . 
the Emperor•s benefitj tha Friedland., a.vessel of 80 
onnon, the first of its kind to bo constructed on tho 
bnnlrn of the Scheldt, wa.s launched v11th great ceremony., 
rrndt played a prominen,t role in the procedure of the dny.
"At 2:45 P.M. (of the 2 Mny) The1r·.M~jest1es accom-
panied by the King and· (~ueen of VJestphal:ta arr1 ved at 
the arsenal with all of their court. The minister of 
fi6
the corps and the marine, the vice-ad1111ral Missiessy, 
commander of the squadron and the Councilor or State, 
Malonet., former maritime prefect, received r.L'he1r Ma-
jesties on their descent from their carriage, to tho 
sound of music and reiterated diaohorges from nll the 
vessels anchored before.the city. A rich pavillion had 
been raised on the platform to the extrema right of the 
moorings. Their Maj es ties sat the1"e with tho King nnd
q,ueen or Westphalia. 1.rhe Archbishop of' Malines, nt the 
head of his clergy,· after having presented thom the Holy 
water, said the benediction of this veooel which, in 
the meantime had bean separated from all its anchors, 
no longer reposed .in its cradle, and held only by the 
lashings placed in fx-ont, l1egan to enter the wnter by
the stern. bl. Sane., inspector gene1-1nl of the mnrit1ma 
eng1noering corps directed all the separations which 
,Nara executed, vii th order and perfect precision •• •. 
The ropes were cut in an instant by blows of tho hutohet 
and at precisely·three o'clock, the vessel launched from 
her moorings and entered majestically on tho flooda to 
(lG) 
the noise and acclamations of the spectators." 
Pradt probnb:cy- followed Uapoleon rather closely 
th1"4ough Belgium. It is lilcely that he was present at 
the three addresses which Napoleon delivered to the 






\ ( 17) 
them nt 1\nt\·10rp sometime before his departure on $ .May.
' "
On the sumo day., ofter his arrival at Brado.about ~hree 
\ '•
o'clock: 1n the afternoon, he had o. turbulent seen~ with 
( 18) \ 
the Cntholic clergy who come to greet him. La~e~ :t.n . 
\
tho month whJ.le Ht Laelten. he ago. in addressed the clergy 
in much the same strain as at Antvrerp., telling them thnt
. (19) 
he \'mntod the religion of the Galiican Church. It is 
likely that Prndt., as head of the clerg-y in BelgiumJ 
nrrunsed for these meetings. 
'rhe climax of tho whole trip for Pradt and that, in• 
cident which shows conclusively that he hnd again gained 
the fuVOl" and confidence· of Hapoleon occurred at Ost end· 
on 20 f,!ay. On thnt· day the J!lnperor issued a decroe 
no.ming the Archbishop of Ma.lines an Officer of the Legion 
(20)
or Honor. Shortly afte1,, ho we.a nnmed chamborla.in and 
(21) 
f1rot chaplain of Napoleon. The reconciliu.tion was thus 
completed ond it was not long before.Pradt was a.gain taken 
into the active services of napoleon, this time being 
sent 011 n m1aa1on to the Pope at Savona to regulute some 
dincordunoes of opinion bet\'Ieen him nnd _the Enperor. 
Thus fnr we have observed the progress of the quar-
rel betvieen the Emperor and the Pope up to Februnr:r of · 
1808 when General M1oll1s occupied the Papnl states. To 
tU1derstcmd Pradt' s mission. to the Pope in 1811 1 t is 
noceooe.ry to follow through the relationships in tlle 
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time intervening. The Pope, finding himself surrounded 
by French troops sent cr~t p1"'otests and forbade the bishops 
of' the Legations which had been seized to toke the oath 
to the Emperor. After his victories in Bnvaria in April 
of 1809 ,· Ne.poleon replied· by issuing two decrees on 17 Mny
divesting the Pope of his temporal power and declaring 
the papal states a part of the territory of the Empire. 
All protests failing., the Pope resorted to his final 
weapon snd on 10 June issued tho bull of exoomrnun1oation 
against the authors, favorers, and executors of tho oota 
of violence against him and tho Holy Seo., not mention-
ing any names, but of course aiming it r\t lfopoleon. The 
Emperor then sent instructions ·to Joseph, king of Naples 
to arrest the Pope if he preached rebellion. He sent n 
second note to Mu.rat telling him to use no more leniency, 
(22)
thHt the Pope was a dangerous fool and must be locked up. 
On 6 July 1809 the Popa was arrested in the 4}.lirinal nnd 
carried off to Savona. Cardinal Pacoa, the papal seore-
(23)
tary. was taken to Fenestrella. Napoleon afterwards 
ordered the cardinals I the gonerHla of the vtir1ous orders, 
the Papal court and the archives to be transferred to 
Paris where he intended to auuJino11 the Pope. 
not knowing how to advance any further, Hapoleo11 
decided to summon an acoles1ast1cal cormniasion made up 
of Fesoh, Maury, filnery and others to advise the govern-
ment on the questions at issue. In its advice it denied 
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the arbitrary power of the papacy in church affairs and 
distinsu:lahod betweexi tho spir~tua.l and 'the temporal 
pouer of the Pope, Since the Cqncordut · W£1s a contract 
between Pius VII and I1npol9on., Pius VII was boW1d to 
obey it in spite of tho anr1oxution of Rome. The com~ 
mission domn:nded tho liborti··of the Pope, protested cer..; 
. . .
trdn 01-aganic Etrticles and claimod that a' gene1'al council . '
only undor the p1,,esidency of t;he Pope could treat _matters 
of nll Christendom, 
Thia advice did not sntiofy the Emperor· so he dis• 
m1sood the c01mnission 111 Jununr•y 1810.- He then under..; 
t oolt to rogulnt e the doctrine of' the Church by a Sena.tus 
Conoultru1 issued 17 Pebruary 1810. It declared the an-
nexntion of l~oma ns a free impe1.,inl ciuy, guaranteed 
the Pope on income of two million francs, declared that. 
sp1r1 tuo.l powe1., could not ·be exercised by a foreign powe1" 
with1n the liinpi're, and that the future·:Fopes, on election, 
mu.st swear not to contravene the Gallican Articles of 
1682 hereby declared common to all tha churches of the 
Emp11,e. These articles established tr"8 independence of 
tho French cro\·m of rin:, foreign ecclasiaatioal power, 
tho fallibility of the Pope in matters of faith, and 
the superiority of the councilo ovor the pa.pacy·as af-
fii--med by the Council of Cons>i;a..~ce. The Emperor in 
thio way meunt to depend upon a· council or churches to 
conquer the resistance or the Pope. In Italy the 
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bishops and priests refusing to adhere to these nrtioles 
were to be sent to Corsica. 
\'~hen the chancery, created by Napoleon, nullified 
his marriage with Josephine, and approved the one with 
Marie Louise, Pius VII refused to give his sanction, in 
'Consequence of which thirteen cordine.ls refused to f.\t•
tend the eoclesiastioal ceremony. Napoleon transported 
these cardinals to various provincial towns and mode 
them dependent_upon charity. They were also deprived of 
their off'ioie.l robes and were theren.fter known o s the 
black cnrdinala• Pius would not consent to the in-
vestiture of any bishops appointed according to the 
terms of · the Concordat nor would he malce. any conoessiono 
until his liberty was granted. Napoleon deprived him 
of all his advisors and toward the end or 1810 deprived 
him of all means of communication by letters. 
Early in 1811 Napoleon again began to feel the need 
of advice on church affairs and Pradt as usual was looltod 
to for counsel. On 5 January 1811., Ne.poleon, wishing 
to sound out a few bishops before the meeting or the 
national council, instru.cted Count Bigot de Preamaneu 
to address to them a series of four questions for their 
response. Pre.dt was among the seven bishops who were 
(24)
interrogated. Their opinions were asked as to whether 
the Pope had a right to excommunicate sovereigns and 
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their ministers for ~emporal objects, as to what means 
should be used fol' instituting bishops in case the Pope 
v~olr1.ted the Concordat,, and as to other mHtters requiring 
n teohnionl knowledge of church histo~nr• 
Napoleon sought further advice from an eoclesiasti-
oal commission, similar to tho commission of 1809, which 
he summoned in January of 1811. To this body he appointed 
Cnrdinnls Fesoh, Maury, Caselli; the Archbishop of iours 
nnd Molinas; the bishop of Nantes., Treves.:, ~~vreux., and 
(26)
Abba Emery. There was a slight variati~n in the per-
sonnel of this commission rrn recorded by Talleyrand in 
hi.a Memoirs and the above personnel which was recorded 
by Prndt. T11lleyrand omitted the name of the Archbishop 
of' Mnlinas and included the B1ohop of Ghent. It is mu.oh 
more likely that Pradt's account was the more accurate 
aooount. Talleyrand had by this time fallen out of favor 
with Nnpoleon and had been dismissed from all official 
connection with the Imperial government so.· that his 
lmowledga of affairs at thio time had to be gathered 
indirectly• On the other hand, Pradt was being confi-
dent1nlly consulted at thia time as vie ha.ve seen by
the questionnaire sent out by Napoleon. Furthermore, 
the subjects treated in the questionnaire ·were very 
sim1lnr to those discussed by the oomm,.ssion and it 
is 11koly that Prndt, being included in the former., was 
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cHllcd to the latter .for consultation. It 1o obvious 
that Pradt's knowledge of affairs wns c;nincd much moro 
directly than vrns thot -of' 'l'alleyrand. We must thoroforo 
accord the Archbishop or Un11ncn his ahnro or the credit 
which is due th:l.s commission for influonoing mid ahnping 
Napoleon's ~oo1oa1astical policy. 
Tho principHl o~Je..ots of the comm1sa1on owmnonod 
,. '!'
by Nripoleon were to prevent the interdiction of com-
munications \·Ji th the Pope, to p~~op.:.,stl a new tnonna or 
canonic institution, to ·return the Pope to libert;; ond to 
(26)
ond tho o.f'fl:tcting dissonsio1.1.s. Illootings \'1oro hold 
until the end of Murch and tho conclusion ronchod v1qa
that diocesan bishops ,·1ero capnble of g1'ont111g diopon-
·sations. · It suggested, if the .Pope rof'uoed ·to inntituto 
bishops, that they should roturn to the Prugmntic Eiunotion 
of 1438 and it ndvocntod a Nntionnl Council of Chu.rchoo 
(27) 
rnther,than.a Genero.l Romnn Cntholic council. 
Napoleon then decided to summon n nat1onol 00W1cil 
but before doing so he wished to make a finnl offoi,,t to 
gain the Pope's sanction of the Sonatua Consultum or 
17 February 1810. In April 1811, he sent ono !talion 
bishop and three French bishops to Savona to announce 
to the Pope that a national Council was being convened 
on 9 June, and to expose to him the measui.,es thut the 
Church of J?rnnce would be likely to tnke in accordnnce 
with former precedents. They were to inform him the.t 
1Jgpolaon would consent to maintaining the Concordat of 
1801, Pl"OViding the Pope would confirm the -bishops al-
ready nominnted und would n0ree in tho future that the 
confirmnt:tona should be made by the nrchbishops in case 
he should not have confirmod them in three montl1.s. The 
Popa might return to Home as head of the Catholic re-
ligion in on,ae he should consont to the proposed modi• 
f1ont1ons in 4he Conoordo.t; He wus to be offered two 
million francs a year nnd all vms to be on condition 
tllnt he p:rqmisa to do nothing contrary _to tho Articles,,-
(2.a >
of 1682. ',,
This deputation, sent vJ:tth the understanding that 
it rotu1--n before the opening of the coui1011, arrived at 
Snvonn on 9 r:tny. 'rl1.e Pope announced the 1mposs1b1liti'y 
of g1v1ng bulls or of porforming any other functions 
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\'Ji thout counsel and tho necessc1.r,y rnnt erinl for those 
nets. Ho said he would ·welcome concilintion, as soon as 
ha should be given his liberty. Negotiations continued 
for ton dnys and on 19 May tho Popa fin~lly gave his 
consent to the following propositions: 
1. Thnt hG t1ould accord canonical institution of bishops 
and archbishops nominated by the Duperor in the fo1"!ll agreed 
upon 1n the Concordats ,·11th Pro.nee and Italy. 
2. Thnt he would extend the came conditions in Concordats 
v:1th 'luscany, Pnr-.u1n ond Plaisance. 
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3. That archbishops should give confirmation nfter 
six. months unless the candid.ate be unworthy. 
4. That he earnestly hoped for the restoration of 
liberty, independence and dignity to the Holy Sea and 
. (29) 
posco to the Church• 
. Although the Popa consented to these propositions, 
he did not give his formal signature so tho.t the nGree-
ment vms not at all definitive. However, he graciously 
accorded all that was asked of him except that ho 
changed the three month period for confirmation to six 
I 
months. He did not object to the convening of the Coun-
cil; he ,consented to sign the f':1.1.,at article or the four 
propositions of the clergy of 1682 and opposed tho others 
only becau_se of objections to form which would be easy 
to correct; he renounced nll hope of returning to, Homa
and he did not insi!t on the bull of excommunication of 
(30) 
Napoleon. The bishops returned to France convinced 
that if the Pope were given more liberty and good advice 
he might be persuaded to make further oonoessions. 
The Uat ione.l Oru.ncil or Churches was called for 
9 June in the Cathedral of Notre Dame at Paris but be-
. cause of the baptism of the King or Uome it c11d not open 
until 17 June. The chief object of the Council was to 
regularize the mode of canonic institution. There were 
over one hundred bishops present from France, Italy and 
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Germany. Sonrcely had the council convened than na-
poleon discovered that its tompo~' was vei-•y much dif-
ferent than ho hnd anticipated. He had counted strongly 
on tho attnchmont of the clergy bu·t he fo1llld that they 
wara very much devoted to Piua VII. P1~adt has attributed 
Hupoleon' s failure to aecu.11e tl1e ·suppo1,t of the clergy 
to his absolute silence on the affairs of the Church. 
Ho suggested o.nd it seems very probable, thnti if Napoleon 
had preceded the culling of' the Councf 1 by the s uocessi ve 
publioubion of the uots of the Pope., of his own and of 
tl1oso of the commiasion which had secured such desirable 
roaul·~a lle might have quieted rrr..1ch of tho ferment urousod 
(31) 
by tho captivity of the Pope. 'l'he attitude of tho clergy 
wus soon made known to Napoleon by the oath of fidelity 
whioll they took to Pius VII. On 5 July the Cowicil de--
olux•ed that nothing could bo done unless the Popa had 
given llia consent to the oonvoontion of such a bod¥ and 
(S2)
uppointed a commission to learn of his intent;iona. Ha• 
poleo11 sent a measage saying that the l1ope had ag11aed to 
the EmperOl" ta demands but the message was dubiously ac-
cept ed. On the night of' tho 9th or 10th May the cora-
misaion, delegated by the Council to investigate, reported 
thnt the Council was incompetent to rule on the adoption 
(33)
of tho mode of lnsti tution. · This was equ1·1alent to the 
dissolution of the Council since its purpose for meeting 
cc 
was rraled out. 
Napoleon, very much nngered, ordered tho Council 
to be dismissed and im.pr:tsoned three of tho rnoat Pl"Ominont 
lec.de1>s at Vincennes, the bishops of Ghent, 'l'royoo, rm.d 
'l'ournal. . He then sUJmnonod ind:t v1duo.lly those momborn of 
the Cow1cil 1,ema.inin[; in Pnrio und du1.,1l11; tho t\'io nuc-
cooding v;oelrn, with the suppo1.,t or the Lllniatoi"' or Public 
r:01"'ship -rnd tho Ministe1' of Police, il.e converted thoua 
prelates to his orm point of view und recei vecl their np-
probation. of n dec1--ee which he was go:i.ng to propono. On 
5 August he called the Council for the second time 1n 
order tlw.t · the decree might be sent to tho Pope in ito 
m1i11e. 'I'll.is t irne approval was gi von to Ht1pol.oon' a pl'O ... 
positions:. 
1. 1l'hnt the Cov.noil m1s co1i1pet011t; to rule on tho in-
stitution of bishops in cnse of noceoaity. 
2. That a.1..,chbishoprics and bishop1"1cs wm . .,o not t;o l"O• 
main vacant for more than a year, during t1h1ch tir,10 
nom:lne.tion., confirmation and consecrHtion out;ht to tHke
plaC~t , 
· 3. Thut nomination should be by the Enper"Ol., nnd cnnonic-
al confirmation by the Popo for tlle vucant sees, in ac-
cordance with the Concordu~s. 
4. That the Pope should give con.firrno.tion within s1:,;. 
months. 
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5, Thnt six :11onths hn_v1ng_ expired.., canfirmnt:ton sh01 ld 
be g:t ven by the archbishop or ·the eldest bishop :tn the 
province. 
6t Thnt the present decree shou.ld be suhn11tted to the 
approbation. of the Pope a..YJ.d to this effoct the Emperor, 
'tUHl be~eeohocl to permit a deputation of sL"t bishops to 
go to His Holiness to beseech him to oonfi:rm the decree 
,·1hich nlono could put nn end to the misf orttmes of the 
(34)
ohurchos or France and Italy. 
It wna throush, this· lntter prov1.s1011 that P1"adt.
nr;ain cnme into prominence in the 001.1rse of .those ne-
got:tnt1ons v1ith the Pope. On 19 Augu.st the. eighty-five 
h:tahorrn of the sooond ooimc11 oigned n lettel"' to the 
Pope :tn v1hich 1jhey asked him to confirm the decree. 
1rhey then named nine deputies to cnrry it to. him at 
Snvann: the nrohbiehopn of Mo.lines, Pnvin,. and Tou:rs; the 
b1ohopa or Evreux, Nantes, Treves, Plaisance, Faenza and 
(35)
Poltro• The Pope hud claimed to the first deputation 
thnt hia motive for refusing to grnnt the bulls wns thnt
ha hncl been deprived of all com1oil, ao, to remove ·t;t1is 
complaint, five oardin.nlo wore sent .to him., Bayanne, li'uffo, 
noverollo, Du.gnani., Dorin nnd the Archbishop of Edesna., 
ol1e.pln1n of the Popa~ 
Thia deputation presented the appearance of being 
sent b:r the Oou.:.,cil but it was actually chooen and 
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instrttcted by napoleon. On 16 Augu.ot ho oommun.1cn t od 
a note to Bigot, minister or public worship, 1n which 
he gave the composition of th0 group to bo sent to 
Savona. In this comnnmicat1on he mentioned only six 
persons, the archbishops of Mal1nes, Tours; tho bishopa 
of Nantes., Feltre, Plo.1sa11ce and the po.tr1nrch of Ven1ae. 
He 01~dered Bigot to call them together to discttsa t ltoao 
questions: 
0 1. How the Pope OU@tt to e;ivo his upprobution to the 
deci"ee of the Com"loil. 
"2. That tho docroe of tho Council truces in nll the 
bishops of the Empire, ave11 the Biohop of Romo." 
He told him to hnvo a conforonco that so.me dny nncl to 
p1,,esent to tho !!mpe1~or on the basis or th1a d1.oouot11on 
a project of instructions to tho deputation, in ordo1' 
(36)
that :li:; might depart not lntot" than tho 13 Au.guot •
Inn letter of the next day, 17 August, Nnpoloon 
instructed Bigot to call the depttt10s .for Savona together 
to g1vo the:n their instru.ct1ons. Ile snid he dos1rod 
that if the Pope approved the deoroo or the Council they 
should remain at Savona to sorve ao a council in later 
affairs and arrangements. If the Pope refused his np•
(37) .
proval., they ware to. return to Paris• F1rom this note 
we can see that Napoleon did not ohoosa this dolegntion 
merely ns messengers to the Pope bearing the decree 
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but he chose them ns diplomntio agents who should remain 
in the service until the final·peace with the Church 
should be attained. It is significant that.Pradt who 
hnd previously been used in diplomatic negotiations 
with Spain should again be·oalled into the services of 
Napoleon as an envoy to the Pope. 
Inn supplementary note Hapoleon instructed Bigot 
to increase the aize of the deputation to nine bishops 
1nstend of six 1n order to give it a more solemn appear-
ance. 'rhe bishops of Trevesg Paris and Evreui were to 
(38) ,
be added to the six original appointees. 
The deputies arrived in Savona toward the end of 
August and conferences with the Pope were commenced on 
1 September~ In order to -µnderstand the outc~mes of 
the negotiations it is first necessary to take into ac-
count the instructions given by Napoleon. The deputies 
were to secure the unreserved approval of the Pope of 
the decree., which was to extend to all the bishops of 
the ~mpire. No reservations by the Pope were to be 
accepted except for the bishopric of Rome.· The con-
cordnt was declared null and void. As soon as the Pope 
should approve the decree the deputies were to come to 
en understanding as to the botllldaries of home which was 
not to consist of more than 100,000 souls. 
By 20 September all the difficulties had been 
settled and the Pope agreed to the six articles of the 
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decree. He inserted them in o. brief oi' that dnte which 
he addressed to the bishops *with expressions full or 
· paternal tenderness and without the least retraction. 
He recalled in the preamble; with touching gratitude, 
-that God had per!llitted t.hat, with the consent of his 
~ ~,'.'~ ', • \' ~, ·~,>
very dear son, Napoleon I, Emperor or the French and 
King of Italy, four bishops should oome to visit him 
and to pray him to provide for the churches of I•1ranoe 
and Italy ••••• He spolce of the nffaotion with which he 
hnd received them, end with real joy or the monner in 
which they had reported his views and his intentions, 
He announced that after a new authorization from his 
very dear son Napoleon I •• , •• five cardinals and the 
archbishop,· his· chaplain, had returned to him, and 
that eight deputies (Feltre died on the wny), while 
informing him that a general assembly or the clorcy 
had been held at Paris, 5 August, had delivered to him 
a letter which related what had passed in this assembly, 
and which was signed by a large number or cnrdinnls, 
archbishops and bishops, and that f'innlly they hud 
begged of him, in suitable terms ·to approve anow the 
five articles he had previously approved. 
'The pope after having heard the five cardinkls 
and his chapiain, the Archbishop of·Edessn, confirmed 
all the acts they presented to him. He added, only in 
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brief, that the archbishops 01~ the oldest bishops 1 
when they should have to proceed with the·confirmation, 
should g1 ve the customary information,· exact the pro~ 
fession of faith, and oonfi~ in the name or the 
sovereign Pontiff, and that ,they should transmit to him 
the authentic papers stating that these formalities had 
(39}
been faithfully aooornplished., 
The deputy bishops returned this brief to Napoleon 
feeling th:~t .. they hnd o.chieved a great victory but he 
ref'uoed to accept it. He said that it savored of the 
language of the Gregorys and .the .Bonifaoes and it did 
not explicitly extend the French method of appointing 
(40) 
bishops to the papnl sto.t.e •. ·., 'He was offended at the 
fel1citnt1ons and praises. that. the Pope addressed to 
the bishops for their conduct Hnd sentiments.. On reading 
a phrnse which testified that the bishops had shown., e.s 
wns proper, tovmrd him and toward the Homan Church, which 
1s the mother end the mistress of all the other churches, 
a true obedience• •••• Napoleon could not control himself 
nny longer. He was offended at the words mistress and 
(41) · 
olJedienoe. He further criticized the brief for lack 
of mention of the Council and because it fell short of 
the prescribed instructions. 
Pradt has defended the action of the deputation 
in accepting the brief on the grounds that the instructions 
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tottched so many points that pi"'ll.denoe prompted them to 
avoid. 1'11.ey considered.themselves fortunate to secure 
the reinstatement of the Concordat and the grunting or 
tha bulls. They eatimnted that furthor questions on the 
episcopal sea.ta of home and the states of the Pope and 
on the new sojourn of the pope, should be decided be-
l42) 
tween the Pope and Napoleon •. 
Without any publio notica it vma sprend nbrond
that· negotiations had been broken off with the Pope. 
The bishops_ were not· called together to be informed of 
this but the news was sent to them in their diooosea 
telling them that, by f'uult of the Pope, negot1nt1ona 
had been broken arr. 
On 30 September Napoleon instructed Bigot .to ordor 
the bishop deputies at Savona to return bringing with 
th0m the institution of all tho bishops named in the 
vacant seats. He desired that they be in Paris upon his 
arrival in order that he might give them instruotiono 
· (43)
on their next duties. Pradt, in tho meantime, boforo 
the Pope had been informed of Napoleon's scorn for his 
brief, secured from the Pontiff a correction in his 
O\"m bulls for Ma lines on vih1ch Napoleon' a name hod been 
omitted and also secured the delivery of bulla to tho 
nominated bishops of Poitiers, Saint-Flour, d'Asti nnd 
Liege. The Pope did this with gracious compliance as 
(44)
though nll controversy were at m1 end. 
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For some reason which is difficult to explain 
Napoleon revoked this first order for the return of the 
bishops frorn Savona. It may be that he still had in 
mind a gonei"al arrangement of .the affairs of the church 
,' }l 
and the Pope and thought that this deputation would ba 
useful. He also refused to raulte use ·or the bulls which 
. (45)
wera given to Pradt at this time. 
i'he winter of 1811-12 pas~~d without any marked 
changes in the religious order. In the spring the 
bishops, without further orders from Napoleon began to 
leave Savona and return to Paris. Pius VII \'Jas again 
reduoed to captivity and in May 1812, to prevent the 
nx,1tish from carrying him off', he was removed to Fon-
tainebleau whe1,,e he arrived on 19 June. · 'fhe next ne"~ · 
gotiations YJith the Pope, Napoleon undertoolt in pe1.,son. 
1,gnin Pradt had conscientiously undertaken to per-
form the se1--v1ces required of him by Napoleon only to 
find that, at best, his efforts had only served to 
plnoe him in an embarrassing position. Thier has re-
marked thnt 01t was not in our opinion the character of 
the negotiators but the impossibility of the success of 
(46)
the mission which led to the check of the archbishop." 
Napoleon by this time probab.ly had in view the arrange-
ment for complete separation of church and state which 
he finally effected in the Concordat of 1813 and ho 
v;ould have been. ready to find fault v11th any arranc;o-
ment which might have been made on the basio of the 
decree of 5 August.1811. 
Napoleon continued to withhold his approval of 
Pradt 1 s bulls of institution a."1.d he hud to retui'tn to 
his diocese :ln the role of adm1nistrat1UG n.rchbiahop, 




Pnrt III. Pradt, Ambassador to \iarsaw 
Prndt was not forced to 1")oma.in in this unfortunate 
position in the nrchbishopric of Malines for very long. 
On the eve of ·the Hussian campnign Napoleon ago.in de-
tormined that he could make use of' Pradt's e.b111.ties 
nnd appointed him this time to u·newly created and 1m-
porto11t position 1n his dipJ..ornntic service, runbassador 
I 
to tho Grand Duchy of Warsaw. To accept a position in 
the department of state of the Empire in.1812 meant 
tuk1UG one's plaoa in o.n· excellently orgnnized system. 
NApoleon had devoted fl great danl of attention to the 
reorgro11znt1on of his ministerial. departments in a11
ntternpt to rnulce them more efficient. The department 
of .EXterior Relations was at this time under the di-
rection of the Dulce of Bassano. His du.ties were the 
preservation and execution of all ·treaties and con-
vontions, political nnd commercial, and correspondence 
with the ambassadors, ministers, diplomatic and com-
mercial agents, both of foreign powers to the Emperor 
of France and of the l!Jnperor of France to for.eign 
c;overrnnent s. 
For the purpose of onrrying on these functions 
' ( 1)
the service was organized into divisions: a political 
division of the north, headed by Besnardiere., for · 
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keeping up the political correspondence or England, 
Holland, the Confederation of the h.h1ne, the cou1"tG or 
Vien_-r1a nnd Berlin., Denmark, Sweden o.nd Hussia; a politi-
cal division ·of the .. south, headed by .tiom::, for kooping 
up. the poli t:tca.l ·cor1.,esponde11ce with Spn1n, Portugt1.l, · 
Switzer~land, tho courts of the Ilw.linn otnten, the Ot• 
toman Po1-1te, the Stfltes of Perstn nnd tho United Btntoa; 
•
·. · n d:1v1s1.on of oommerciHl 1,,olnt:!.ono., hoadod by Donmni•k, 
to .handle such relations in Eui--ope, Anterioa, the T,ovont 
and the Bnrbn1'ly stntas., to settle controveroioo ovor 
prizes, to legalize d.ocuments p1"esonted to tho dopa.rt• 
ment., nnd to issue pnssports and inforr11ution; u d1v1o1on 
of archives, under the direction of' d'I1uutc1.,1vc with the 
title of Councillor of' StHte to take cHre or the oollootion 
of treaties, manifestos., declarations, convontion.H, polit-
ical and cornmerc:tnl regu.lat1ons, correapondenca, mornoira, 
manuscripts., books and geogro.phic charts, to look nf'ter 
the demnrca tion o.f' botmdri riea, the f'u11n1oh1ng or in-
formation· for the wo1"lc of the other di vioions nnd tho 
research necessary for maldng certificates; a di v1o1on of 
founde.t:lono and e.ccounts headed by Bresson for the f1-
nrmcing of the ministry, for the cori ... eopondenco with 
the political and diplome.t1c ngonta on accounts; for 
dividing the funds and for the deposit of laws u.nd 
imperial decrees. 
'l:his organized depa.11tment of foreign relations 
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operuting at home in 1812., main,ta.ined ambassadors, min-
isters, residents or charge d'affaires in twenty-two 
foreign countries. The ambassadors sent to three countries 
(2)
wero Otto to l\Ustria., Cuillnrd to Spa.in, and La.uriston 
to Hu3nio.. The 1r1iniste1"s nent to fifteen countries were: 
Du1-.nnd to the Two Sicilies, Hodonv.ille to the Grand 
Duchy of Franltfort, Mercy Serra to Saxony, Heinl1i1rd to 
Wostphnlin, IUcolay to Baden., Vnndeul ~o Hesse-Darmstadt, 
Semonville to Wurzburg, St.-Aignnn to Saxony, Alquier to 
Denmn1"lt, Seru.rier to tlte United States., Asino.ri de Saint 
rnnrsnn to Prussia., Snbathior de Cabre to sweden,.and 
J\Uguato •ralleyrnnd to Switzerland. The residents sent 
to t\'JO countries were: Bignon to Warsaw and Lamoussaye to 
Danzig. 1lhe oht1rgo d' affuires sent to two countries 
were: Doso.ugiers to Mechlenburg nnd Maubourg to the 
Sublime Porte. These were the uppointments as they 
stood at the beginning of 1812. Some changes were made 
throughout the year. 
'!'ho impreseion is aomevrhnt prevalent that Napoleon's 
diplomntio se1'v1oe greatly deteriorated toward the end 
of his reign. It is cle.1mo'd thnt he grew more and more 
arbitrary nnd desired only "passive obedience" from his 
ministers and consequently appointed only supple and 
( 3) . .
docile men as his servants. This impression 1a not 
only prevalent nt present but it also existed 
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· ·oontempornneously. Count Senf'ft, who was secretary or 
-state and foreign affairs of Saxony in 1812, 1n a oon-
V(n1sation with Pradt ut the t i1ne he accepted h~s appoint .. 
ment of ambassador to VJursaw remarked to him "that the 
position of. nmbassO.dor foi~ Napoleon had become very ens¥ 
(4) 
f'or it was nothing more than t~o role of a oru.rtier. 11 
It is probably true that Htipoleon grew more nrb1-
tra.1~y in the latter years of his r-u.le and it may ho th.nt
he intended to _appoint men who would be servile in their 
obedience to hirn but the evide."'lca shov1s that if this 
was hi's-1ntent1011 ho did not succeed in aooompliahing 
the desired·resulta. several of the men in his service 
were not only outs·tanding for thoir aooompl1shments 
but for the fearless manne1"' in which they offered ad-
vice to Napoleon. Prominent in this respect among tho 
men of the foreign service \'Hls d'Hautorive \'ihom we 
have already, taken into nccou.nt na Counoillo111 of Stu.to 
and chief of the .foreign office u1,chivea. D'llnuto1y1ve 
often incurred the wrath of Hupoloon with the ndv1ce 
(5)
wh.ich he offered but this did not intimidnte him. He 
v101.,ked constantly in the foreign office oroh.i ves ,md
gained an historical background which enabled him to 
offer really valuable advice. b.a nn oxnrnple of his 
boldness, in 1811 he warned Hnpoleon that "England 
was a kind of universal power., that she ranked above 
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all ut present and thut her offorts~ the success of her 
industry, the aim and tendency of,her enterprises~ final• 
ly the menacing a.ot1on,of her influence ought to be the. 
constant object of the_ solicitude of all sovernments 
' . (6) .
nnd of the v1g:1lunce of their ministers.n D'Hnuterive 
offe1'ed valunbl~ 1nformat1011 concerning the proper 
diploinntio usage to both Napoleon and to Maret., Dulce 'of 
Bnaao.no. In 1811 when a. conflict arose between l\.ustr1a 
nnd France over diplomatic 1~~m1ties d 1Hauterive gather-
ed together some or "the argt.unents which he had used in 
muny of his conversations to curb the ardor of Napoleon 
·who \·:1shed to govern the world tvi th canon., ·with imperial 
(7)
decroes ond police." He had. a single copy of them · 
printed and placed on the desk· of Napoleon the morn.1ng 
thnt the rirgurnent ovor immtmities was to take place. 
Theae wore enough to convince lfapoleon of the errox•s 
(S) . . . 
of his contentions. "D'Hnuterive established the 
' {9)
true principles of the science of diplomacy." 
Another prominent member of Uapoleon•s diplomatic 
service wus Caulincou.rt, ambassador to Hussia. He 
solicited his own recall in 1811 and was replaced by 
General Lsuriston but remained in Russia until the 
end or 1812 when he returned to France with Napoleon. 
It mny be said of Coulincourt thHt. he was obedient 
but wns not sorvile in his attitude toward Napoleon. 
Mentor in writing the life of d'Hauterive gnvo nn in-
, teresting example of _the way in which he carried out 
his i.'1.str-11ct:tons in letter but not :tn spii--it. Nnpoleon 
wished to attack Russia QUt h~ wanted to keep the ltua-
sian.s ignorant of his intent. He ordered inotructions 
to be sent to Caulincrurt to inform the Czar thn.t the 
feeling of the goverlli11ont of Fro.nee had never beon 
00 
more pee.cef'ul and thnt her tropps had not boon.inoreused. 
Caulincourt did so end the Czar responded thnt this wns 
tcontraryto all his information but he said "if you 
tell me Monsieur Oaulincourt, that yott believe it, in 
turn I will begin· to believo it." Cnulin.c0t1rt retired, 
· (10)
saying nothing•' 
It may be that Napoleon was attempting to find 
(11) · 
''the best serva.11.t of his aun tlloughta" vrhen he up-
pointed Prndt ambassador to \',:ursaw, but if' Pro.dt evo11 
was such n faithful servant it will be seen from tho 
foll0\1ing investigation of his services at Warsaw thut 
he tm.tst have proved a keen disappointment to Napoleon 
in this respect. Early in May Pi~adt was informod of 
the new position to v1hich he wus delegated and on 10 
May, the day after Napoleon left Pari-s for the eastern 
campaign, Pradt started on his way to Dresden where he 
had been told to go to get his instructions. Ile arrived 
there 17 May but it was not until the 24th that lfapoleon 
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oallod Pradt and oxpla.1~1od to him the mission to Poland 
upon \'Jhioh he wns being sent,, 
In order to understand the purpose and tnsk of 
this mission it is nooessnry to e:,co.mina the position of 
Poland at this time. Th1s Duchy owed its existnnoa to 
tho Poaco of Tilsit of 1807 and to that of Vienna. of 
1809. By nrticle 13 of the Tronty of Tilsit Prussia 
renounood all her provinces of Polish origin except 
· ( 12)
E1"lllolnnd. The Austro-Polish provinces were gained 
· · ( 13) 
in 1309 • The rule over th:1.a newly established Du.chy 
was conferred by Napoleon upon the King of Saxony ond 
nrticlo 5 or the Treaty of Tils:tt provided for rule 
by o. constitution which was approved by Napoleon on 
22 July 1807. 
Napoleon in 1812 when on the point of engaging 
in war with Russia had admitted that one .of the natural 
consequences of the war would be the reestablishment of 
Poland. Baron Fain., one of :Napoleon's pri Vfl te secre-
taries has told haN Napoleon explained to his ministers 
that the roestablishment of Poland had always appeared 
desirable to him for all the po\"1ers of the East. "Its 
raootabliahmen t · should not bo the motive for a ·wo.r but 
(14) 
it could become the result or one. 0 Napoleon~ then,. 
had no real intention of striking a biow for Poland. 
Whot he did intend to do was to excite Polish patriotic 
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emotions by me8..1."1.S or which he hoped to obtain men ond 
1"!loney for his greater pu1-;pose of subduing Huas1a. \,1th 
this object he resolved to send some rnthor imposing 
. .
person to Warsaw with. the title of mnbuosador which 
would be ·equivalent to a. deolnrat 1011 thu t ha l'ogurdad 
tl1.e Grand Duchy of VJarrm.w as a new atuta capublo of 
resuming the pos:1.t1on. of ·hhe ancient Kingdom of Poland. 
r.et11s person WH.S to ure;<3 the Poles to conf'edernto, to 
l""ise e11 masso, to form u genorul diet, und to tr1plo tho 
nrmy or Prince·Poniatowskie He wna also to forootnll 
the fulfillment of the rumor which run abroad thnt ~11-
peror Aloxnnder was goinc to declare hinmolf King of · 
( 15) 
POl(l.nd. Napoleon began to feel that ha could not do• 
lay any longer 111 sending an nml>aeoo.doi, to Wnrouw. lie 
wished to have there a reliable mtu1, who with tho nid 
of a pretentious stute house, vii th n lnr{;e rollow1n.g, 
and with a well asts.blished reputation ahou.ld dominate 
the Polish insurrection. 
For this mission Napoleon at first selected '£alley-
rand "and the selection was u good one, for in addition 
to great personal qualities, ~hich rendered him pe-
culiarly fitted for such a mission, ha was at this moment 
the confident even to infidelity of the cw.rt of V1ennn, 
and he would therefore be e.ble to cs.use· less disquiet 
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than any other to this court in tho pursuit of his deli• 
(16) 
co.ta mission." But :tt waa on these very grotmds that 
Hnpoleon began to distrust him OJ.""ld so cast about for a 
new appointee. Through the inflttanoe of Duroc., who had 
prov1oualy :tnteroedad for his protege., !Iapoleon' s· choice 
fell upon tho Archbishop of' Mulines. The main reason 
for No.poleon'o choice in this instance was nthnt he had 
poraunded himself that the ecclesiastical ·d1gn1ty·or 
Prndt would bo a proservo.ti ve which, while pla.o1ng · him 
outside of all rivalries, wou.ld assure h1rn an ascondenoe 
(17)
1000 con.tasted and consequently more useful." 
Ho also f el·t thn t an ambassador. of his rank in the eo-
oloa1nst1oal hierarchy would bo better able to dominate 
the gonornlo, the ministers, and the nobles of the 
country than Wot\ld a general officer. To th1.s avowed 
mot1 ve one is also nble to e.dd that "the Empero1" did 
not fail, on oconsions which presented themselves, to 
br1nG bnclc the customs of' the old monarchy. More than 
'one titte ancient Frnnce had had Pl"elates for c•mbo.ssH.dors
at Warsaw, notnbly Montluc., bishop of Valence, and Gilles 
of llonillas, a.bbe de Lille, under Charles IX., and abbe 
. . ( 18) 
tf i Polignao, later cardinal, under Louis XIV. As B gnon~ 
Pradt ta predecessor o.t VJarsnw., suggests, the Emperor 
hnd nlso seen Pradt carry out his wishes in tho negotia-
tions nt Bayonne. He "possessed a facility of elocution, 
ao rcmnrlto.ble on ull subjects that ho ,ms oven nblo to 
(19)
molco ·t110 Eillperor lis ton to hitn. 0 All or those things 
combined, contributed to tho nppointme11t or P1l!udt.
·Li. hio intorvior1 with P1.,ndt u t Dresden on 24 Hoy, 
nO.i)Olcon Ol."d011 od him to go 1uitied1e. toly to his poot. 'lho 
rmpcror condensed nll inst~tctiono byhd~~inJ; him into 
his O\:fl..l vio\·;s. 11 If' I ontm." huoo:t,1, ho said to him, I 
will go perhaps as far as i.1oaoow. One oz• two bntt loa 
'<. will open tho road for mo. 1.10000w :la tho truo oupitol 
or tho or:1pi1"'0• HaV1llG ul'l.,1 vod thero I ought to find 
pcnco .. · I thin.l: ono omnpuign will ou.i'ficeJ bU t if tho 
\·mx- dz,m.is out 1n longth., 1 t ,·:ill be for tho Polos to 
do tho rest. I v1ill allow tllcm 50 ,ooo l;'ronoh ond n 
t11bs1dy of fifty millions to aid them. suoh is my 
plan. Tllo1.,o uro you1., 1nott·IlOtions: sot aooo1"dinGlY; 
you1~ r11,s t onra ~ught to bG to n1"ouoo a g11 eu t 1mpulso J 
it 1s nocossar,y than thut th1a movement ohould bo ous• 
tn.ined by tho most obat1nata ei'forts,. 0.11d I oount on 
you to di:.'tcct tho zeal ond tho cood will or thoao bravo 
(20} 
peopl.oo" lfopoleon 1notructod Prndt to sool< mo:-o do-
tailed 1nstrc.1ot1ons from Mare~, du.lte or Bnoonno, ,,ho 
, vit~o U1n1stor of El:.to1"ior Helnt1ons. Pro.dt then s0"..tfj1t 
a11 :l.ntorv-lor1 v11th Jtiarot nnd oftc1' wo1t1nr; e. long v,hilo 
finally received :lnatru.otions of which ho lntor cora-
(21) 
,\ plained on o.coou.,.-it or their b~evity und luolt of preo1a1on. 
However, there is little sympathy for Pradt in 
this complaint for, after his arrival at VJnrsaw, he 
was sent a set or oompleta and definite instructions 
which hnd been dictated to the Duke of Bassano by Ma-· 
(22) ·. . . · 
poleon on 28 Mny, Through .an examination of these 
instru.otions we can sea exactly what was required of 
Prout and will then. have a bas1 s for judging the 
aucccos of' h:to mission. Pi"adt was sen·t nominally as 
ombnasa.dor to the Duchy but practically to dii~ect its 
govermnent nnd to land tllo Poles to take steps tovmx•d 
us sorting their O\"Jn indepondence. This doin:l.na ting 
leadership was ma.de possib,le by a 1')eoent · decree of the 
King of So.xony by which µe created a special so11t· or 
governraEmt for Warsaw and confe1,red on it extraordi-
nary powers for all that pertained.to.administration. 
The eighth artiole of tho constitution of 1807 had 
created a council of ministers with a president named 
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by the king from within the . monibers of the minis try. 
Affairs wore disoussed· in this council und then present• 
ed to the King .for his approbation~ By the decree of 
Mo.y 1812 the scope and attributes of the council were 
extended in cases of urgency to powers attributed by
the constitutional statute to the king himself. The 
extent of tho influence v1hich Pradt migrrt exert was 
thereby effectttt;illy increased •. 
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Pradtts first duty according to his instructions 
was to see that the resources of the country ware em-
ployed for the use of tho e.1"my. Particular nttent1on 
and zeal was to he given to the orgnn1zat1on, r001'llit• 
ing, completing, arming and equipping of nll the sorvicoa 
of the a~my and for this purpose the ambnasndor was to 
enter th~:,·~etuils of e.dmirdstrntion, securing prompt 
execution of the demands of military authorities. 
Pradt ts next· dttty was to truce steps townrd the 
restoration of Poland as a nn.tion and the reunion of 
all its parts. He shou.ld first direct the council 
of ministers to call a diet to meet at Warsaw on the 
10th or 15th of June. It was desired thu.t a special 
committee shOLtld make a 1011.g report on tho miafor"'uunas 
of Poland and the hopes of the rebirth or the country; 
that following this report tho r1sht to conf~dorato for 
the safety of the country ought to be procla1mod nnd n 
decree ought to be proposed declo.r1ng the reestablish-
ment of Poland and the constitution of a Diet of Con-
·,
federation. The report should bo ~u.roponn and Polish 
in tone but directed entirely aeainst Hussia w1 thout 
recriminations against Austrin a..'ld Prussia. The central 
. co:nfederation, organized at \',a1"saw, 011ght to form com-
mittees in the different Palo.tinates which should molte 
in their turn some proclamations and all these nets 
ought to be printed and d1str1bu.ted not only in tho. 
Duchy but in nll the prov1ncetr of Polish Russia so as 
to excite tho v1hole nation to :1.nsurrection in case of 
RUssinn 1nvns1on. ThrQtghout all of these movements 
tho runbo. sae.dor was not to be se0!.1 but he was to ex.er• 
cise "not only a grave influert'ce.,. but real authority; 
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' . . (23)
to see all, to Itnow 1111, to direct all, to animate all." 
When tho 0011.federo.tion should have been formed it was 
to s0nd n deputntion to the Em.poror to present the act 
of confoderntion and to ask his p1)otection• Napoleon 
1nd1cnted 1n odvance whn~ his 1~esponse to the dolego.tion 
·which should bo sent to him would be. 
Tho ambnoandor was especially reoormnended to further 
dovolop tho mili tnr•y information service which was es~ 
t nblishod by h1a predecessor, Bignon., an~ upon which 
}!o.polcon hnd bnsed the plans for his campaign. Bignon 
wna to be c<nsulted for local information •. 
\'Jhnt rany have b~en Pradt 1 s reaction to th~se instru.c-
t1ons nt the time or their issunnce. one cannot; be. certa:tn, 
but 1t wns probably similar to though somewhat milder 
than his opinion as atated in his history of the limbassy 
to Wnrsnw written in 1813. "·rhey rrnre e. complete dis~ 
course on clubism.," he so.id. nrt was only a matter of 
employing the revolutiona~J methods- in use n~ong the 
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pe1~turbers of the human race: Hddresaes, pet1t1ono nnd
publications ma.de in 01--der to lteep thei1? sp1r1tu in 
1 
(24)
continual fermentation. n Pradt alwuys had oppoood 
himself to revolu~ionary tnethods especially na tlley 
were employed in:Franoe by tho. Constituent Aasombly, 
Keeping thio. in mind ·will help to explain in 11 largo 
measure his attitude. towa.1 .. d tho execution of lh,poloon' s 
instructions as given in the disputoll of the Duke of 
Bassano. 
Pradt proceeded to \va.rsav, nnd arr1 ved there on 
the morn:tng of 5 June. Prom the start ha busied him• 
self with coordinating the military en.gagomento nlraady 
begun. By 20 June he was l"ea.dy to open his houoe to 
ministerial callers and he soon began to busy himself with 
preparations for the movement toward restoration, 
Pradt .from the start aaaumod o. moot unf 01,tww to 
attitude toward the majority of the Poles. ,,s we hnve 
seen from the instructions he was to ro1m a committoa 
of information to advlae himself, On 17 June Brrnsano 
wrote to Pradt asking why it ho.d not been established 
and in the absence o.f this commi·ttee what plan ha hnd 
(25)
adopted. Pradt replied on 23 June thrd; it wus 1m-
. possible and useless to form a Polish committee because 
o·f the poverty in the kind of men thut he hHd met·. Such 
a com.rnittee would only open the way to cabals and 
(26)
murmurs. In such a statement one eo.n. detect Pra.dt' s 
fear or revolutionary tendencies. Fortunately he did 
not have this feeling ~award the council of ministers 
with Y1hoin it wos ·neoeasnry that he work. '1:he members 
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of th:ls en binet, a cco1 .. d111c to his own statement, 0uni ted 
nll tho qunl:t ties desired in men of state.0 He s·aid 
ho would have rogoi1 ded it as cowardly to have used all 
tho ndv:intngas which the position of his a~,n cou.ntr-rJ 
(27)
gave him in respect to thesa men. 
VJitll respeot to the convocation of the Diet Pradt 
' ' ..
proceeded uccord1ng to :tnstrt.tctions but he1,a again 
ho had. not gone fnr until he began to fea1~ tho disorders · 
of rovolt1.tion. Soon nfter the letters of convocation 
hnd b<Jon sont out by· the council of ministers and the 
001mnittees und ornto1,as had been chosen for the occasion, 
Prndt boc;on to nbhor the movement \'Jhich he snw was fast 
t;n1n:tng momentu.rn. On 14 June he wrote to Bassano tlrn.t 
'the offervoscence of spirits increased daily in the 
city nnd in the country and that he v10uld bn.ve a groat 
donl to do to restrain tho explosion till the meeting 
(28)
of tho Diet•' By the 16th of June his fears were 
:tncrensed to such u_,.1 extent that hf3 wrote a.gain to 
Bassano saying that he felt it \'IOu.ld be neceasnry to 
change the Diet into a commission. He gave ti:10 rensons 
for coming to this decision: first., that it tJS.s the 
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epoch of st. John at which time all the rents fell due, 
leases were ~enewad, and lunds sold and that it was 
necessary that the deputies be at home n t this time to 
look after their affairs; second, ha said thnt judging 
from the increasing exaltation of spirits tho Poles 
would advance too rapidly and there would be no way to 
· stop them. In order to obvinte those inconveniences 
,Pradt asked if it would not be oppropri~te to reduce 
the confederated Diet to an 1ntermed1nry comm1aa1on, 
announcing at the same time the 1,eunion of the Diet to 
( 29) 
approve the wo1"ks of the commission., In n dispatch 
of a few days later Pradt said thnt he wns occupied in 
confining the ardor of tlle members or tho Diet, always 
ready to burst, and already :!mpotient to ·return to their 
(30)
.firesidos at an epooh which required their presence. 
rrhe meeting of the Diet should hnve taken place 
on 22 June but due to the fact tho.t Pradt felt it neces-
sary to rev,rite all the proola.ma.t1ons and publ:to nots . 
which the Poles had dravm up, ho delayed the opening 
session for some do.ya, PrAdt was. n fluent writer o.nd 
he real1.zed the inadequacy or the Polish literary at-
tempts. Although he left an impression of omtempt 
for Polish efforts., Pradt sincerely felt that 11; wns 
for the good of the cause that ha employ his literary 
talents. In a dispatch of 2 July ha said thAt in 
general 'all that emanated from the Poles was outside. 
all rule or taste. We would cover ourselves with ridi• 
. (31) 
oula if we let ·such pieces appear in French.• 
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The Diet met on 26 June and. rapidly performed its 
duties as requ.irod by Napoleon, A"general confederati-on 
wns oatabliahed and Prince Adam Czartoryski, vn10 was 
chosen pres idont, proolai,ned fol') the reestablishment of 
the kingdom of Poland. The confederatio11 then voted to 
send a deputation to the Eruporor to claim his protection 
und soven men were no.med fo1-i this task. 
On the fourth day, 29 Jun.e, haying received no def'i• 
n1to inntruotions i'rom Basaimo, Pro.dt made use of ·h1a 
disc1"0t1.onnry powers and dissolved tho Diet retaining 
only un intermediary commission. In reporting his action 
to Bnooono he said that the confederation had become a 
sort of 1nsuri"eotional Junta with ne:t.theI, minis lier& nor 
administration. His greatest difficulty was nto place 
some bounds on the eruption of the sentiments of their 
(32)
dis course and their a. ct a. 11 
Tho dissolving of ·the Diet was a matter of such · 
serious purport tlu1t everyone supposed that tne instru.c• 
tions for this step cume from the }.)nperor but it was in 
reality contrary t<;> his desires. On l July Bassano 
heard of the opening of the Diet and four days later 
when he henrd thHt it had been dissolved after the third 
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sitting., his first impulse was to reinstate the uroh• 
bishop in his diocese immediately. He made this propo-
sition to the Emperor who at first agreed and then 
{ 33)
changed his mind. Instead he directed Maret to write 
a letter of reprimand to Pradt which portrayed consider• 
able irritation. In· this letter or 6 July we hnve our 
first ,evidenoe .of Napoleon ts strong disu.ppx•ovul or 
Pradt I s action and the opening of a biulf between the 
two men which from then on gradually widened till the 
bridging of the gap became w1 utter impossibility. 
Pra.dt .\~as reproved in the fil"St plnoe for having 
rewritten the act of confederation, thus oRusing it 
to lose ;lts value because it wo.a no longer Polioh but 
was French. 11A bad doowuent, but Polish., hHS more 
value than such enunciations: the J}}nperor forbnde the 
ambassador henceforth to red1-auught the nots." Heprove.l 
for dismissing the Diet was stated in no uncertain terms, 
'The ambassador ought mer~ly to wntoh, to mointnin, the 
enthusiasm of the Poles in the prescribed limits. There· 
were only two meetings of tne Diet; the aots of influonoo 
on opinion were not numerous. The ambnssador ucting 
in the name of Frrmce has ·engnged the Rmpe1"'or in too 
(34)
decisive e. manner. t
Thus ended the first crisis in Prndt' s Ct\reer as 
ambassador to Warsaw. This crisis was not cnused by 
any intent of Pi--adt to misconstrue his instructions 
but rnthor by what he believed to ·be a. conscientiou.a 
porf'o1'l'nance of h:ts duty, Although Pradt ·was deserving 
of reproval several times for having failed to execute 
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tho inatruc·tions of Napoleon., it mu.st, nevertheless, be 
admitted thf1.t he wns placed in a very difficult position.· 
His primo duty was to arouse the Poles ·to a national:tstio 
movement for tho restoration of their former kingdom 
nnd yot, when this had been f:3-Cooruplished, Napoleon re-
sponded in such a manner as to greatly cool the ardor 
which had been excited, Napoleon, ever since he had 
eoto.bliahed the Grand Duchy of Wo.1~saw in 180'7, had led 
tho Poles to expect n restoration o.a· soon as the oppor-
tunity should present i t:Jelf\, · Prince Adam. Czarto1"7ski, 
in writing to Alexander I of ·Hussia., January 1811, con-
cerning tho possibility of Russian leadership of a 
regenorntion movement in Poland, spoke of the hold which 
Unpoleon hud upon the country. 11However just the grie-
vances of the Poles ngo.inst llapoleon may be, he has yet 
persunded them thnt it we.s not want of good-will but 
absolute wnnt of power, v,hich prevented him from carry-
ing the worlt of their regeneration any further, •• ,and · 
thnt at the firot rupture with Hussia, Poland would 
be restored. To this feeling is added gratitude for 
w:1.nt Napoleon has already done., and repugnance nt the 
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idea, of' turning nga1nst him, just nt tho momont when 
he most reckoned upon tho cooperation or the naw Polish 
(35)
state which he has erected." 
Napoleon. continued to keep the Polos in this nt-
titude of expectation. When.he made l?,is entrnnoo to 
Vilna in June of 1812 he said thnt he h,,d oome to ro-
crent·e · Poland• "To a goneral ottdionce t1t the Imper1nl 
chateaux, Napoleon declnred., in broken, vncuo and ob• 
scu.ro pl~rnses thnt he had come to rehnbllitnte Polnnd; 
thHt a d1et was aooemblod nt \\;nraow fo1:a tho oloction of 
(36)
the king." 
It wns <then with high hopes t}i..qt tho Polish D1ot 
sent their deputation to Napoleon to clu1m h1s pro-
tection. This deputation co~sioted or sovon prominent 
Poles ,mo· departed for Vilnn on 2 July. '£hoy m,ro ro-
cei ved by U apoleon on 12 July, ,·;hen, surrounded h:r 
ministers, gru.nd officers and officers or tho houoe, 
\'iybicki, head of the delegatiqn addressed the J!inperor 111 
( 37)
the name of the Confederation. Napoleon then replied 
with his evasive explanation in which he t1'lied not to 
discourage their hopes in spite of tl1e fact thnt ho did 
not satisfy their demands. ttt If I had ruled at tho time 
of the portitionings of Poland', he said, 'I would hnve 
armed all my people in oi.,der to sustain yoo.. t ·J..fter 
having recalled ·the restoration of Poland stu1"ted in 
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1807 by him:, he added: 'I applaud all that you have done, 
I uuthorize the efforts that you wish to make; all that 
depends on me to second your resolutions I will do ••• ,.· 
BU.tin countries so removed and so extended, it is es-
pociully in the wian1niity of the population which covers. 
. . · . . · (38)
· them thHt you ought to found your hopes oi' success. 1 n 
l{apoleon nlso added tha·t he hod guoranteed the Austrian 
. ' (~9) ' 
Emperor hia domains. 
In this way the deputation wns put off and the 
docroo of reestablishment was not granted• According_ 
to Prndt this .,cooling off of the.deputation was com-
. . (40) 
' ' ' " tnwiicated to.all Poland and it.never warmed up Hga.:tn. 
\',horeaa Pradt may have been guilty of dampening the 
zeal of the Poles by dissolving the Diet afte1• a very 
brief sit·t1ng, Napoleon wt1s at the same time guilty of 
produoing a aimilur effect by .his ·reception of the 
deputation. It must not be, supposed, however, that 
Prudt was surprised or betrayed by the response which 
Napoleon gave. Napoleon had informed· Pra.dt in his writ-
ten instructions that he would reply to the Poles who 
wore sent to him thnt 11it was only in their efforts., in 
their patriotism., thHt they could bring about a rebirth 
(41) 
of their country." It only serves to show the un-
fortwwte position in which Pre.dt found himself from 
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the stu1~t relative to nrous:tng n zeal fOl"' tha restornt1on 
of Poland. 
P1"adt has been criticized l"nther saveraly nn.d per-
hnps justly for the excessive fear which he nt times 
displayed on account of 1"Ulllora of' the approach or ono-
my t1-aoops. About the middle of July he wrote to Bnasnno 
that some fifty 01-a sixty th,)usand Russians menaoocl tho 
ft"ontiers or tho Duchy,. Pradt hn.d become much friGhtonod, 
and hnd Pl"epared to dep:n"t f1 .. om Viarsaw, when ha dinoovored 
that the urmy v1hi oh he. thou.B,llt wao being .led by Gonoi1 ul 
Tormasowreduoed itself to only n fo\'I Cossacks. In tho 
meantime, as Pradt has told us in his nccount, the oity 
of Warsaw WHS filled with consternation. 'rhe people 
wanted to stop the ambassu.dor, the council of tho con-
federation and all who we1-ae authors or theso d1oordora 
(42) 
nnd provo·cations a~ainst: Russin.· In his .fright Pr~dt 
nent so f~r as to write to Prince Schwa1 .. tzonherg, command-
er of the Austrian auxiliary corps, in order to nsk his 
a1d1 an act Vfhich lo.tar prompted n reprimand from nu-
. poleon. Schwartzenberg wo.s happy to have such a protaxt 
and \Vo.sted much valuable time in n place whe1.,~ d nngor 
did not· exist• 
Bassano on 26 July wrote in 1...ea.ssuring te1'TJ:ns to 
Pradt and expressed his hope thnt the fei11~s in \':orsnw 
9'7 
hod been dissipated.. Ha reproved him saying 'that in 
onse of alarm the council of mini st era ought; · to be the , , · 
last to thinlt of flight. The mon who direct ought to 
give proof' of courage. ·rhe h'uss1ans can send only in-· 
aignifionnt detachments into the heart of the Duchy,' 
Bassano wns quiok to see wherein they might profit by
. this nlnrm. He urged Pradt to take , advantage of the 
anxiety caused by this rumor to excite the Poles, to 
urge them on to levy troops, and to 'increase the num-
(43) . .
ber or ngento or inaurrootion. On 28 July Pradt 
·1nforzned Bassano by a dispatch that the inquietude· of 
\mranw had been di aaipa ted. He hu.d since learned. that 
tho crunpine of the enemy on the border of the , duchy was 
n part of the execution of another plan than a direct 
project neninst the oou.ntry •. 
Maret, who.again thought it s.11 excellent occasion 
to aond the archbishop buck to his diocese, wrote to 
Napoleon concerning Pradt ta c Cl'.1duct • Napoleon did not 
npprovo or .the suggestion to 1~om.O'\re Pradt but he was 
natonished th.at the nrcllb1ahop had oorrespmded di-
1 .. eotly with the generals and instructed Bassano to com-
municate his diso.ppi"oval to him immediately. On 3 August 
Maret wrote ns follows: 'His Majesty has prescribed that 
I invite you not to correspond with the generals .·on 
m111tnry operations. He gave mo this order on the occasion 
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of your letter to P·rinoe Schwartzenberg. It wcnld hnve 
been more agreeable and altogether natural if you should 
h.ave addressed yourself to General Duta1111e, military 
commnnder at Warsaw, ·who was authorized to moke suoh 
· (44)
communications.'· 
Later in October Pradt was struck with the anme 
excessive fear following the burning of Moscow nnd the 
retreat of Schwartzenberg. On 4 October Bnosnno was 
forced to write to Pradt in tho same rensauring tones 
as before telling him that 'he must suotnin tho public 
spirit and avoid allowing the retreat of Soh~ortzen• 
berg to cause any alarm. 1 He said he thought Prudt
'had been struck v,ith the burning of Moscow and thnt he 
had too much allowed the impression to nppoar thnt he 
was resp.nsible for this event, while his role wns to 
present it'under a point of viow which would excite 
enthusiasm in place of throwing spirits into melan-
choly which leads to discouragement,' "When they aee 
in your countenance and 1n your d1scourae a sustained 
security$ they will model themselves nfter you nnd they 
(45) 
will judge things more sa.nely. 0
This warning concerning the att1tud3 Pradt should 
take toward the burning of Moscow did riot suffice vdlen 
rumors come concerning the pr•ojeot of' a Russian 
invasion. On 12 October Pradt wrote in gre:\t nlarm to 
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Bnssano of tho confirmat1011 he had had that a .Hussian 
. '
urmy wua threatening at.forty leagues distance and that 
(46)
ho hnd bean fifty-five hours without any oornmunicat:tons. 
On 13 October Bassano ngnin informed Pradt that 'his role 
wna to believe i1ll that which ought to reassure and: to 
repulse nll · fears., to sustain and eJcoite the enthusiasm 
which hnd no more dangerous enemy than disquieted and 
(47) .
timid men. Although Pradt made an effort to follow 
Bnaoanota advice, he waa not able to p1~event the city 
from becoming panic stricken· on the fifteenth when it· 
wna invaded by i\tg1tivos from all parts of the Dlchy 
botwoen the Bug and the .Vistula Rivers. These people 
filled tno city with such stories that everyone began to 
contumplate leaving, and pr1 ob1-lbly would have, hnd it 
not been thnt; General Dutt1.illis closed the gates for 
threa days 1n order that a levy of 1200 horses might 
be mnde. The council occupied itself with measures to 
meet the circumstances and issued a. .proclamation to 1.,e-
( 48) 
ossuro the inhabitants. 
Pradt noted in his dispatch of 16 October to Bas-
sano thnt the social life of the embassy was being 
(49)
carried on just the same in spite of the con.fusion. 
Pradt's theory seems to have been that he could best 
keep up the enthusiasm of the people by distracting 
their minds from the dangers about them and so he 
planned numerous social ovents. The Counteso Potocku, 
niece of Prince Stanilas Pon:tutowski of the formor 
royal house of Polund, ha.a told how l.,rndt ts plans mot 
with gl"'ent difficulty.. 'J\.ll the young rnen ware in tho
nrmy and the young women wo1"'e sca.1..oely in n mood to 
render themselves to the p1.,essing invitations of hie 
(50)
eminence. 1 Count ass Potoclrn 1 ~· Memoirs shov1, better 
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thnn Hny other account., the diff':tculties -which Prndt hod 
to fnce·in executing the urgent instruction which re• 
. peatedly came from Bassano to keep up tho enthusiasm 
of· tl1e Poles• The Countesa hus relnted how P11 adt mnde 
every effort to conceal the news of the rotrottt from 
IJoscow. nThe ambassador took s.11 mea.sut"ea, possible 
and impossible~ 111 order to keep up the illuaions thut 
he wished us to conserve •••••• M. de Pradt seomod to have 
ts.ken for a motto: to amuse and to abuse; he gave bulls 
and splendid dinners. 
11But suddenly the news wus not locking complotely, 
and it was soon impossible to hide ,~ho.t wns h11ppeni11g. 
Fo.ithful to the role that he had 1mpooed upon himself, 
the ambassador w1shod to mel<:e us dance once moroJ but
this last ball was so lugubrious that one VJOUld have 
thought himself assisting in a funeral ceremony rather 
11 f,1y father-in-law made me go but I wore a veloui~ 
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robe sons to have a pretext ~or not dancing.- De Pradt, 
affecting to show hims~lf shocked at a costume so in-· . 
appropriate to the oircumst.ance., repeated to me several 
timos that it di_d not become my o.ge~ · But while he paid 
these honors with the most free air in the ,_.,orld, they 
whispered about that the embassy had just received at 
thnt instant the order to make themselves ready to 
(51} 
depart, and tluit they ,'\Vere pa.eking. n
.Countess Potocka pass~d a re.ther unfair judgment 
nv1hen she spoke of the rol0 that he had imposed upon 
himoolf" for, it was not altoge~her· of his own choice 
that ho wns trying to hide the reverses which tho 
Prench armies hnd experienced. He was executing in-
structions which onme from persons unfamiliar with the 
endurance of Polish enthusiQ.sm. for a. c·ause from which 
they could gain nothing and for which they had lost 
prnctically all. 
011.e of Na.pole on' s final charges against P1--aq.t wa~ 
that ho hHd failed to furnish sufficient military sup-
port for his armies. Here again Napoleon must share 
some of the responsibility, due to the plan he adopted 
for making use of the Polish body of troopso His origi-
nal plan had been to send the Polish forces into Vol• 
hynis, n Polish province in the hands of nussia, so 
thnt it might nrouse an insurrec-tion there and bring 
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aboot its u..~ion to the Duchy. In nnt1cipntion or &ton 
o movement Count hioralt1 9 u French roprosentnt1ve, wno 
sont into VoL'1.yn.1a to molte prepurntions. llnpoleon 1n
the menntimo, decided to use the Polish nrmy to str1l(e 
n blow nt the Russinns ond left the ,~ustr1nns to cunrd 
Polnnd nnd to arouse Volhynin. 'ih1s mndo Cou.~t Morsld'o 
mission usoleaa end dlacourngod tho Poloo profoundly. 
"Tho dispars1on of' the Polish fo1'caa," ncoording to . 
Pradt, "rendered administration imprnoticnble. Ono nover 
(52) .
lmew VJhet•e to find them." 
Tlto formation of the bustrian OOrJ.ll in~o n aopurote 
contingent and giving it Volhynia ror n field or bnttlo 
eloo provod n rather serious blunder. This left Pr1noo 
SchwortzenlJers ontirely to h:l.maclf and ho worltod v;1 th 
lnxity proving more on enemy thun on nid. Pr11100 Pon1n• 
touski would hnva boon 1m1oh be·ttor able to nrouao tho 
poeple to insurrection. 0 !L1ho Auotrinn nrur:,, on tho 
contrney,, dicl nothinr; uaoful: 1ta immod1nto nnd uncucird• 
ed contact with the Hu.aoions noceloroted tho corm:n.tn1cnt1ono 
. tB3)
which lntor led to open defection nt tho court of V1onna. 
No.poleon•s complaints or;n1nnt Pradt, \'.Jh1ch onmo
through tho Dlke ot Dassnno, grew more frequent ns t1mo 
passed on ond began to d1splny n spirit of exaspornt1on. 
' ..
At timos ha wns cr1tioizod for inertia. On 27 Juno~ 
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M,u~et wrote in the follovling strain: "••.•take account or
ull tho detail; but uct., If directions seem naoess31,y 
to you for n particular cnse, ask them;·b~t., if the case 
r1rrivoa o.nd ·they have not reached you, act without await-
. ( 54) . .
:tug them<t" Again he was criticized for assuming ·too 
n:ru.ch importance as on 7 July when Mn1-aet wrote "that you 
ere moro the viceroy than the ambassador, that finally 
you tend to dominnte more by n.uthority than ·by policy. 
H1s 1.injesty w:tahes that you hold .you1,self. bnck on that 
which is purely Polish, while going a.haad e. s fn1.,. e.s pos-
s1 bla in all that ~hich intero&ts ·the service of the 
(55)
nrmy." 
Fl"oquontly cornpln:tnts ctime of the inexact · nnd 
au.perf~o1nl :lnformntion furnished by the o.mbnsandor on 
the nll.l'1lber Emd the movements of both the Polish and the 
onom-y troops• In n dispatch of 5 August Pradt was urged. 
to entor into moro detail, udeto.ils of' the situation, 
Hl"'lTlY by nrmy., ga.rrinons, nutionol guards., voluiitee1.,s, 
nnd so forth, which are in the Du.chy, and t..riose which 
nre plv.ced 1n movement ngalnst Volh.yn!a. Details do .
not fa 1;1guo the Emperor nt all; they nre indispensable 
(56)
to him in getting an idea of the si.tuation of things." 
\Jhen Napoleon showed a readiness to criticize Pradt 
for the failure of the Duchy to furnish sufficient sup• 
plies, the ambassador gained u greH·t deal of sympathy 
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even from the Duke of Bnosano who waa always ready to 
find fnult. On 3 Augttst he wrote to Napoleon ndvising 
him not to expect too much from the resources or this 
11 ttle country of Pola..'11.d which possessed neither onpi• 
talists, bHnkers, rich entrepreneurs nor nny confidence. 
~he moat that could be expected was thnt its resources 
should draw the vnrious branches of government out of 
( 5r7) 
the stf'tto of sufferinc into v1hich they hnd fnllon. 
Again on 4 October, at the order of Nnpoleon, Hno-
sano wrote to reprimnnd Prndt for the la.ck of' nupplica, 
but he ,:n1ote in the most s:ympnthet1c strain anylng thnt 
'Bis Ma,jesty hud writt011 him from iiloacow on 27 Soptom• 
ber that he was 11t1;le so. tisficd with whr:1t vma hnppen-
ine; at Warsaw, that ttie11e vms no forHge in tho store• 
houses for the hoi-,ses 11 -thnt thero was almost none of it 
in the capital, tho t all the sorvicos Yi ere :tn s uf'f ortng, 
that the Polish nrmy rueht to 1..,ocoive horses nnd mon· in 
Ol"der to maintain itself. 1 Bri.ssnno e alrnd Prndt to 
write a memoir in .which he should oata1Jl1ah tho otnte 
of things in detail so that he could use it in rospond• 
ing to the Emperor. He told him to 'write ,.n this 
memoir not only the scattered informntion of his 
various dispatch.es but all the.t he vms able to nssernble, 
to seize this occasion to present a true piotui-io or the 
(58)
burdens thnt the Luchy had experienoedo' 
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Bignon and Pradt accounted for the eoonomic·ex-
hnustion of the country in the same way. Bignon simply 
stated thHt "the granaries of the proprietors·were full; 
· (59)
their purses were empty." .· According to Pradt,. 1 the 
f'ormntion and support of an army of 85.,700 men in the 
campnic;n of 1812 with 25t,OOO ho1.,ses had drained tho 
Duchy. The deficit of 1811 wns tvmnty-one millions. 
The continentnl system closed their po11 ts so that they· 
. ·, .. (60) · 
died or hunger in the midst of' useless riches.' The 
critioiam heaped upon Prodt for his failure to raise. 
the necessary supplies was undoul)tedly unjust oons.1der..: 
ing the stute of affairs in Poland. 
llnpoleonts exasperation with the way in which 
m1 ttors wore being conducted in the Duchy finally rea.ch-
ed a climax early in December. Napoleon, on his return 
trip from Moscow to Paris., stopped e.t Warsaw on the 
morning of 10 December and arranged an interview with· 
Pradt and a few of the m1n1ste:N3 of the Duchy. Bignon 
and Pradt ·hnve both described this interview but probably 
the most impartial account is given by Oe.ulincourt who 
was not interested personally 1ri. the condu.ct of affairs 
in the Duchy. Cnulincourt up to this time had been. the 
French nmba.ss.ador to Husain. He now bacQ.rne esquire of 
the Emperor and accompnnied him on a two weeks ~ide 
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from Smorgoni to Paris.· . Hnpoleon trnveled incognito ne 
M• de Ifaynev9.l, secretary to Cnulir1oourt. With them 
were the Duke of Frioul., Count Loban and Baron 11'uin. 
They started from Smorgoni, 5 Dooember, and ns mentioned 
above s.rri ved at Wnrsmv 10 Deoombel"'• They lef't \~nrnnw 
in the evening of the same day ond arrived in Pnr1o l!J De-
cember. Caulincourt' s Uemoi1.,s begin with tho ovo or the
Ru.ssian campaign and a section or them is concerned with 
(61) 
this trip. 
Upon arriving at VJarsnw Caulincourt visited the nm-
bassador and arranged for the interview with Napoleon 
at the Hotel Angleterre., the interview which spelled the 
end of Prndt's services as a diplomat for Napoleon. 
Pradt immediately went to see •the Emperor nnd found thnt
he was rrn.1ch angered with him. Napoleon franltly told 
him that his language,. his conduct, indoed nothing about 
him hnd been French. He reproached .h1m for mnlting plans 
for the campaign, for playing tho military when ho und8I'• 
stood nothing of it a~d ad.dad thnt he ought to hnve 
'bound himself to the political nnd to snying mass. 
having been sent by him to Vlnrsmv in order to reprosent 
France honorably and not to practice economies and to 
arrange his fortune wh1ch would have been assured if ho 
(62)
hud served him well, but he hnd only done foolishness.• 
."~radt scnght to justify himself, ·protested of 
his devotion, his zeal, :.his regrets that he had done.· 
wrong and of his desire·to do better.· He defended 
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and justified the Dllohy for not having done all that 
the Emperor would hnve wished for the success of the 
Russian campaign.· He enumerated the· sacrifices, ·the 
forces which it had furnished, and the.t it had support-
ed more than ao.,ooo men~· He attested that everyone was· 
ruined, ·that one was not able to find a silver dollar 
in the country and that it was necessary to give him 
aid in money if he wished to draw a part of it.· The 
more Pradt defended himself the more the Emperor was 
(63)
angered," 
"Pradt tried to justify. himself and placed the 
wrongs on all the French authorities, ·of whom he com-· 
plained n great deal., such as.the generals." Caulin-
oourt, · the disinterested auditor of the interview, , com .. 
mented that under some accounts it a.ppe~red to him that 
Pradt was not far from right, that, being aroused without 
doubt by the military controversies, he refuted Napoleon 
· ( 64) .
•with some reason as it appeared to h1m. 1 
Pradt proceeded to tell Napoleon that he saw 
ttsafety only 1n that of which we have no more: in well 
organized, well paid armies, and assured him that there 
was not a horse, not a m~D: ·.1;0, hope f ov from the Duchy
. '~- •. ,;
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without money: 11
Napoleon, 'somewhat irritated, then asked Pradt 
what it was that.,_t~e Poles wanted, exclaiming that it 
was for themselves that they f rught and for them that 
he had dispensed the treasury• If they wished to do 
nothing for the"cause tt' was useless to excite themselves, 
as they had done, for their restoration. 
The, ambassador responded v,ith a sting thnt they 
wished to be Pru.ssians and expluined the mot1 vea or 
their attachment to this CP untcy. 
Napole-on then called in some of the Polish ministers 
whom he interviewed together with Pradt. These ministers 
insisted upon the distress of the country nnd Prndt 
seconded their demand for money. Napoleon was not so 
harsh with these ministers und even -promised that he 
would contribute some millions.· Count Stanilua Potocld., 
president of the Council, was ·one or the three m1n1stors 
called in. He went away all enthua1nat1c and visibly 
moved by Napoleon. He hurried home to his daughtor-in-
law, Conntesa Potocka and reported ·thnt Napoleon 'had 
not destroyed their hopes. but had encouraged their 
efforts, in a word had made to pass into the souls or 
those who listened to him the fire that v10.s in his own
discourse•' The Countess asserted thnt "the fasc1no.t1on 
that this extraordinary man exercised on all those who 
listened to him was so powerful that my father-in-lnw 
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(65)
who hnd left us all depressed, returned full of hope." 
After Pradt and the ministers bad left Napoleon . 
told Caulincourt that Pradt "had frightened the Poles 
more than he hud assured them during the o ampaign and 
that he had lost affairs for him in Poland. n He also 
told him to direct Maret to dismiss Pradt immediately_. .1
Cuulincourt pointed oo.t to Napoleon "that this che.11..ge 
would produce n bnd effect upon the Council of Warsaw; 
. '
Prndt would say that you hod dismissed him for having 
defended the interests of the Duchy end that this would 
hove a bnd effeot.u Caulinoourt then threw the orders 
(66)
into the fire, 
"When they had gotten into the carriage·and started 
on the wny aen1n, the Emperor spoke of Pradt•a tone, of 
his monners as being little in accord with the education 
he hnd received, with the f:iooiety in which he had lived · 
and nbove nll with the state that ha embraced. The 
Emperor repented that he hnd lost Poland, that he had 
caused his cnmpaign to be wanting, that he,had been 
v,rong to bother himself with foolish intrigues and not 
to send •ralleyrand there, ·who would have served him 
( 6'7) 
well. 0
When nt Kovno, tvsenty-one leagues from Warsaw, the 
Emperor, nt five o'clock in the morning, wrote the Duke 
of Bassano a lett-er of four pag~s with a. cormnission for 
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the dismissal of Pradt. Napoleon wrote that 'one 
·cruld not be more astonished than he had been nt nll the 
ridiculous things proposed by Abbe_ de Pradt dUI'ing 011e
·hour. although he had not let him know how he felt. It 
appeared that he hnd nothing of what was necessary for 
the place that he ~illed. This nbbe hus only the spirit 
of books.' He instructed Bassano to reooll him immodi-
(68)
utely upon his arrival At Pnris. 
A few days after the Emperor's. visit to \rnranw, 
Bassano arrived and was delivered this letter left by 
Napoleon. Pradt~ however, had sensed thnt his con-
versation was very displeasing to the Emperor ond con-
sequently_ drew up a. long memoir which he sent to the 
(69)
Duke the day after his n.rrivfll. In it he enwnernted 
his motives f'or s ccepting the position of ambussndor to 
Warsaw, the disappointment he hnd experienced, nnd closed 
by demanding his recall. He said 'he hnd felt it his 
duty to accept the position when appointed by Napoleon 
although his health had pressed him strongly to refuse 
the burden; thnt he was named ambnsaador but was not 
.sent to a sovereign; that he thought he wns going to 
a country ready to raise itself while not possessing 
the means; that he had found exhaustion in a country 
suspended on the precipice of-bankruptcy; thnt he 
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counted on the state ot· the Polish nobility while he 
found only ruined people; and truJt a week after his 
arrival his position had changed to· that of .a com"9 
missnry requisitioner. Save for dispatches his oc-·· 
oupation had been the furnishing of armies, hospitals,· 
hey rind ot1ts. The poeple' around him he complained were 
young, had different habits and did not sympathize with 
a priest, He h~d no authority·over military officers 
and yet ho was supposed to direct them. t 
Prndt explained thnt ·he had awaited this period,· 
when the suspension of operations permitted him to re-
turn to reflections and to return everything to its 
proper place, to ask his dismissal. "The Poles," he 
said, "will accord as much to a requ.isitioner aa to an 
ambassador, for it 1s to themselves, to the needs of 
their cruel situation that they respond, and not to 
the title of the one who' asks of· them. n According to 
him there were two useless things which existed in 
('70) 
Poland, the ·embassy and the confederation. 
The Duke of Bassano, in receiving this memoir~ 
was spared an unpleasant task, and Pradt by sending it 
escaped the disgrace of having been dismissed.· Pradt 
received letters of appreciation from Potocki, president 
of the Council of Ministers and Senfft, minister of 
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foreign relations for the King of Saxony. He received 
proofs of affection and regret from the Poles, and de-
(71) 
parted 2fl December 1812 for Po.ris. Upon arri v1ng at 
Paris he found letters from.the ministers of police and 
of cults inviting him to vlsit. The minister of police 
listened fo:r·a long time regarding the affai1•s of Po-
land~· The minister of cults showed him the letter he 
had received from Napoleon authorizing him to order 
(72)
Pradt to return to his diocese. 
A few of Pradt•a contemporaries suoh as Bignon 
and Meneval were extremely bitter in their criticism of 
the ambassador and one cannot avoid feeling that there 
may have been jealousies involved. Meneval .. has said 
that, 'when one has considered how Pradt behaved in his 
embassy, as proved by his own dispatches, by the Em-
peror's instructions and the correspondence of the 
minister of exterio1" relations, one is tempted to 
accuse this f8tal person of troache1'Y, but the frivolity 
and the inconsistency of his character excludes such. on 
idea ••••• All the evil he·occasioned in the course of 
the mission to Warsaw was inspired by his overweening 
. · (73)
arrogance and vanity. t Pradt 's History of the 1.!mbassy
to Warsaw, he said, was a "monument of ingratitude end 
cowardice, to which history ought to do justice had it 
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. ti ('74 )' 
ever occnsion to deal with its author. . 
m1ereaa one must recognize Pradt' s shortoom:tng;1., 
such gross criticism is unwarranted. 'l1he fairer judgment 
is thot he was., for a number of reasons 1 entirely u..'1.fitted 
for the· position which he held. In th~. first pla.c~_he· 
unfortunntely irritated the folish people,. Bignon.has 
remarked that 'they aaw in Pradt too much ceremonial 
exactness. Re knew very little of ~oland ·and he never 
('75)
listened.• Countess Potocka, who was.herself a Polish 
woman, complained that •he spolre without ceasing., that 
he boasted very highly of his own people; that tn any.· 
other country and e~pecially in s'im1lar circumstances 
he would have completely run aground., but the Poles. saw 
in the J\rohb1shop of Me.lines only the ~>ne who had sent 
him, the one whose pov,erful hand would. al one be able to 
aid Poland in raising herself again.~ She oonoluded 
that •the ambassador seemed to them little suited for the 
. (76) 
mission Vlhich he was confided. 1 Pradt himself realized 
his failure to.gain the sympathy· of the people and re-
marked at the close of his mission that the "embassy at 
Wnranw ought to. be filled by a married man of' high birth 
(77) · ..
and possessing grent riches." 
Pradt was furthermore unfitt.ed for the mission 
uoon which he was sent because he bated revolutionary 
movements and yet his main duty was to arouse an · 
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insurrection which should lead to revolution. Then too, 
his location at· Warsaw placed him in the midst or mili-
tary operations to which ha vras not aooustomed and 
made it necessary for him to provide for the needs of 
the army, n task entirely out of his line. 
There a1~e a few things which may be su1d to P1'0.dt' s
credit concerning the way in which ha oonduoted himself. 
Re did not become a supple tool in the hnnda or lfo.poleon 
who was gradually growing more und more dogmntio townrd 
those in hio service. ~fopoleo.a. wus undoubtedly ernot1on-
ally unstable following his defeat in the Huauian oam• 
paign and without a great danl of' reason vented his 
anger and laid the responsibility on the nearest v1ot1m. 
Pradt did not lose the support of the Poles for the 
French, the cha1-age which Uapolao11 laid against him 1n 
his conversations vdth Oaulincourt. Bignon, \1ho was 
appointed ~o fill Pra.dt I s place maintained thnt "in 
spite of our {Franoh) misfortunes, our wrongs even, 
· (76)
the general affection wua nlways for the French." 
Fain has lauded the devotion of the Poles to the last 
moment. 'In tlle number of foreigners who always fol• 
lowed v1ith the same ule.crity the step and fortune or 
napoleon, the Poles ought to be ple.oed in the first 
(79)
rank.' 
At the close of 1812 the breach betwee11 Pratlt 
and Ua.poleon was practically complete. In the short 
apo.oe or seven months from May to December the former 
friendship and mutuHl regard for the other• s ability 
hud entirely disappeared• By blaming Pradt for the 
failure of the Russian c~~paign, 1iapoleon .forced: him 
into a defensive position which gro.dually·cteveloped 




De Prndt versus liapolaon 
Pradt returned to his diocese of Mulines 27 Janu-
ary 1813 and took with him Abbe Ondernnrd v,hom he nrunod
(1) 
·rector or the parish .of Brussels. Pradt found thut 
affairs in his diocese were in a. atate or disturbance. 
The bishops of.Ghant and Tournai hud been removed in 
the midst or the ·meeting of the Council of c:1urohoa in 
1811. As there was some doubt ae to the va.onnoy or their 
sea.ts, tho people would not recognize their removal no 
valid. Successors· wore named to the plaoes and the 
people would not recognize th.em. The ohaptex• or Ghent
was divided and a.n attempt wna made to 1noorporate thot 
of Tournai with Ma.lines, but this project was repulsed 
by the members of the chapter und finally had to be 
given up. To aggravate matters still further, more 
than one hµndred students of the aominnx•y of' Ghent wore 
sent to serve in the artillery., all or which tended 
only to enrnge the people. Not long after a ereat mnny 
deacons and sub-deacons were treat od in the soma v,a.y ns
(2) 
a result of an order ,uhich came from Dresden. This 
time Pradt'a sympathies ware with the Belgian people 
1luther than with .Napoleon. 'h'Very act which served 
to aggravate them also 11-.ritated P1--adt to the point 
that ha resolved to work for the down.fall or liapoleon. 
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Meanv,hile when not occupied with church matters 
P1~adt v:aa ongaged in writing his diplomutic ·apologia., 
the HiDtor:y: of ·the Embass:( to tho· Gr,md Du.cp.y of \mrso.w. 
In thia 1.Jox•l( he reviewed· the· story of events as· they·· 
hud tnlten plaoo during th.a p1•eced:lng ·iear, which,; o.s 
ono would nnturally expect, pr-0ved to be a rather bi-
used account. The burden of the book was his defense· 
o.gn1not the allegation of Napoleon. n.whioh he repeated a thou-
snnd timoa that it was Pradt who hnd · 1ost Poland." 
Pre.dt claimed that Poland was lost because the Emper~r 
never·gained any tru.e information coneerning conditions 
thei-:-e '. f~nd that there were three reasons fo1• Napoleon's 
illuoione on the Polish qµ.estion. First., there was the 
nnture of h1s own character which disregarded obstacles 
in the face of illusions; seccndly, there were the· 
Polos who plnoed at his disposition "their pernicious. 
tulonts, their recognized rights and their vnst appetites"; 
in the third place, there Vf~s the Duke of Bassano, ·"who 
\VUS a declared· patron of. the Poles 0, 'and yet he· made 
himaelf the monkey of' the· Ernpe1"or and served vhe Brnperor 
( 3)
firot rather than the Polos. n. · 
'l'his book was not publiohod until 1815. · Napoleon, 
.upon randing Praut's account while on st. Helena, said 
thut 'it was a good spiteful worlc against· himself ·which 
heaped him w1 th wrongs 1 ·with injuries and with calumnies 
and yet he pretended that the work had rather amused 
(4) 
than made him indignant.' 
Since Pradt was still unrecognized by the Popo as 
A.rchb:tahop of Malines he rms not ve1•y corclio.lly ra-
cei ved by the ohupter, which mndo his position rathel" 
embari..,o.ssing. He v,as glad for a p1..etext to leave his 
ep:tscopul tovm at the approach of' the Coaoaoks on tho 
(5)
night or 15 December 1813. \'ihore Praclt sojourned for 
the next month · is not oe11tnin. 
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i10 urrived in Par1a 
(6)
14 Ja11ua1'7 1814 ut the time or the or1s1a of tho bnnk. 
HQ sooi1 made friends with the Du.!te or Dalberg and with 
(7) 
Baron Louis who were then closely aasocinted with 
•11alleyrand who was a.11-iee.dy plo·hting foi., the overthrow or 
I{apoleon. From then unt 11 31 itJaroll Prndt hn d fre(],ll.ont 
interviev1s with 1.ralleyra11d. Lie hao told how., dul"lng 
the first of these interviews, the min1oter of polioo, 
. Savary, Du.It~. of .Hovigo, cnme in while they wera con .. 
versing a.rid how he lu.'ter expressed his regrets thnt he 
(8)
did not n1,,rest them. 
On 31 March 1814 Prn.dt; plt1yed a. deois1 ve role in 
the nego-t;iations which led directly to tl1.e rest 01.,ntion 
of the Bourbons. Up to this time the purpose or the 
allied powers had been wavering due to a d1sagreomont 
among themselves a.a to what should be tr1:e new government 
of 1.11..,ance. Alexander had, since Janunry, actively sup-
ported the pre·tension~ of Be:rnadotto to the P1.,enoh 
(9) .
throne. Castlereagh, on the other hand, would not 
support a war ~aged for the purpose of enthroning the 
Bourbons und insisted thnt peace must be made with 
Napoleon if he would consent to the "ancient limits n ·
(10) 
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of Frmioe. He, however.,. did not expect the J:iinpero1 .. to 
consent and in that case he w:tshed the return· of the. 
Bourbons but., at the same time, "would not be a party 
to nny overt attempt to set up the Bourbons while the 
allies v1ere still in negotiation with the Emperor, and 
he \·ms confirmed in this vim·, by the absence of any 
signs that the French people· were ready o:r their °'vn 
will to dethrone .Bonaparte or wolcome bock the ancient 
(11) . 
fumily." Cnstlereagh furthermore used the Austrian 
objections to Berno.dott.e to bring about the abnndonment· 
of the proposal or a regenoy·under Marie Louise.· Metter-
nich declared at the conference of Basle in'the middle 
,· '
of January that, "while Austria wo.s prepared to renounce 
nll the advantages of her dyaastic connection with 
Unpoleon in fnvor of the Bourbons, if circumstances 
permitted, neither her pride nor her interests could 
allow a French general to be placod with the help of 
(12) . .
Alexander on the throne of France." 
England and Austria were henceforth agreed that 
thera was no middle course, that it must either be 
Bonapnrte or the Bourbons. At the conference at Troyes 
on 12 and 13 February the representatives of Austria, 
,, Prussia and England ag1.,eed thnt the war should end with 
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(13) 
the return of France to her former limits. If Napole• 
on gnve his consent thoy·should sign with him; if not 
the will of the whole c runt ry, not Pnris alone., should 
determine·the government of France; if the nation de-
clared for the Bourbons, Louis 1.'1/III should be plnood 
on the thI1011e. Hussia did not fall in line with t lleae 
conclusions but deoalred her opposition to Louis XVIII. 
'She a.greed thnt the French should be allowed to take 
the initiative but.that tho al~1.~a should bo GUided 
by the capitol, Paris, If Paris declared for Unpoleon 
they should trout with him; if not, n governor for Pur1s 
should·be appointed, preferably a. Russian govern.or. 
With the brealt up of the conference of Ch,1tillon 
on 19 March they ht-1d bound themselves not to negotiute 
with Napoleon separntely but to continua the war till 
( 14) 
France should be reduced to he11 pre-revolutionary limits. 
They were still unwilling to commit themselve9 oponly 
conce1~ing the return of' the Bourbons foaling thut tho 
initial move should come from the French people them-
selves. 'l'llis desired move came when Baron Vitrollea, 
a socret envoy of the Bourbons, appeared at the h.end•
quarters of the Allies on 22 March and nalted for a 
(15) 
hearing. Metternich supported by CnatlereuG}:1 wel-
comed him heartily. They·listoned to his sincere plcn 
and especially to the names of the high per3on.nngos 
under whose authority he acted. They questioned him os 
to who v,ould be able to execute the proposal of the 
restoration of the Bourbons v,hich he was advocating 
since the kinB wus in England~ and with \•1hat type 
men the new prince wov .. ld surround himself. 
11 tFor example,' they said to me., {Vit1•olles)., 
•would he (Lou.is XVIII) have a dislike for Abbe de 
' .
Prndt., author of l'Antidote nu congros de Ro.sto.dt? 
You lmow him, without dou.bt? t 
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'Certainly,' I said, '1nt1mo.tely,· for a long while. 
If :t. t wero not,. such n· treacherous I compliment., I would 
aay of him. whnt everyone says: it ·1s not spirit (esprit) 
wh1 ch he la. olrn. ' 
'1U1., well.,' said tletternich., 'such men as this one· 
offer us the beat guarantee ·or uhnt surrounds your 
princes., 
'Mon D1eu, t I said to him, 'Abbe de Pradt and many ·. 
othorsJ Only help us to c~eato an existence and a. .. 
power, and you will sea theni flock from all sides., more 
(16) 
than one would wish. t 11 
Vitrolles was questioned in deto.il about the si'tu-
ntion in Paris and was informe'd that the allies could 
not think of dethroning Unpoleon or of enthroning the 
Bourbons until France had manife~ted a decided wish to 
thnt effoot. Metternich and Castlereagh both urged 
Vitrolles to go back to Paris immediately and work to 
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(17) 
win the people to the support or his cause. Alexander 
oontlnued_ to ;:>stand out against the Bourbons and insisted 
(18) 
that they were unfit to govern Fronce. 
This was the first important oommunica. t1on which 
the Allied Sovereigns had received and it gave them 
hopes that,- upon reaching Paris, they would be wel-
comed by a party which would aid them to constitute a 
government and with whom they could negotiate. Castle• 
reagh, having determined to hasten things along, made 
preparations to bring the Bou~bon princes to hend-
que.rtera, and sent a mission to the Cou.nt d'Artois in 
. . . . (19) 
Switzerland r·or this purpose. On 25 Maroh the Vitry 
proclamation was issued which laid the blame for the 
continuance of the war on Uapoleon and explained the 
(20)
motives fo~ the ru~ture or negotiations ot Chatillon. 
By this time it was well determined, though not openly 
declared, that.there would be no more dealings with 
Napoleono The Allie~ were not willing to make a 
declaration to this effect until they, and espeoinlly 
Alexander, were convinced that the French were through 
with Napoleon and ready to support the Bourbons. This 
was the real task of the conference of 31 March in 
which Pradt played a deoisive role, and which opened 
the way for the restoration of the Bourbons by the 
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provisional government. 
on tha morning of' 31. March after the capitulation 
of Paris to the allied sovereigns, a deputation of the 
municipality wno sent out from Paris to confer with 
Aloxnndor. Among them were Chabrol, prefect. of the 
Seine, Pasquier, prefect of police, .Alexander de Laborde 
nnd '.Courton of the no.tional guard, 1..Chey were accompanied 
' ' '
by two foreign officers who had signed the capitulation. 
When they reached the allied camp they were received by· 
Aloxa.nde:r- e.nd Neaselrode, who treated them with the 
~rcatest courtesy. As soon as general conversations 
wore· finished, Alexander spok~ to each of the members 
or tho deputation individually, asserting that he brought 
only an honorable peace to Paris· and that he would leave 
her a free choice of her government. Nesselrode immedi-
ately asl{ed what the people of Po.ris wanted. Laborde 
replied that they were attached to the gnins of the 
revolution and that they vmnted the regency of Marie 
Louise if a change ware necessary. He said that the 
Bourbons were only spoken of in the drawing rooms of 
the ancient nobility but he suggested to Alexa...~der that 
he consult Talleyrand who would furnish him with more 
accurate information. Laborde was immediately sent 
bnok to Paris to detain Talleyrand there and to assure 
. '. , ( 21)
him that the allies held him in the highest esteem. 
Talleyrand had been instructed to leave Paris for 
.Blois by tho DU.Ite of Hovico, tiho auapootad tllnt 'l'nlloy• 
rand's sorv1ces ~,ould bo roridorod to sor:ieone oleo thnn 
Napoleon. Affeoting n w111111.gnosa to follow the desires 
of the minister of polioe he hud st0pped into his our-
.. \ .
riage t111d toward the cloao of tho day, 30 Mnroh, llud 
presented himself without n paosport ut the hnrr1or 
lending to the 'Jrlenns route. The burr1er wno oooupiod 
by 1mtional guards who bad been 11--r:ltatcd for tho pnot 
two days by persons.uttomptins to deoort the o1ty. A
tumult wna raised around th0 cnrr1nga of Talloyrnnd 
nnd h1s passport l;m.a denlllndodo iio hnd nono nnd, not
wishing to defy tho defondors of l'ario, ho roturn.od to 
(22)
his home. It vms on the next moi"n1nr; that Lnl)ordo 
delivered h:ts mossnse to Tnlloyrn.nd who told him to 
impart tho aome to the Du.Ito of Dalberg, Abbe de Prodt 
ond Buron Louis who we1.,o convoro:tns in n nenrby roan 
. (2S) 
nnd to o.a1-: their opinions. 
1.rho allies entered the gutoa of Paris bott10011 ten 
and elevon oVclook in tho t1orning. llooaolrodo, roprosont-
ing the Tsnnuent 1!Ilm.Od1ntely to the home of Tnlloyrund 
cmd · aol1o2:tcd nn intervim1 o Ho ormounoed to him tll(lt
.. !'\lexnndor would stay \11th him ut notol nt. F'lorontino 
\,hile in Pnr1e • 1.t1ogother they un-so.nged for o oonforonco 
to be held later 1n tho day end prepnrod the mnttors 
(24) 
"1hich were to bo discuoaad. 
Meanwhile the all:lod troopo no they mnrched throUc11
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the streets of Paris were greeted by throngs of people. 
There wna a gathering of royalists wearing the white 
cockade nt the place of Louis xv. They advanced along. 
tb.e Boulevard Madeline toward tho sovereigns at the 
hand of their armies and when thoy met them they cried, 
"Long live the Bourbons, sovereigns., and :Emperor Alex• 
(25) .
onder." Pradt who was then st the home ot Talleyrand · 
said thot Da.lberg called him to the window which opened 
on the place of Louis XV and there they saw a crowd of 
persona wearing white cockades. and waving white ~lags. 
They went to the. plnoe where they were gothe·red ond 
found about fifty persons. They advanced toward Made-
line Boulevard nnd persona of all classes· joined them. 
Pradt learned of the reunion of the royalists from 
Botizy who invited him to join their meeting which was 
to be held that. evening~ ~~hen the troops had entered 
the city the people had interpreted.the white scarfs 
which they. vmre on their arms ~a:,. ·~e the sign or French 
royalty, Thia mistake aided 1n the success of the day 
nnd served to win over many, who had formerly been l~te 
warm about the ~eturn of the Bourbons. Ou~side this 
group,· however, there were few evidences of royalist 
, . . , . · (26) 
enthusiasm on the squares formed by the boulevards~ 
The troops marched on ~o the Champs-Elysee where 
they vrere reviewed by Alexander, Fredericlt William and 
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Prince Schwartzenberg. The Emperor of 1\ustria, Metter-
nich and Castlereagh had stayed at Dijon, convinced 
that the steps already taken would result in a declnrn-
~10~ for the Bourbons. The review took most of the nrter• 
noon after. which Alexander went on foot from the Elyaee 
palace ~o the hotel of Talleyrand, the passage to which 
"he fcund crowded with people waving their oa.nes with 
white handkerchiefs on them and I.crying with a redoubling 
(27)
of ene1~gy., "Vive le.·.roil vi vent lea Bourbonsl '' •r111s 
t
demonstration caught the eye of Alexander; it nppeured . '. . . ,,
to him as an expression of royalist sentiment, on in-
. . . (28)
novation for the return of the Bourbons. 
The Tsar hnd hardly become settled in his new 
lodging at the Hotel St. Florentine when the council 
was held which had been arranged previously by Nosselrodo 
end Talleyrand to decide upon the politioal oourae thnt 
the allies ought to follow. It carmot bo detormined 
definitely at just what time the oc;mferenca convened, 
for the reports vary on this point. Pradt was tho only 
person who attended the council that has left nn ac-
count of it and he has recorded that he went to the 
. (29)
home of Talleyrand at five o'clock in the evening. 
Pasquier, prefect of police, 1n his memoirs of this 
event recorded, in agreement with Pradt, that Alexander 
went to the home of Talleyrand a.t five o'clock in the 
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(30) .
evening. Pasquier was informed concerning the meet-
ine of this council, shortly after its break-up., by 
lloasclrodo when he came., by 1~quest, to see Talleyrand., 
ao that his data concerning it ougl1t to be fairly ·ac~ 
curate. Vaulabelle who has written a secondary account 
of the li1sto1"Y of the Restorations has derived f1.,om 
aorne soUrce that the counc:1.1 met at seven o'clock in 
(31) 
the evening. Sorel, who has likewise written a 
secondary o.ooount, has co10plicnted matters with the 
report that the declaration issuing from this council 
waa published 11 t three o'clock in the afternoon.. In 
the absence of further verifications, . the report ·or the 
contampora.ries., Pra.dt and ?aoquiei~, is the one which 
must be accepted. The time of meeting of this council 
will later be show11 to be of vital importance in. con-
sidering the responsibility or Pradt for the restoration 
of the Bourbons. 
Eight persons were p11esent nt thia gathering of 
rulers ond diplomats: the Emperor of Russia, the King 
of Prussia, Prince Schwnrtzenberg, the Prince of 
J,1cktenstein, ?rince Talleyrand., the Duke of Dalborg., 
Cotmt Hesselrode and Pozzo di Borgo. Sch\~mrtz~nberg · 
,·ma authorized to exercise tho powers of -tlle Austrian 
-monarch. He infonned Dalberg thl1t both he and Met.ter-
nich thought that the continuation of the rule of 
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Napoleon was impossible, and th~t the restoration ot 
. · . \32)
~ourbons was the best solution.- After some prolimi• 
nary remarks they agraed to reduce the dabnte to tho 
three following questions: Should they mruce pence with
Nnpoleon while taking all securities agnins~ him? 
Should they maintain the regency? Should tho House of 
Bourbons be recalled? Alexander prefaced the d1souao1on 
by saying •that they co.me not for conquest or vengoanoo 
(33)
but to combat lfo.poleo11 the ·enemy of French liberty.' 
The King of Pru.ssin and ~ohwartzenberg oonourred in 
this. Alexander said .. a few more _words and than submitted 
the first question to the council. It was hurdly dis• 
cusse~ and they decided unanimously thHt they would not 
treat v11 th Napoleon.· The quest ion of the rogenoy v,na
then taken up. The Duke Dalberg pleaded the oaao of 
Marie Lou.1se and expected Talleyrand to affirm his 
opinion but Talleyrand said nothing. Pozzo di Borgo 
combatted this proposal energetically and Alexander 
discouraged its acoeptanoe so that it was discarded 
without further.discussion. 
The question or the reestablishment of the Bourbons 
was then before them. All .the uncertainties of Talley-
rand then ceased. He pronollllcad himself in favor of 
th.e recall of the old royal i'run1ly, deola1"in.g that this 
combination was the only one which was agreeable., \·1hich 
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was desired., which could be accepted ge.nerally. nnd
· · {34) . 
which placed the deaired end to tyranny.'.' Prince 
Liclttonstoin., representing AUEltrin, allowed the. rejection 
of the regency to go by without a word and now turned to 
tho support of the Bourbons •. He, however, asked '!'alley- . 
rand if' he did not th.ink he.was going a little far in 
affirming that the return of the Bourbons was desired 
by France and added the. t all the soldiers were loyal , 
to Napoleon. Alexander did not conceal that he inclined 
to the return of the Bourbons but at the same time he 
poin~ed out all the objections. He said that no plan·· 
shauld be adopted without the gen~ral assent of the.· 
country, that appeara.noes ·were against it, that royalist 
ROOlamations had been tardily ti:rn arid that he doubted 
if the army could be won over~ In fact none of the . .
sovereigns or their diplomats oontested·the convenience 
of this latter proposal but they did doubt.the existence 
', I' l,, '
'
of o desire for 1t, of wh1o.h they had found no manifesta-
tion on all the r0t1te traversed by the armyo The popu-
lation had on the contrary given evidence of hostility 
(36) .
to such a proposal. Talleyrand replied that the army
, . . (37)
was more faith~l·to its own glory than to Napoleon. 
' 1 
When Alexan!ler asked Talleyrand what.means he 
. . '
proposed to use for carrying out his suggestion, he 
responded that it should be through the constituted 
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authorities 'nnd •that lle strongly favored the Senate; 
that any impulsion ~iven it, would be followed by Paris 
{S8)
and by all France• t . 
However the members of the council \Vere not yet 
convinced and it wns in 01-.a.or to overcomo ·this opposition 
that Talleyrand determined to support hio oa:1tention 
with the testimony of Pradt and Baron Louis. lie told 
the Czar that he did not think he was mistaken, but 1n 
any case his error would bo that of all the meh who 
understood France best and the state or opinion there. 
He proposed then to call in these two man 11~vno .f'or 
· several months had been occupied with those snme interests 
. (39)
and ,,ritb. searching for means to manage them." Tho 
Czar consented to listen to them and Pradt and Louis 
who v1ere in a neighboring apartment were introduced. 
Pradt has· described ·the scene which followed. On th.a
rig..rit side of the room were the· KillG of Prussia, Schvmrt-
zenberg# Dalberg, Messelrode and Pozzo di Borgo. At the 
loft were Talleyrand, Baron Louia and Prndt. 'Alex~nder 
faced the assembly and . repeated his R,Pee.oh saying thnt
the Allies had come to free Paris i'rom war. He asked 
the assent of the King of Prussia and SchwartzenberG of 
tllis statement o.nd they acquiesced. Talleyrand quickly 
made lmown to the newcomers the service which vma vrn.nted
of them and Alexander began to question them. ~hen it 
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came time for Pradt to speak he burst forth with 
the declaration thet 'they were all royalists, that· 
nll France was ro;ra.list; that· if she he.d not shown !t, 
it was because of the 0~1tinued negotiations at Chat11-
lon; th!;t Paris was likewise royalist and that she would 
mnke :l. t knovm a.s soon as she should be oa.lled upon t·o 
do ao; that this would mean security for, since the Revo-
111tion, Paris had exercised such s.n influence that her 
oxrunpla would be decisive and would be followed·every-
(40) 
where. t Baron Louis conour•red, repeating with no less 
vehemonoe that all France was royalist. •she repulsed 
nonnparte, she wished no 'more of him., that this man was 
(41) ·
only a cadavre which did not Smell yet .. ' · 
Alexander was not acquainted with Prance and the 
assertions of Pradt and Louis wore suffia:tent to convince 
him thnt France wo.s ready to support ·the Bourbons. Oon-
oerning this episode, Vaulabelle has drawn an interest-
ing compui~iaon. Two priests· and a lesser churchman ha.d 
played the most influential role in the advent of Napole-
on to the government of the Republic at the· time of the 
18 Brwna1re, Sieyes, Talleyrand and Fouche. Three 
priests, likewise, precipitated his fall, Talleyrand, 
(42) . 
Prndt s.11d Louis. 
This latter group had brou&ht-Alexander to making 
n decision. lie declared at once that they would no 
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longer treat with Napoleon, but that it was not proper 
for foreigners to precipitate him from the throne and 
still less proper for them to call ba.ak tho Bourbons. 
Af tor some moments of s llence '110.lleyrand responded thnt 
it was the place of the constituted authorities to obarse 
thomsel ves with those two tus!rn, nnd he himself' or.rerod 
. .
to take tho responsib111·ty of obtaining the ooopero.t ion 
of the Senate. He further SU£;gostod that the Council 
should make an official report of its deo1sions in 
order to guide them in their ndvance. Englund wns not 
rep1"esented at this council., and Prince Meittornich and 
the Emperor of Austria were nbsont ~o that prnotionlly 
all depended on the Tsar Alexander. The deolo.ration . .
was drawn according to his wishes and O a1to.ined tho 
following statements: 
11The armies of the allied powers occupy the capitol 
of France. -The allied sovereigns ara willing to promote 
the wishes of the French nution. 
"They declare--
nThat if conditions of pcuco necessarily involved 
the strongest guarantees when it was a question of 
restraining the ambition of Bonaparte, they need ba 
less stringent when France herself, by aguin ndopting 
the rule of a moderate government, will give the best 
pledge of peace. 
11Wheroupon the allies proclaim--
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"That they will.not treat with napoleon nor with 
any member of his family. 
11Thnt they respect the integrity or·nncient Prance, 
such na i·t existed· under .her>. legitimate kings; that 
they even do more because they still maintain the 
principle that for the welfare of Eu1--ope, France oaght· 
to be Great and powerful. 
"Thnt ~he allied sovereigns will recognize and 
gunrant0e whatever constitution the French nation will 
ohooao. They therefore invite the Senate to appoint. a 
prov1sionnl government to dia'ch.arge the functions ·of 
the exoout:Lve, and.prepare a·suitable constitution for 
the French people. 
ttThe intentions that I here express·. nre shared 




Secretary of State 
Talleyrand demanded tha printing and immediate 
publication of the declaration. A copy was sent to 
ono or the M1che.ud brothers., printers, who since the 
beginning of the conference, had waited in a neighboring 
room., nnd nn hour nfter it was posted on all the walls 
(44) 
of Paris. 
Talleyrand was authorized to consult the Senate 
and to provide a Pi"OVisional eovernment. ·He called 
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this body together 1 April nnd it met at four o'clock 
in the afternoon. He opened the meeting "by reading 
a speech in n hes1 tati11.g voice. It l1ad beo11 \1Jri tten 
by Abbe de Pradt in obscure incorrect phrases and wo.s 
read so hesitatingly by Talleyrand that it beoo.me pure 
mockery. Pradt has told that Talleyra11cl e11.tered the 
Senate wi·~h two different discourses, one written by
himself., the other by a pers 011 whom ha doeo hot nmno, 
If the Prince or Benevento read the project of tho 
A11 chb:tshop of Mal111es., Pradt hos added, it waa not by
P. • .lly moti va of preference, but uniquely beo9.uso he 
placed his hu11.d in his left poch:et in place of putting 
. (45) .
it in his right." · On 2 April the Sonnte onnouncod 
the fall of the Empire and released the people and the 
(46)
army from obligations to Napoleon. On 3 Ap1"il tho 
(47) 
Legislative Corps adhered to tho acts of the Sennto. 
The constitutional charter was adopted by the Sona.to on 
G April whicl1 provided for the ostablishing or a 11m1tod 
monarchy, culled Lou1s•Stnnilno Zavier of Franca to tho 
throne, an.d stated the conditioP.s of his return. 
Meanwhile the Parisiun members of ·the oonfere11ce of 
31 March mado an effort to oounteract tho ovortu1,os 
which the negot1atiors for Napoleon were making to the 
Allies. If they could not prevent them from arriving 
to 1ntor--i1ew the Allied sovereicns, they at least 
sou.ght,to shorten their visits and to weaken the effects 
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(48)
of them. Through the military governor or Paris the 
royalists were able to get control of the press nnd 
' . . 
employed a censor to inspect all publications and to 
give them a royalist t'one. All of them announced on 
1 l~pril that the white cockade had been adopted by the 
. (49)
people of Paris. 
'l'he to.sk now remains of evaluating the par·t which 
Pradt notually played in the restoration of the Bourbons.-
Tolleyro.nd, a.a might be expected, has minimized every• 
one's responsibility for this event except his own. The 
oonooited tone of the following pasnage from.his memoirs 
will suffice to show his attitude: !I have known that 
· ·nll I have just said may have displeased a great many, 
for·I have destroyed, I beli~ve., the. importance of o.11 
', ,,. " 
those little efforts that n number of persona faithfully 
devoted to the Bourbons have boasted of having made to . 
lead to their restoration. But I have spoken my opinion, 
and my opinion is, that no one has caused the resto~ation, 
nor I, nor others. Though I was able to say to the Czar 
Alexander., whose confidence I had had during many years, 
•Neither you, sir• nor the allied powers, nor I, whom 
you believe to possess some influence, not one of us 
could give a king .. to l11rance. France was conquered -
and by your arms, and yet even today, you have not that 
power. •ro f'oroe a king upon France, would require both 
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intrigue and force; one or the other alone would not 
be sufficient. In order to establish a durable stuta 
of thin.gs and one which could bo accepted without pro-
test, one must aot upon principle. With a principle 
we are strong. ~e sl.1all experience no resistnnoe; 
opposition will ut any rate va_-r1.ish soon; o.nd the1•e is 
only one principle. Louis XVIII is a pr1no1plo; ho 1s 
(50)
the legi t1ma te kL,g of France. t 
'By the political relations I had preserved, nnd 
by ~hose whioh I had newly established, I had the ad- . 
yantage or being able to tell the foreign aovereigna 
what they could do, and by my long noquaintnnoo with 
· politics I had been enabled to fathom and fully grasp 
. (61)
.the needs and the w:\shea of my sovereigns.' 
· Although Pradt' s effort ·mny have had tho apponranoe 
. of. being slight to Talleyrand it neva1,theleas omno ut 
the psyehologioal moment which made it decisive. Pradt's 
• ' ' t 
intervention and his onthusiastio asaert1011s oonce1'll1ng 
the desires of the people oaused all hesitations to 
cease'• Alexander at once detel.,mined to mnke the de• 
cla1 ... ation to. be through.with ;:rnpoleon and h19 fumily, 
' . '.
thus leaving· tl1.e Way ·open for the return of' tho BOW.'bons. 
Talleyraild-without tbe at:.pport of Pradt would have had 
' • • ~ • , ' t • ' - ' 
·a difficult time convincing the Tsar. 
Michaud in.his biographical account of Pradt has 
. als.o denied him. any of the responsibility for the return 
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of the Bourbons. In the following extract Michaud 
hns stated his case: 11It is in the ~t historique 
thnt he ( Pradt) has published this great event, . that 
one is able to see all that happened that day,, and 
that one is able to judge vA~at influence his advice 
nnd opinions hod on the decisions of the monarchs as• 
sembled in council v,here he pretended that they did 
him the honor of consulting him. It is there that he 
tells that he dictated the bases of the fa~ous de• 
olnrution by which Napoleon was placod ·outside the law 
or nations and by which the Bourbons were indicated to 
the French as their only plank of safety. It is indeed 
true that the influence or the prelates in this cir-· 
oumstanoe has b~en contested and that· w~, y1ho were 
ohorgad with the printing of this important piece, ra-
oeivod the manuscript of it not in the anti-chamber of 
Talleyrand where we never went, but in OU~ domicile and 
i'ro·m the hands of the provisionary government which 
brought it to us 31 Maroh before noon and not at 3:00 P.M. 
v1hen Pradt prete11ds to have dictated it to us. --- The· 
copy of this memorable piece had been dra\m on the morn-
ing of 31 March between Tallayrnnd and Neaaelrode who 
onme directly from ··Bondi. The manuscript bore the 
title of proclamation, v1hich we were permitted to change 
to that of deolnration,·a more agreeable term, nnd 
Talleyrand approved the first proof that we submitted 
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about one otolocko It was necessary to bring him suc-
cessively three proofs, and on the last, which waa road 
at seven o'clock in the evening by Ernperor Alexnndor, 
this rnonaroh added thia important phrase: 'The allies 
will respect the integrity of ancient li'ranoe auoh us 1 t 
has existed under her legitimate kings; they even do 
more, because they always profess the principle thnt,
for the good of Eu.rope it is necesanry that li1ranoe be 
(52)
great and s·trong.' 
In ·t;he first place, Michaud has grossly m1srepra-
s_entad P1"'adt' s account of v1ha.t happened, ns given 1n 
the Recit historigue, Pradt made no pretense of having 
dictated the declaration 1n question. The only claim 
which he made was the one doaoribed in the account na 
given above. Ftlrthermore., the fac·ii that the doolurution 
was dravm up in the morning l?Y Hesselrode and 'l'alloy-
rand does not diminish the contribution which Prndt mnda. 
Pe.squier gave a similar e.coount sny1ng thnt 11 the pro-
clama.t1on had assuredly been drawn beforehand by Tolloy-
rand or Pozzo di Borgo, for it ~ould have baen impossible, 
at so short a sitting as that of the cotmc11 to draft, 
at a single stroke, a document where ull essential points 
{53)
were so thoroughly touched upon." There is no clnim 
whatsoever tha.t Pradt' a contribution was that of drnf't-
ing the declaration but rather it was that of bringing 
the allied sovereigns to the decision to issue it. this 
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was, ofter all., the more important contribution, for, . 
ns Talleyrand has said.,. the substa11ce of the deolarati~ 
was only n principle for which none of th.em were respon-
sible. 
Michaud has also stated erroneously that they re-
ceived the manuscript f1,om the provisional government. 
The provisional government was established by the Senate 
which did .not meet tmtil 1 Ap1-i:t1., the day after ~he meet• 
inc of the council. This government fully appreciated 
Pradt's'oervices and by a decree of 6 April named him 
"oonnniasary to fulfill the. !'unctions att.ributed to the 
grand chancellor of the Legion of Honor and to the . 
. . ( fA) 
n -Chancellor and Treasurer of the orde.r of the Ueunion .. 
Thero wao so much objection by those who we1~ jealous 
or him as grand ohanoellor of the Legion or Honol;' that 
he resigned 13 February 1815 and was succeeded by
Viaoount de Brugea, Pradt receiving a pension of 8,000 
(55) ..
francs. · 
After l'radt bud given freely of his services in 
the res·to1"ntion or the Bourbons ho returned to his 
diocese of Malinea. Cha.1,ged with the new office of 
Chancellor and Treasurer of' tho order of the Reu.nion, 
it beoame necessary for him to have a conference with 
Vnn der Goes, the for'IIler trecsurer •. Arter their busi~ 
ness was transacted Pre.dt spol<:e to Van de1-i Goes of the 
reunion or Holland· ond Belgium. He told him that he 
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was very much interested in it; that he did not lmow 
Holland and hud not the honor of ncqun1ntance with the 
Prince or·orange, but that he viewed this retUlion as 
a whole and from a political point of view; thnt from 
1798 it hud been his favorite idea, and that he hnd 
written at this time l'Antidote au congres de H.astndt 
and De la neutralite de la Prusse.(in which he ndvoonted 
''
the union of Holland and Belgium). Pradt added thnt 
perhaps he would be, ut present., in a position to render 
service in this circumstance.· Van der Ooea replied that 
he had no power to discuss auoh mntters but thnt he 
would arrnnge a conference for him with Van SpRen, n 
(56)
plenipotentiary .or the Prince of Orange. 
Pradt was thus enubled to come in direct contnot 
with thos·e who were doing the work of reoonstitutio11 1n
Belgium and Holland. From the letter ·which Spaen wrote 
to the.Prince of Orange it is evident thu.t Pradt left 
a very f avoro.ble impression and it is proboble thnt hie 
opinion exerted some influence. Spaen wrote thnt 'the 
archbishop was an exceedingly witty and well informed 
man and thnt it was a pleasure to listen to him spenk.' 
Pradt told Spnen almost what he had told Van der Goes. 
He snid in e~feot, that, if the pr(?je·cted reunion or 
Belgium came to pass., ns he desired it would quickly 
for the general good of Europe, and.as he trusted it 
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would nf'ter what Ta~leyra.nd and Metternich had told him . 
of it, he ~ished him to assure His Royal Highness, Prince 
of Ornnge 1 thRt he would ?e entirely devoted.and disposed 
to render him nll the services in his power in cnse he 
should remain at ·Ma.lines~ which \VflS his ardent. dAsire, 
unless his health or a formal order from the new king 
prevented him from it.•• ••• • 'Finally,' Spaen wrote, 'he 
entered into the q~st1on, always seeing things ·as a ..
whole, and from this point of view considered this 
roun1on ns advantngeoua from all aspects ••••• He put 
i'orvznrd acme extremely enlightened and liberai ideas, 
that., t Spaen wrc>te., 'he would be charmed that His 
!ioyal Highness might hear from Pradt 1 s own mouth. :He 
did not conceal that the clergy in general had very 
limited ideas, a great many prejudices, :superstitions 
nnd little whims from which this nrohbishop seemed 
vory romoved. lie told him some very remarkable things 
on the unfortunate tendency thnt the persecution of 
the Pope by Napoleon, added to the aatonishi:ng. evel'.lts 
of the day, had given to spirits·everywhere, even in· 
France vtl1ere they were formerly more enlightened~ a 
·tendency toward mysticism, ultramontane ideas and 
superstitions. He spoke of the manner in which, in 
the eventunl case of reunion, the clergy ought to be 
treated,' 
They·talked some of the government to be applied 
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to Belgium 1n tlle case of rowiion nnd Prudt informed 
Spaei'l ~f the prejudices or the Belsian poople nlons this 
line. Spaen said 'it npponred nlmost impossible to 
mnke H1a Royal Highness u oleor nnd exact report 01' their 
very interesting conversnt1on: tho rapidity or his 
d1acourse, the vivacity of his vory onl1Ghtonod ideas, 
nnd the great nwnber of tl11ngo or wll ioh they epolta hnd 
not allowed h~m the calmness ot spirit ond the lo1suro 
to orgnn1ze his thoughts well ...... In nll thut conoornod 
the clergy and the manner of directing ocolceinst1onl 
offo1rs,' it npponrod to Spnen thnt ho ho.d sn1d •aano 
very wise things nnd thnt ha could be oxtromely usoi'ul 
to His Royal ll1ghnoss in the coso, wl11oh oppenrod 
little doubtful, that this country ehou.ld pnsa tor 
. (67)
the most ·pn1~t under lU.s dom1nnt1on.' 
On 12 May 1814 Spnen wroto ngn1n to th8 Pr1noo or 
Orange nnd told or nnotller conference ho had hnci with 
Pro.dt.. 'rl11s time he. remnrkod thnt •His lioynl Highnooa 
viould not1ca without dOllbt that tho prolnto tried to 
introduoo himself ond to molte 'himoelf useful, perhnps
.even neceasnry; but since ho waa o mnn or n grant doal 
of intellect, from v1hom ona could draw n cront donl 
nnd who, it ,vould appear, deo1red to remain nt Unlinoo, 
it aaemod to 111m thnt he vma wortll more to hnvo for 
(68)
a friend than for an enemy-.' 
Pradt 1s nbil1t1es seem not only to have appealed 
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to Spnen but also to Fagel who wrote to the Prince of 
Orqnge 20 May 1814 'that he hoped that His Royal High-
ness would employ the Archbishopof Malines, consider-
ing tho great part that he had to play there (in Belgium) 
with his intellect and his influence e.n:ong his fellow 
(69) 
countr'Ylllen. 1 
Pradt's influence might have been still greater 
nnd he might have played an active pHrt.in the re-
construction of Belgiwn had it not been that he was. 
disliked in the locality or his own diocese.. It 
was claimed there that he wa·s not in legitimate pos-
session of the archbishopric of Malines. Napoleon 
had installed him there without his institutions. Some •
casually cl~imed that they hnd been delivered since, 
whereas others claimed that they had never been given 
and that he could not take his seat again without 
(60) 
subsequent confirmation from the Pope. The fact is 
thnt Beugnot had placed him in possession of his bulls·· 
and that Pradt had informed the capitular bishops that 
he was going to install himself. However, those who 
were most ardent against him addressed a denunciation 
to·Home against the archbishop. The Pope did ·not 
favor Pradt so he was forced to resign so~etime in 
August 1815. _In a letter from Binder to Metternich 
dated 16 August 1816 the notation appeared that Pradt, 
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administrator of the o.rchbishopric or Me.lines had just 
(61) . 
given his resignation. He sold his rights to the 
· archbishopric 1n return for an annuity or 10,000 
francs which was paid for only a few years by the 
. . '(62) .
King of Holland. 
Pradt# then, at the age of fifty-six, retired to 
Auvergne to the lands belonging to his family and do• 
voted his time largely to ~vriti.ng.. His pamphlets be• 
oame·quite profuse and were filled with opinions en-
tirely at variance with his former stand, taking up 
the cause of the rights of the people. Hie publication 
on the law of elections which appeared 1n 1820 onlled 
attention to his opposition to the ministry and he was 
incriminated for provoking disobedience to the law, 
for a criminal attempt on the authority or the king nnd 
the chambers, and tor the inciting of civil war. i1he 
jur-y, however, declared him not guilty end he was re-
(63) 
leased. 
Pradt placed himself as a candidate of the libornl 
(64) 
party for deputy in 1820 but failed to secure election. 
He remained in Auvergne and wrot~ a number of pamphlets 
on Ital¥, Spain, Belgium, Greece, Husain, America, the 
affairs of the Orient and on all questions of exterior 
( 65) ..
relations. As to· interior policy he insisted on· 
liberalism, advocated liberty of the press and democrat1zat1or 
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(66) 
or suffrage and atte.cked the church and nristocraoy. 
In 1826 he severely:-.attaoked the Jesuits in Jesuitisme 
nnoien et moderne. In Lettre a un electeur de Paris 
(1817) and Preliminaires de la session de 1817 he 
charged that faulty principles and intrigues always 
brought the wrong end. 
In the elections of 1827 he ran as a·liberal 
candido.te nnd was elected for the second term of the· 
Chamber or Deputies from the first department of Puy-
de-Dome. · Ile was forced to resign in 1829 on acooo.nt 
(67) . . . or 111·s health. His nomination as general councilor 
or Puy-de-Dome was accepted, February 1831,. but he 
(68) .
gave his resignation in 1833. 
This terminated Pradt's public career and he 
spent the remainder of his life 1n retirement in 
Auvergne. He continued to write a great deal and leapt 
his riding horses for recreation. He reta.ined his 
interest in agriculture and the improvement or country 
life and in 1828 published a revised edition of Voyage 
ne;ronomiquo en Auvergne. On his frequent'tripa to Paris 
his inexhaustible spirit continued to dazzle and to 
(69) 
fatigue those with whom he associated. ·· He was ca·rried 





Controversy is still engaged over the nmotUlt of 
credit for·acoompl1shment which Pradt merits in the 
period of history with which this ftu.dy has been con-
cerned. By some he ccntinues to be condemned as a 
. (1) 
'blundering., presumptuous braggart~' It is unjust 
and inaccurate, .. however., to condemn him so summl\rily. 
Pradt has left a monument to himself in his abundant 
publications. the importance end value or which cannot 
be denied entirely. It is through these writings 
that we have bean able to judge.the contributions which 
Pradt ma.de previous to.his contacts with Napoleon·and 
independent of him, .Pradt's most oonapicuoua talent 
was the flair which he possessed for predicting the 
f'uture. We have noticed in his different works 
statements which seemed to show nothing less thnn n 
gift or prophecy. These predictions emanated most 
commonly from the interest which Pradt had in colonies 
and they appeared most frequently ~n the two works, 
L'Antidote au coasres ·de Hnsto.dt and Les tro1s agas
des colonies. In the preface or his publ1cnt1on of 
1816, Des colonies et la revolution aotuelle de 
l'Amerigue Pradt summarized the predictions which he 
made in the Three Ages, in 1802, which had been realized 
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in that brief space of time, namely~ the independence 
of Santo Domingo, the perpetuity of insurrections among 
the negroea, the successive and forced conquest of 
nlien colonies by England, the uncontested superiority 
or the English marine over all those of Europe, the 
convenience and the probability of the removal of 
the king of. Portugal to Brazil, the tendency of the. 
United States to acquire Florida and the emancipation 
(2)
of Spaniah 1unerica. In addition to these there were 
(3)
the predictions of the revolt of India, the establish-
. . ' ' . (4) '
mant of a United States of Bu.rope and t~e separation 
or oh.u.rch and state VJhi.ch he designated as the f~)t 
possible arrangement ~n Les quatres concordats. 
It should not be olairned that this gift .. of' pre-
diction wns anything m1raoulot;J.s, It came merely as 
a result or n thorough, reasoned understanding of 
contemporary history and trends, and from a per-
sistent faith, which guided him always, that •the 
hwnan race was on the march and was not e.ble to turn 
(6)
back., Therein lies Pradt•s most essential contri~ 
bution, Re wrote abundantly. and on such a great 
variety of subjects that his optimistic faith was 
nble to reach and pe.rhaps permeate a sufficient number 
of individuals as to produce·-:a.n effect _upon public· 
thought. 
Pradt•a publiontiona were by no~means works ot 
literary art. He wrote· 1n an easy, somewhat.lex, 
journaliatio style, verbose and redundant 11t times, 
but usually animated enough to hold interest. His 
' 1 •, 
works, coming annually, semi-annually or even more 
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frequently, as they did, could not have been carefully 
revised. their popularity and interest rested upon the 
clarity of the reasoning and tl1e1r 1no1s1ve, ofttimes 
sarcastic style, 
Besides these general contributions to·publ1o 
thought Pradt made some specific contributions through 
his writings. De l'etat de la culture en Frnnoe nnd 
~he others of his agricultural dissertations wero 
clearly intended to promote so1entif1o agriculture. 
The phase to which he devoted most of his theoretical 
and practioal efforts was animal husband1"7, particu-
larly the three principal fa1--m animals, horses, cattle. 
e.nd sheep. such ef.f'orts as ·these serve to show Pradt • s 
breadth of interest and his progressiveness which merit 
a corrnnenda.tory cozmnent from the historian. 
Another apeoifio contribution of theory which 
Pradt made in his writing, and which proved to have 
influence in the end, was his suggestion concerning 
the reconstitution of Belgium and Holland Which 
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appeared, first, in lfAntidote au congres de Rastadt. 
Of' its influence we have certain proof, for, there 
appenred in the D11t oh co11 respondence of 18141 as 
oolleoted by Colenbrander, long excerpts from the 
Antidote, used argumentatively in.support of the new 
(7) .
plan or reoonatitu~ion. . Other references ha.ve been 
made to Prndt's influence in this conneotion.previous-
(8)
ly. 
such are tha enduring achievements of Pradt which 
give him prominence. 111dependent of his contacts with 
Nnpoleon w1 th whom, his late1-- career was so ~losely 
connected, A summary vie\~ .or the history of Pradt' s 
worlt in the service of Napoleon shows a. g11 adual di• 
vergence from a. connnon point of interest, rnutunl con-
fidonoe o.nd regard to directly opposing positiona in-
volving hatred and a desire for retaliation. 1he · 
problem 110w 1s to· account for this divergence and to 
determine in the face of it whether or not there were 
any net results of Pra~t•s servicea. 
An exnminat1on of· the various functions which 
Pradt performed has shown that as long as he· <P nfined 
his efforts to his chosen field of activity as a church-
man he was not ~nly able to get along well with Napole•. 
on, but he was able to be of service to him. As Grand 
Almoner and First Chaplain he performed ably the 
duties incumbent upon the holder of those offioea, 
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at the same time strengthening the bonds between him-
self and Napoleon through the confidential advice 
which he was able to offer on matters concerning the 
reestablishment of the church in France. Then ngain, 
when Pradt took up his duties ns Archbishop or Mnlines 
in 1809-10, although he started with the condemnation 
I..- t 1 
of' Napoleon· because he served '111. spite· of the in-
oomplet eness of his bulls, he wns soon able to worlt 
his way back into favor by cooperating in executing 
napoleon's desires relative to churoh mnttera in Bel• 
gium.. In fact he was so loyal thnt he was oondanmed 
o.s one of' those "priests who are in constant prooter• 
' (9)
nation before the civil authorities." But this de-
votion did not last as we have seen. 
we must look to Prndt 1 s diplomatic career to oo-
oount for the gradu.nl divergence 1n point of view or 
Pradt and Napoleon •. Pradt'a first diplomatic aervioes 
were those performed at Bayo1U1a and we can judge 
little of his abilities from what he did there be-
cause of the impossibility of the task he was as-
signed, that of persuading Ferdinand to accept Etruria 
in exchange for the throne of Spain. ije aooomplishod 
nothing in the way of permanent results although he 
was generously rewarded with the arohbishoprio of 
Mnlines. In these negotiations there is the first 
ovidenoe t~at the diplomatic policy adopted by
Napoleon was not the one conceived to be desirnbla 
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by Prndt. The fact that Pradt could not wholehearted• 
ly put himself behind Napoleon's pclioy in this instance 
accounts, in pnrt, for tho futility of his efforts, 
althouch he did not allow Nnpoleon to beoome aware of 
it. 
Pradt 1s next diploma.tic tL~dertaking was the nego-
t1nt1ons with the Popo at Savona. These were not car-
ried on singlehanded by Pradt so that whatever may 
hnve been the net results, the responsibility for them 
'vrqo rihnred by all the members of the commission. In 
these nocot1at1ons it was not a case of,Prndt disaggr~e-
inc wit~ the policy adopted by Nnpoleon, for the com-
mission tried to follow as closely ns possible, their 
1notructions, On the other hand, these de~lings did· 
offer an excellent example of Napoleonts growing ar-
bitI'nriness toward ·hia diplomats. With practically 
no oxplanntion he flatlY,,,,fefused the· outcom_e r;>f the 
dealings with the Pope which was, after al~, very 
nearly the outcome he had nslced in his instructions• 
It is very likely that, in tho meantime, Mnpoleon · 
had chnn,ced hia mind concerning what would be the 
nost desirable arrangement between the Church and 
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the State and rather than nppenr inconsistent he 
cast the responsibility for the failure to oome to a 
settloment upon th~\deputation. Although there are 
no posi t:tve result~ of this diploma tic tmdertalcing 
I 
' with which Pradt can be accredited, at least he cnn-
~ 
! 
not·ba held responsible for ita failure. As to Nn-
.Poleon's attitude toward him he was left in a position 
of uncertainty, the former friei'idahip and mutual oon-
fidenc-n hnving been shaken.· 
Pradt's next diplomatic position, thnt of am-
bassador to the Duchy of VJa.rsnw, wns the only one 
which really tested his abilities. ·rhis time he wna 
given n task to be handled by himself alone witµ defi-
nite instructions for the execution of tho_job. Judged 
by Napoleon's stondards of success Pradt wao n complete 
failure, Napoleon having remarlrnd thnt ha could not 
hnve made o. vrorse choice or confided his nffn1rs to 
(10) 
a. m&n loss capable. Thi.s was en opinion exprosaad 
by Napoleon on his return from his fatnl Rusainn 
campaign when his-spirits ~era low and when he wna 
looking for a defense for himself. It is true thot 
Pradt-did not accomplish all that ~as desired or him 
by Napoleon and this a.gain was mainly beonuse Prndt 
did not approve of the d1plomnt1c policy adopted by
the Emperor. Napoleon wanted a confederation 
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established by means of insurrection but Pradt 
aatnbl1ahed it through a quiet, lawful procedure be• 
ouuse he did not app~ove of anything which savored o:f 
revolutionary methods. Napoleon wished that the. 
people ehould be violently stirred up by ardent pntri-
otio appeals in order that their enthus1.asm might be 
exploited in the Russian campaign. Pradt feared that 
euoh enthusiasm might lead to disorder so he·care" 
fully revised all speeches and manifeatoes which. we1"e
delivered or circulated over the country. But even so, 
it must be agreed that he was taking a great deal into· 
his own. hands when he undertook to ma.lre these alter-
ations in policy. At the same time, Pradt was perfect-
ly justified in certain of' his contentions concerning 
the economic exhaustion of.the country and he had 
the advantage over Napoleon of being in the locality. 
when he formed his judgments. Pra.dt so.w too clearly · 
to beliove in the suoceas of a campaign waged by a 
prostrnte country. He was not willing to camouflage 
his honeat estimation of tho situation to the e:ttent 
necessary to bring himself into agreement with views 
of his master. 
It is not necessary- to minimize Pradt•a ability 
ns n diplomat to conclude that a loss intelligent, 
but more supple, enthusiastic or even fanatic soldier 
would have been more successful in stirring up the 
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. Poles and in obtaining from thom the final sacrifioe 
of· their livoa 1n proteot1Il6 the retreat or tho 
French nrmy age.inst the pursuit of the Ru.ssinns. ·rhe
battle front did not prove to be the proper ootting 
for a peace loving, priestly diplomat. Prndt failed 
·1n the performance of.his duty beoause he adopted tho 
wrong method but Napoleon absurdly magnified the 
importance of the emb21ssy to t'Jo.rsa.w when he held it 
a.ccounto.ble for the·failure of the onmpnig11 whioh wna 
due to a wide combination or circumstancea. In this 
final episode or Prndt's aervicas for his once honor-
ed master Napoleon' a increasing nut;oora.oy olnshod 
with Prndt 1 a unalterable spirit of indapondenoe which 
· clash proved to be the brae.king poin.t tor the f1"iend-
ship between the two. 
AJlign1ng himself in opposing ranks, Pradt nwn1ted 
an opportunity to avenc;e the v1rongs end ingratitudes 
resulting· from his embassy to Warsaw. This opportu.n1ty 
came when:- .the Allied sovereign~ having entered Paris 
on :31 March, determined to hold a conference to decide 
what should be their future course or action. They 
had alreaay agreed that it was no longer feasible to 
treat with Napoleon but they did not feel justified 
in making a deole.rat:ton. to that effect ,mtil they 
were assured that the French people were ready to 
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dethrone the Bonapartes and ·welcome baok the Bourbons. 
Prndt gave the necessary confirmation to the contention 
of Talleyrand thnt France desired the rule of the 
Bourbons with the result that Alexander~ in the name 
or the Allies, declared that they would no longer 
treat with Napoleon. such was the retaliation Pradt 
dealt to the mnn whom, a.t·one time., he had· se!vad so 
foithf'ully. 
As n diplomnt Pradt is a good illustration of 
the type of men who served Napoleon 'in that oo.pacity 
dt1ring the latter years of the Empire. He was n'ot a 
supple tool but n man with a reasoning mind and inde-
pendence of spirit. He wns unfortunate in that the 
neea.t i ve results ot; his diploma tio undertaldh&;s usual• 
ly cnncelled the positive. But when refused the 
opportunity to lend a life of nction Prndt distinguished 
himself' in a mnnne:r which endures. He continued to. 
write abundnntly, his intelligence never weakening., 
and he thereby proved himself to be n remarkable 
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